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Southern California Earthquake Center:
Research Program in Earthquake System Science, 2017-2022
Project Summary
Overview. The Southern California Earthquake Center (SCEC) was founded as a Science & Technology
Center on February 1, 1991, with joint funding by the National Science Foundation (NSF) and the U. S.
Geological Survey (USGS). Since 2002, SCEC has been sustained as a stand-alone center under cooperative agreements with both agencies in three consecutive, five-year phases (SCEC2-SCEC4). This
proposal requests an extension of those agreements for the 5-year period from 1 Feb 2017 to 31 Jan
2022 (SCEC5). SCEC coordinates fundamental research on earthquake processes using Southern California as its main natural laboratory. Currently, over 1000 earthquake professionals are participating in
SCEC projects. This research program is investigator-driven and supports core research and education in
seismology, tectonic geodesy, earthquake geology, and computational science. The SCEC community
advances earthquake system science by gathering information from seismic and geodetic sensors, geologic field observations, and laboratory experiments; synthesizing knowledge of earthquake phenomena
through system-level, physics-based modeling; and communicating understanding of seismic hazards to
reduce earthquake risk and promote community resilience.
SCEC5 Research Vision. Earthquakes are emergent phenomena of active fault systems, confoundingly
simple in their gross statistical features but amazingly complex as individual events. SCEC’s long-range
science vision is to develop dynamical models of earthquake processes that are comprehensive, integrative, verified, predictive, and validated against observations. The science goal of the SCEC5 core program is to provide new concepts that can improve the predictability of the earthquake system models,
new data for testing the models, and a better understanding of model uncertainties.
The validation of model-based predictions against data is a key SCEC activity, because empirical
testing is the most powerful guide for assessing model uncertainties and moving models towards better
representations of reality. SCEC validation efforts tightly couple basic earthquake research to the practical needs of probabilistic seismic hazard analysis, operational earthquake forecasting, earthquake early
warning, and rapid earthquake response. Moreover, the risk-reduction problem—which requires actions
motivated by useful information—strongly couples SCEC science to earthquake engineering. SCEC collaborations with engineering organizations are directed towards end-to-end, physics-based modeling capabilities that span system processes from “ruptures-to-rafters.”
SCEC connects to the social sciences through its mission to convey authoritative information to
stakeholders in ways that result in lowered risk and enhanced resilience. SCEC’s vision is to engage endusers and the public at large in on-going, community-centric conversations about how to manage particular risks by taking specific actions. The SCEC Communication, Education, and Outreach (CEO) program
seeks to promote this dialog on many levels, through many different channels, and inform the conversations with authoritative earthquake information. Towards this goal, the SCEC5 CEO program will continue
to build networks of organizational partners that can act in concert to prepare millions of people of all ages and socioeconomic levels for inevitable earthquake disasters.
Intellectual Merit of the Proposed Research. Southern California is SCEC’s principal natural laboratory
for the study of earthquake physics and geology. Earthquake processes in this tectonically diverse stretch
of the Pacific-North America plate boundary are closely monitored by instrumental systems of increasing
density and resolution. Recent research has posed crucial questions about the current earthquake hazard
of the San Andreas fault system. In particular, the observed open intervals (times since the last large ruptures) on major faults are skewed to higher values than expected from the latest Uniform California
Earthquake Rupture Forecast (UCERF3). Random chance or subtle data or model bias are potential explanations, but another hypothesis of basic-research interest is the synchronization of fault ruptures into
“seismic supercycles” modulated by the largest ruptures. Understanding the earthquake behavior of the
San Andreas system is a fundamental problem for SCEC5 that has considerable practical implications.
The SCEC5 Science Plan has been developed by the non-USGS members of the SCEC Planning
Committee and Board of Directors with extensive input from issue-oriented “tiger teams” and the community at large. The strategic framework for the SCEC5 Science Plan has been cast in the form of five basic
questions of earthquake science: (1) How are faults loaded on different temporal and spatial scales?

(2) What is the role of off-fault inelastic deformation on strain accumulation, dynamic rupture, and radiated
seismic energy? (3) How do the evolving structure, composition and physical properties of fault zones
and surrounding rock affect shear resistance to seismic and aseismic slip? (4) How do strong ground motions depend on the complexities and nonlinearities of dynamic earthquake systems? (5) In what ways
can system-specific studies enhance the general understanding of earthquake predictability? These
questions cover the key issues driving earthquake research in California, and they provide a basis for
gauging the intellectual merit of proposed SCEC5 research activities.
Science Plan. Research priorities have been developed to address these five basic questions. Tied to
the priorities are fourteen science topics distributed across four main thematic areas.
Modeling the fault system: We seek to know more about the geometry of the San Andreas system as a
complex network of faults, how stresses acting within this network drive the deformation that leads to fault
rupture, and how this system evolves on time scales ranging from milliseconds to millions of years.
- Stress and Deformation Over Time. We will build alternative models of the stress state and its evolution
during seismic cycles, compare the models with observations, and assess their epistemic uncertainties,
particularly in the representation of fault-system rheology and tectonic forcing.
- Special Fault Study Areas: Focus on Earthquake Gates. Earthquake gates are regions of fault complexity conjectured to inhibit propagating ruptures, owing to dynamic conditions set up by proximal fault geometry, distributed deformation, and earthquake history. We will test the hypothesis that earthquake gates
control the probability of large, multi-segment and multi-fault ruptures.
- Community Models. We will enhance the accessibility of the SCEC Community Models, including the
model uncertainties. Community thermal and rheological models will be developed.
- Data Intensive Computing. We will develop methods for signal detection and identification that scale
efficiently with data size, which we will apply to key problems of Earth structure and nanoseismic activity.
Understanding earthquake processes: Many important achievements in understanding fault-system
stresses, fault ruptures, and seismic waves have been based on the elastic approximation, but new problems motivate us to move beyond elasticity in the investigation of earthquake processes.
- Beyond Elasticity. We will test hypotheses about inelastic fault-system behavior against geologic, geodetic, and seismic data, refine them through dynamic modeling across a wide range of spatiotemporal
scales, and assess their implications for seismic hazard analysis.
- Modeling Earthquake Source Processes. We will combine co-seismic dynamic rupture models with interseismic earthquake simulators to achieve a multi-cycle simulation capability that can account for slip history, inertial effects, fault-zone complexity, realistic fault geometry, and realistic loading.
- Ground Motion Simulation. We will validate ground-motion simulations, improve their accuracy by incorporating nonlinear rock and soil response, and integrate dynamic rupture models with wave-scattering
and attenuation models. We seek simulation capabilities that span the main engineering band, 0.1-10 Hz.
- Induced Seismicity. We will develop detection methods for low magnitude earthquakes, participate in the
building of hydrological models for special study sites, and develop and test mechanistic and empirical
models of anthropogenic earthquakes within Southern California.
Characterizing seismic hazards: We seek to characterize seismic hazards across a wide spectrum of anticipation and response times, with emphasis on the proper assessment of model uncertainties and the
use of physics-based methods to lower those uncertainties.
- Probabilistic Seismic Hazard Analysis. We will attempt to reduce the uncertainty in PSHA through physics-based earthquake rupture forecasts and ground-motion models. A special focus will be on reducing
the epistemic uncertainty in shaking intensities due to 3D along-path structure.
- Operational Earthquake Forecasting. We will conduct fundamental research on earthquake predictability, develop physics-based forecasting models in the new Collaboratory for Interseismic Simulation and
Modeling, and coordinate the Working Group on California Earthquake Probabilities.
- Earthquake Early Warning. We will develop methods to infer rupture parameters from time-limited data,
ground-motion predictions that account for directivity, basin, and other 3D effects, and better long-term
and short-term earthquake rupture forecasts for conditioning of early-warning algorithms.
- Post-Earthquake Rapid Response. We will improve the rapid scientific response to strong earthquakes
in Southern California through the development of new methods for mobilizing and coordinating the core
geoscience disciplines in the gathering and preservation of perishable earthquake data.

Reducing seismic risk: Through partnerships coordinated by SCEC’s Earthquake Engineering Implementation Interface, we will conduct research useful in motivating societal actions to reduce earthquake risk.
Two topics investigated by these engineering partnerships will be:
- Risk to Distributed Infrastructure. We will work with engineers and stakeholders to apply measures of
distributed infrastructure impacts in assessing correlated damage from physics-based ground-motion
simulations. An initial project will develop earthquake scenarios for the Los Angeles water supply.
- Earthquake Physics of the Geotechnical Layer. In collaboration with geotechnical engineers, we will advance the understanding of site effects and soil-structure interactions by incorporating nonlinear rheological models of near-surface rock and soil layers into full-physics earthquake simulations.
Communication, Education and Outreach Plan. The SCEC CEO program will manage and expand a
suite of successful activities within four CEO focus areas. Knowledge Implementation will connect SCEC
scientists and research results with practicing engineers, government officials, business risk managers,
and other professionals in order to improve application of earthquake science. The Public Education and
Preparedness focus area will educate people of all ages about earthquakes, tsunamis, and other hazards, and motivate them to become prepared. The K-14 Earthquake Education Initiative will improve earth
science education in multiple learning environments, overall science literacy, and earthquake safety in
schools and museums. The Experiential Learning and Career Advancement program will provide research opportunities, networking, and other resources to encourage students and sustain careers in
STEM fields. Four long-term intended outcomes of the CEO program are improved application of earthquake science in policy and practice; reduced loss of life, property, and recovery time; increased science
literacy; and increased diversity, retention, and career success in the scientific workforce. SCEC’s vigorous promotion of workforce diversity will be augmented by a new Transitions Program that will provide
students and early-career scientists with resources and mentoring at major steps in their careers.
Broader Impacts of the Proposed Research. California comprises about two-thirds of the nation’s longterm earthquake risk, and Southern California about 40% of this total. SCEC5 will translate basic research into practical products that will inform efforts to reduce risk and build resilience in California and
elsewhere. The Center will work with the USGS and California agencies to improve the two basic elements of seismic hazard analysis, earthquake rupture forecasting and ground-motion modeling. It will
equip long-term seismic hazard analysis and short-term earthquake forecasting with physics-enabled,
system-specific models that can provide authoritative information about the time dependence of seismic
hazards to help communities prepare for potentially destructive earthquakes. This research will also lead
to improvements in earthquake early warning as well as the delivery of post-event information about
strong ground motions and secondary hazards, such as landsliding, liquefaction, and tsunamis.
Los Angeles Mayor Garcetti’s plan to strengthen buildings, fortify the water system, and enhance reliable telecommunications has demonstrated how the quantitative characterization of seismic hazards can
provide the scientific basis for strong civic actions to mitigate risk and improve resilience. SCEC5 will
support the chain of scientific inference that proceeds from hazard characterization to loss estimation and
eventually to implementation of effective mitigation options with well-defined costs and benefits.
SCEC, through its CEO program, will continue to manage the statewide Earthquake Country Alliance,
which now comprises more than 200 partner organizations and sponsors a yearly preparedness campaign—the Great California ShakeOut—that has involved millions of California citizens. SCEC will coordinate ShakeOut activities in 51 U.S. states and territories as well as Canada, Japan, New Zealand, and a
growing number of other countries. SCEC will be a leading organization in America’s PrepareAthon, a
new FEMA program modeled on ShakeOut. SCEC will also coordinate the EPIcenter Network of more
than 60 museums, science centers, and libraries, and it will deliver public information through an extensive array of educational booklets, web-based resources, and social media.
SCEC is a center-without-walls that has developed the virtual organization needed to coordinate and
sustain interdisciplinary, multi-institutional earthquake system science. The SCEC5 working groups,
workshops, field activities, intern programs, and annual meeting will foster deep collaborations and strong
interpersonal networks among earthquake scientists, earthquake engineers, and other professionals.
SCEC5 will promote intellectual exchange and amplify the support for students and early-career scientists, giving them the organizational resources and experience to become the field’s future leaders.

I. Introduction
The Southern California Earthquake Center (SCEC) was
founded as a Science & Technology Center on February 1,
1991, with joint funding by the National Science Foundation
(NSF) and the U. S. Geological Survey (USGS). SCEC
graduated from the STC Program in 2002 and has been
funded as a stand-alone center under cooperative agreements with both agencies in three consecutive phases:
SCEC2, 1 Feb 2002 to 31 Jan 2007; SCEC3, 1 Feb 2007 to
31 Jan 2012; and SCEC4, 1 Feb 2012 to 31 Jan 2017. This
proposal requests an extension of those agreements for the
5-year period from 1 Feb 2017 to 31 Jan 2022 (SCEC5).
SCEC coordinates fundamental research on earthquake processes using Southern California as its
main natural laboratory. This research program is investigator-driven and supports core research and education in seismology, tectonic geodesy, earthquake geology, and computational science. The SCEC
community advances earthquake system science through three basic activities: (a) gathering information
from seismic and geodetic sensors, geologic field observations, and laboratory experiments;
(b) synthesizing knowledge of earthquake phenomena through physics-based modeling, including system-level hazard modeling (Fig. 1.1); and (c) communicating our understanding of seismic hazards to
reduce earthquake risk and promote community resilience (Fig. 1.2). Our mission statement (Box 1.1)
guides the SCEC5 project plan.
Uniform California
Earthquake Rupture
Forecast, Version 3
(UCERF3)

M ≥ 6.7 Earthquake
Participation Rates (per year)
10–6

10–4

10–2

Figure 1.1. Three-dimensional map
of the California fault system showing
the Third California Earthquake
Rupture Forecast. UCERF3 was
developed by the Working Group on
California Earthquake Probabilities
through a USGS-CGS-SCEC
partnership with major support from
the California Earthquake Authority.
The time-independent component of
the model, UCERF3-TI, was
incorporated into the 2014 update of
the National Seismic Hazard Maps
[2]. The long-term time-dependent
component, UCERF3-TD, based on
Reid renewal statistics, was released
in March, 2015 [3]. The short-term
component, UCERF3-ETAS, based
on Omori-Utsu clustering, is under
testing and will support operational
earthquake forecasting in California.

The SCEC5 proposal is well aligned with the NSF and USGS strategic plans. The 2012 NRC Decadal
Study for the NSF, New Research Opportunities in the Earth Sciences [1], recognized SCEC’s contributions to the EAR core program (Finding 2): “Integrative multidisciplinary activities such as MARGINS, GeoPRISMS, and the Southern California Earthquake Center (SCEC) are particularly valuable for investigating fault zone and plate boundary environments. The SCEC has successfully bridged the earthquake science and earthquake engineering communities, including strong public outreach…” The Panel recommended that “EAR should pursue integrated interdisciplinary quantification of the spectrum of fault slip
behavior and its relation to fluxes of sediments, fluids, and volatiles in the fault zone.” This recommendation concisely states a major objective of the SCEC5 project plan.
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Earthquake system science provides the disciplinary knowledge and computational tools needed to
power a new generation of physics-based hazard models. Exemplars include the Uniform California
Earthquake Rupture Forecast [2,3] (Fig. 1.1), earthquake rupture simulators [4,5,6] (Fig. 1.4), and the
CyberShake simulation-based hazard model [7,8]. These projects contribute to key elements of the
USGS National Hazards, Risk, and Resilience Assessment Program [9]. SCEC5 will address the six
“Grand Challenges for Disaster Reduction” articulated by the National Science and Technology Council
[10] and the three grand challenges of the NSF 2009 GeoVision Report [11]: (a) understanding and forecasting the behavior of a complex and evolving Earth system, (b) reducing vulnerability and sustaining
life, and (c) growing the geosciences workforce of the future.
States, Territories, Provinces & Countries Participating in
the 2015 Great ShakeOut Earthquake Drills

2015 Official ShakeOut Regions
28 Regions worldwide
22 U.S. regions spanning 51 states & territories
55 additional countries with independent
registrations (individuals, schools, etc.)

Participation History (worldwide)
2014: 26.5 million (+ NM, KS, FL, Quebec, Yukon, more)
2013: 25.0 million (+ Southeast, Northeast, MT, WY, CO)
2012: 19.5 million (+ Japan, New Zealand, UT, WA, AZ)
2011: 12.5 million (+ Central US, BC, OR)
2010: 8.0 million (+ Nevada and Guam)
2009: 6.9 million (+ Northern California)
2008 5.4 million (Southern California)

Key Facts
• Participants practice “Drop, Cover, and Hold On” and
other aspects of their emergency plans.
• Register at www.ShakeOut.org
• Largest component “America’s PrepareAthon,”
sponsored by FEMA

Figure 1.2. Map showing regions that are participating in the 2015 ShakeOut Earthquake Drills. Statistics from
2008 to 2014 (right side) show how this SCEC-led program has expanded from Southern California to an
international scale. In 2014, more than 26.5 million people registered to participate in ShakeOut drills
worldwide. For countries with significant participation not shown on this map, see ShakeOut.org.

A. Intellectual Merit of the Proposed Research: Southern California as a Natural Laboratory
Southern California is SCEC’s principal natural laboratory for the study of earthquake physics and geology. This tectonically diverse stretch of the Pacific-North America plate boundary contains a network of
several hundred active faults organized around the San Andreas master fault (Fig. 1.1). Its geographic
dimensions are big enough to contain the larger (M8) San Andreas events, which set the system’s outer
scale, but small enough for detailed surveys of seismicity and fault interactions. SCEC coordinates a
broad collaboration that builds across disciplines and enables deeper investigations of fault system behavior than would be possible by individual researchers or institutions working alone. SCEC4 successes
include the Special Fault Study Areas in the San Gorgonio Pass and Ventura regions, where interdisciplinary studies have changed our understanding of large fault ruptures and their hazards.
Recent research has posed crucial questions about the current earthquake hazard within this active
plate-boundary deformation zone. Fig. 1.3 plots the open interval on a fault section (years since the last
major rupture) against the mean recurrence interval (average time between paleoseismic ruptures). We
see that the open intervals along the southern San Andreas Fault have grown long compared to the mean
rupture rate documented at paleoseismic sites. For example, the southern San Andreas Fault broke from
Parkfield to Cajon Pass in the 1857 Fort Tejon earthquake (M7.8). This open interval of 158 years is
longer than the paleoseismic estimates of the mean recurrence interval at four locations along the 1857
rupture: Bidart Fan (115 years), Frazier Mt. (149 years), Pallett Creek (149 years), and Wrightwood (106
years). Paleoseismic data indicate that the last major rupture (~M7.5) of the southernmost (Coachella)
section of the San Andreas was circa 1680, implying an open interval more than 300 years, which compares with mean recurrence intervals of 178 years at Coachella and 277 years at Indio [12].
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According to the Reid model, the San Andreas system has accumulated substantial elastic strain that
will eventually be released in large earthquakes. UCERF3 gives a 75% probability of at least one large
(M > 7) earthquake in Southern California in the next 30 years. However, in a UCERF3 world, the probability of observing an open-interval distribution as extreme as the present day would be small, less
than 1% according to one estimate [13]. Paleoseismic data bias is a potential explanation under investigation, but another hypothesis of interest is the synchronization of fault ruptures into “seismic supercycles” modulated by the largest ruptures. UCERF3 does not explicitly model supercycles, but they emerge
from long-term runs of physics-based rupture simulators [6]. The synchronization of large events on different fault sections leads to variations in seismic energy release of ± 50% on time scales of about 200
years (Fig. 1.4). Are supercycles real? Do long open intervals imply that California has been near a supercycle minimum? What are the seismic hazard implications? SCEC5 will provide a framework for addressing these difficult, pressing questions about Southern California seismic behavior.
30-yr BPT probability

event
likely

RSQsim (Dieterich & Richards-Dinger, 2010)

± 50%
8

7

200 yr

5
12

ALLCAL (Ward, 2008)

6

34

9

± 50%
10

event
unlikely

200 yr

Years (arbitrary origin)

Figure 1.3. Seismic open interval versus mean recurrence
interval for selected paleoseismic sites along southern
San Andreas system. For most, the time since the last
earthquake has been greater than the mean interval
between earthquakes. The colors are 30-year probabilities
from a Brownian Passage Time model with an aperiodicity
of 0.3. The sites are (1) Wrightwood, (2) Bidart Fan, (3)
Frazier Mountian, (4) Pallett Creek, (5) Pitman Canyon,
(6) Plunge Creek, (6) Burro Flats, (7) Coachella, (8) Indio,
(9) Elsinore-Glen Ivy, and (10) Hog Lake. The data are
from Appendix G of the UCERF3 report [2].

Figure 1.4. Seismic supercycles are observed in
synthetic catalogs produced by the RSQSim and
ALLCAL rupture simulators [4,5]. When run for
thousands of model years on a UCERF-based fault
geometry, the simulations show ± 50% variations
in seismic energy release over time scales of 200
years or so. The plots are the release of seismic
moment (which is proportional to energy) across
the entire California fault system from 2000-year
catalogs that have been a smoothed by a 100-yr
moving average.

B. Broader Impacts of the Proposed Research: SCEC as a System-Science Organization
The SCEC community comprises one of the largest research collaborations in geoscience. There are currently 1096 active participants on SCEC projects, and more than half of them registered for SCEC’s Annual Meeting in 2015 (Fig. 1.5). SCEC is organized as a consortium of 17 “core institutions”, which commit sustained support, and a much larger set of “participating institutions” (52), which join through requests initiated by scientists wishing participate in SCEC (Table 1.1). All of the existing core institutions
have committed resources to SCEC5, and Texas A&M University will join the core on Feb. 1, 2016 (see
letters of commitment). Participating institutions will be solicited when the SCEC5 proposal is approved.
SCEC’s core research program is investigator-driven and open to anyone who is willing to submit a
qualified project plan for peer review. The core resources are allocated through an annual planning process that involves input from the entire SCEC community, as well as advice from an external Advisory
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Council and the sponsoring agencies. About two-thirds of the SCEC science budget goes to students and
early-career scientists engaged in investigator-initiated research. The roster changes constantly as new
people and institutions become involved. The Center’s working groups, workshops, field activities, and
annual meeting enable scientists to work together over sustained periods, building “deep collaborations”
and strong interpersonal networks that promote intellectual exchange and amplify the support for students
and early-career scientists. SCEC encourages colleagues with creative ideas about earthquakes to formulate them as hypotheses that can be tested collectively. Researchers with new hypotheses are quickly
brought together with experts who have observational insights, modeling skills, and knowledge of statistical testing methods.
Table 1.1. SCEC4 Member Institutions (August 1, 2015)
Core Institutions (17)
California Geological Survey
California Institute of Technology
Columbia University
Harvard University
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
San Diego State University
Stanford University
U.S. Geological Survey, Golden
U.S. Geological Survey, Menlo Park
U.S. Geological Survey, Pasadena
University of California, Los Angeles
University of California, Riverside
University of California, San Diego
University of California, Santa Barbara
University of California, Santa Cruz
University of Nevada, Reno
University of Southern California (lead)

Figure 1.5. Registrants at the SCEC Annual Meeting (upper bar chart),
history of base funding (lower bar chart), and breakdown of the 2015
registrants (pie chart). Dotted line is SCEC base funding in 2002 dollars.

Participating Institutions (52)
Academia Sinica (Taiwan); Appalachian State University; Arizona
State University; Brown University; CalPoly, Pomona; CalState,
Fullerton; CalState, Long Beach; CalState, Northridge; CalState,
San Bernardino; Carnegie Mellon University; Centro de
Investigación Científica y de Educación Superior de Ensenada
(Mexico); Colorado School of Mines; Cornell University; Disaster
Prevention Research Institute (Japan); Earthquake Research
Institute (Japan); ETH Zürich (Switzerland); Georgia Institute of
Technology; GNS Science (New Zealand); Indiana University;
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory; Marquette University;
National Aeronautics and Space Administration Jet Propulsion
Laboratory; National Central University (Taiwan); National Chung
Cheng University (Taiwan); National Taiwan University (Taiwan);
Oregon State University; Pennsylvania State University; Purdue
University; Smith College; State University of New York at Stony
Brook; Texas A&M University; University of Alaska, Fairbanks;
University of Bristol (UK); University of California, Berkeley;
University of California, Davis; University of California, Irvine;
University of Canterbury (New Zealand); University of Cincinnati;
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign; University of
Kentucky; University of Massachusetts, Amherst; University of
Michigan; University of New Hampshire; University of Oregon;
University of Texas at Austin; University of Texas at El Paso;
University of Wisconsin, Madison; URS Corporation; Utah State
University; Utah Valley University; Western University (Canada);
Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution

10/26/04
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SCEC is a center-without-walls that has developed the virtual organization [14] needed to coordinate
and sustain interdisciplinary, multi-institutional earthquake system science. Examples are the SCEC
Community Fault Model (CFM) [15] and the SCEC Community Velocity Model (CVM) [16]. These two
long-running projects have integrated information from countless investigations of the California crust into
a Unified Structural Representation (Fig. 1.6), recently summarized by Shaw et al. [17]. During SCEC4,
investigators initiated a Community Geodetic Model (CGM) and a Community Stress Model (CSM). Continuing improvements to these community models, sustained by SCEC, have led to a boom in physicsbased hazard modeling of Southern California.

Figure 1.6. Perspective view of
components of the Unified
Structural Representation (USR).
A. Topography and bathymetry;
B. top basement surface; C.
Community Fault Model (CFM);
and D. USR showing
compressional wave velocity.
SAF is the San Andreas fault.
Topographic and bathymetric
surfaces are derived from USGS
3" digital elevation model and a
National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration 30"
grid (TerrainBase).
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SCEC operates collaboratories for earthquake system science that include the Community Modeling
Environment (CME), the Collaboratory for the Study of Earthquake Predictability (CSEP), and a new Collaboratory for Interseismic Simulation and Modeling (CISM), recently funded by the W. M. Keck Foundation. SCEC has become a world-leading virtual organization through the innovative use of highperformance computing (HPC) to solve system-level problems. In 2015, SCEC received allocations on
national supercomputing facilities totaling 362 million service units through CME-led proposals to the NSF
PRAC and XSEDE programs and the DOE INCITE program (see Fig. 3.15). These valuable allocations
give SCEC researchers the HPC resources required for computationally intensive earthquake science,
directly leveraging NSF’s and DOE’s huge investments in supercomputing. The current mean rate of
computer usage by the SCEC collaboratories is almost 1 million CPU-hours per day.
SCEC is a reliable and trusted partner that works with other organizations to reduce earthquake risk
and promote societal resilience to earthquake disasters. SCEC engages earthquake engineers through
joint projects with the Pacific Earthquake Engineering Research Center, the California Earthquake Authority, and the Pacific Gas & Electric Company, and also directly through its Earthquake Engineering
Implementation Interface. The EEII includes two standing activities run by professional earthquake engineers: the Ground Motion Simulation Validation Technical Activity Group (led by N. Luco and S. Rezaeian) and the Committee on the Utilization of Ground Motion Simulations (led by C. B. Crouse).
The SCEC Communication Education and Outreach (CEO) program manages the statewide Earthquake Country Alliance (ECA), which now comprises more than 200 partner organizations and sponsors
a yearly preparedness campaign—the Great California ShakeOut—that has involved millions of California
citizens. Through CEO efforts sustained by the SCEC core program and funded in part by FEMA and
other agencies, SCEC now coordinates ShakeOut activities in 51 U.S. states and territories as well as
Canada, Japan, New Zealand, and a growing number of other countries (Fig. 1.2). In 2014, more than 26
million people worldwide were registered in ShakeOut drills. As an indicator of ShakeOut’s national impact, FEMA has modeled its new America’s PrepareAthon on this program.
The CEO program has used SCEC research in developing effective new mechanisms to promote
community preparedness and resilience, including the many publications branching from Putting Down
Roots in Earthquake Country, installation of “Quake Catcher Network” sensors in schools and museums,
and development of curricular materials. Partners in its K-14 Education Initiative include IRIS, UNAVCO,
EarthScope, USGS, and CGS. Its EPIcenter Network of more than 60 museums, science centers, and
libraries throughout California and a growing number of other states host public lectures, co-develop educational materials, and offer docent-led field trips. Some of SCEC’s broadest and deepest impacts are
through its highly successful Summer Undergraduate Research Experience (SURE) and Undergraduate
Studies in Earthquake Information Technology (USEIT) intern programs, which have graduated more
than 530 undergraduates of widely varying backgrounds since 1994.
SCEC is an international center that inspires interdisciplinary collaborations, and it involves many scientists from other countries. Currently, 11 leading foreign universities and research organizations are enrolled as participating institutions (Table 1.1), and others are involved through CSEP and CISM, bilateral
memoranda of understanding, and multinational collaborations, such as the Global Earthquake Model
(GEM) program [18]. The SCEC program is heavily leveraged by contributions from foreign participants
who are supported through their own institutions.
C.

Intellectual Merit of the Proposed Research:
Basic Questions of Earthquake Science

Earthquakes are emergent phenomena of active fault
systems, confoundingly simple in their gross statistical
features but amazingly complex as individual events.
The nonlinear processes of brittle and ductile deformation couple the long-term dynamics of fault systems
to the short-term dynamics of fault rupture and ground
motion. SCEC’s vision is to develop community models
of these dynamical processes that are comprehensive,
integrated, verified, predictive, and validated against
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observations.
Prospective empirical testing is our most powerful guide
for moving system models towards better representations
of reality. The confirmation of predictive value is also essential in judging what information might be helpful in protecting society from future earthquakes. SCEC has become
more capable in providing cyberinfrastructure for model
development and testing. In SCEC5, the scientific goal of
the core program will be to provide new concepts that can
improve the predictability of the earthquake system models,
new data for testing the models, and a better understanding
of model uncertainties.
The strategic framework for the SCEC5 Science Plan
has been cast in the form of five basic questions of earthquake science (Box 1.2). These high-level questions reflect
the core issues currently driving earthquake research in
California. Through them, we have refracted a spectrum of
14 topical elements that constitute the core of the Science
Plan (Box 1.3).
D. Broader Impacts of the Proposed Research: Anticipating Future Earthquakes
California comprises about two-thirds of the national long-term earthquake risk, with Southern California
accounting for about 40% [19]. SCEC5 will translate basic research into practical products for reducing
risk and improving community resilience. The Center will work with the USGS and California agencies to
improve the two basic elements of seismic hazard analysis: earthquake rupture forecasting (e.g., UCERF
and simulator-based forecasts) and ground-motion modeling (e.g., CyberShake and nonlinear earthquake
simulations).
Experience in Southern California has demonstrated that the quantitative characterization of seismic
hazards can provide the scientific basis for strong civic actions to mitigate risk and improve resilience. In
December, 2014, Mayor Garcetti of Los Angeles released a major plan, Resilience by Design [20], to
strengthen buildings, fortify the water system, and enhance reliable telecommunications. The plan was
developed by a Seismic Safety Task Force, led by USGS scientist Lucy Jones, using the results of the
2008 ShakeOut Scenario. In that landmark study, SCEC ground-motion simulations of a M7.8 San Andreas earthquake [21] were provided to interdisciplinary teams, who used this detailed scenario to understand the impacts of a very large earthquake on the complex society of Southern California [22]. The
Seismic Safety Task Force was able to apply the published results in making specific recommendations
to retrofit for seismic safety and improve the disaster resilience of LA’s urban systems. SCEC5 will continue to support the chain of scientific inference that proceeds from hazard characterization to loss estimation and—with the effort and leadership exemplified in the Jones Report—can lead to implementation
of effective mitigation options with well-defined costs and benefits.
During SCEC4, substantial progress has been made in developing the time-dependent seismic hazard analysis needed to track earthquake cascades. Long-term probabilistic hazard analysis has been outfitted with new forecasting capabilities, such as UCERF3 [2,3], and new simulation-based ground-motion
models, such as CyberShake [7,8]. Short-term forecasting methods have been prospectively tested by
CSEP and are now being incorporated into operational systems in New Zealand [23], Italy [24], and the
United States [25], as recommended by the International Commission for Earthquake Forecasting [26].
In SCEC5, we will continue to equip long-term seismic hazard analysis and short-term earthquake
forecasting with physics-enabled, system-specific models that can provide authoritative information about
the time dependence of seismic hazards to help communities prepare for potentially destructive earthquakes. This research will also lead to improvements in earthquake early warning—advanced notification
that an earthquake is underway and predictions of when strong shaking will arrive at more distant sites
[27]—as well as the delivery of post-event information about strong ground motions and secondary hazards, such as landsliding, liquefaction, and tsunamis.
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II. Results from Prior NSF and USGS Support: SCEC4 Accomplishments
A. Science Accomplishments
Aftershocks, stress triggering, and induced seismicity
are all indications that seismic hazard varies strongly
with time. The time-dependence of seismic hazard
motivated the current SCEC core research program
of tracking earthquake cascades – understanding
how seismic hazards change across all time scales of
scientific and societal interest (Fig. 2.1). The SCEC4
science plan resolved the challenges of tracking
earthquake cascades into six fundamental problems
of earthquake physics (Box 2.1). We use this interdisciplinary framework to present the SCEC4 research accomplishments.
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Figure 2.1. Earthquake
processes (in blue) cascade
through the natural and built
environments, depicted here
for a damaging event on a
nonlinear time line. Red
arrows indicate the time
scales for long-term seismic
hazard modeling, operational
earthquake forecasting,
earthquake early warning,
tsunami warning and postevent response and recovery.
SCEC has advanced the
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helping to reduce seismic risk
and improve resilience. From
the SCEC4 proposal.
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1. Stress transfer from plate motion to crustal faults
The energy released in California earthquakes comes from steadily accumulating relative plate motion,
but its manifestation in earthquake activity is spatially complex and temporally variable. To investigate the
complex plate boundary across southern California, SCEC merged previous efforts that focused separately on crustal deformation modeling of geodetic data and lithospheric architecture and dynamics into
the single interdisciplinary focus group, Stress and Deformation Over Time (SDOT), which develops and
applies system-wide deformation models of lithospheric and mantle processes to acquire a better understanding of crustal deformation, the forces loading the lithosphere, rheology, structural heterogeneity, and
the distribution of stress.
Stress and Deformation Over Time (SDOT). As a part of the UCERF3 effort, SCEC researchers developed a suite of kinematic deformation models for California from GPS measurements of horizontal velocities and geologic estimates of fault slip rates [28,29]. These models refine our understanding of the distribution of fault slip rates and are the culmination of decades of research into using geodetic data to constrain earthquake potential. This effort led to the surprising and significant result that as much as 20-30%
of the total permanent deformation in southern California may be distributed through the crust, rather than
localized on known active faults (Fig. 2.2).
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Figure 2.2. Off-fault (left) and total (right)
moment rate from UCERF3 kinematic
deformation models. Off-fault rate is computed
from off-fault model strain rates using Kostrov
summation. 20-30% of the total accumulation
rate is off-fault. From Field et al. (2014).

The UCERF3 deformation models provide the highestresolution representation of California crustal deformation to
date. SCEC is now moving beyond kinematic models towards
physics-based models of the plate boundary. These include
finite-element models of a lithosphere cut by faults, allowing
plastic deformation, and driven from the sides by far-field plate
motion [30,31]. Lithospheric deformation and stress are controlled by friction and elasticity at low temperature and by viscous creep at high temperature. The predicted stress field
shown in Fig. 2.3 agrees well with the inferred principal stress
directions from focal mechanism inversions in the SCEC
Community Stress Model (CSM).
Understanding deformation in the crust over time and how
plate-boundary faults are loaded requires an improved understanding of the rheology of the lithosphere and the transfer of
stress between the elastic upper crust and the flowing lower
crust and mantle. Numerical models of earthquake cycles on a
strike-slip fault that incorporate laboratory-derived power-law
rheologies with Arrhenius temperature dependence, viscous
dissipation, conductive heat transfer, and far-field loading
(Fig. 2.4) predict that deformation in the lower crust localizes
in ~5 km-wide shear zones that broaden to ~15-20 km in the
upper mantle [32]. The surface velocity field is relatively
steady for much of the earthquake cycle, but has rapid postseismic deformation for 10-20 years following large earthquakes. The models are broadly consistent with geodetic data
and heat flow constraints across the central San Andreas. Future refinement could include better constraints on the depth
distribution and temporal evolution of grain-size and rock fabric during shear zone evolution.

Community Geodetic Model. The need for improved spatial
and temporal resolution of crustal deformation motivated development of a SCEC Community Geodetic
Model (CGM) that combines data from continuous and campaign GPS data with Interferometric Synthetic Aperture Radar (InSAR)
for Southern California. The CGM has been
designed to be time-dependent, and it incorporates InSAR data to constrain the vertical
deformation field and resolve small-scale
regional deformations. It supports SCEC
studies of earthquake physics and new
methods for detecting time-dependent deformations [33,34]. The CGM uses GPS,
InSAR, and combined time series to estimate secular deformation rates and to identify time-dependent processes. To develop
the CGM, SCEC compiled and reprocessed
Figure 2.3. Stress at 3-km depth in
campaign GPS data into a self-consistent
Southern California from Bird’s (2014)
position time series. This required identifying
SHELLS model, a member of the CSM ensemble. Bars show
discrepancies among continuous GPS soludirection of the maximum horizontal compressive stress; their lengths
are scaled with the maximum shear stress. Background colors are
tions provided by different processing cenmean horizontal normal stress. From Community Stress Model.
ters, assessing time-dependent noise, and
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developing a strategy for merging solutions. A parallel effort reduced errors (Fig. 2.5) and reconciled InSAR time series analyses developed using different processing methods [35,36]. CGM development is
currently focused on integrating GPS and InSAR components into a single model.
Figure 2.4. Numerical model of
earthquake cycle deformation
incorporating power law
rheology with temperature
dependence. Strain is localized
within a ~10-20 km wide shear
zone in the lower crust and
uppermost mantle. The model
predicts surface velocity field
that varies with time since the
last earthquake. From Takeuchi,
& Fialko (2012).

The boundary between geodesy and precision measurement of surface features is blurring. LiDAR
has revolutionized the measurement of fine-scale faulting and earthquake deformation features as expressed by topography. Extracting new information from such measurements has been an active research area in SCEC4 [37,38,39,40] and has led directly to important new insights into fault system behavior. It is also an important part of response planning for future earthquakes (Topic 12). Topographic
differencing for the El Mayor-Cucapah earthquake (Fig. 2.6) [41] and for crustal earthquakes in Japan
[42] documented strong variations in the continuity and expression of slip along faults in the uppermost crust. These
results are complementary to InSAR results, and have the
potential to inform larger scale geodetic deformation models. SCEC hosted a series of workshops with tutorials to
support wider application of the various approaches to image processing.
Quantification of fault slip rates, and the time of past
events identified through paleoseismology, depends on
effective geochronology, for which SCEC has developed a
coordinated approach. The geochronology infrastructure
provides a community resource for SCEC researchers to
draw from for dating using carbon-14, in-situ cosmogenic
nuclides, and luminescence techniques. By pooling resources, the geochronology infrastructure program saves
resources, increases flexibility, and allows investigators
to adjust quickly to pursue unanticipated research opportunities. SCEC also supports basic research on laboratory
techniques, sample collection protocols, and comparison of
multiple dating methods at field sites. The geochronology
infrastructure has helped SCEC scientists lead the way in
Figure 2.5. Average line-of-sight (LOS) velocity
building well-constrained, long paleoseismic event chronolfrom Envisat data 2003-2010. (a) Initial velocity
ogies to test earthquake models [43,44,45], has developed
with significant error from oscillator drift; (b)
the pIR-IRSL technique for luminescence dating of feldspar
velocity after empirical length-of-day phase-drift
correction; (c) velocity after correcting each
to meet dating needs in arid regions [46,47], and advanced
interferogram by GPS-based block model. Both
the application of multi-chronometer techniques to expand
approaches remove error, and the correction
capabilities and reduce epistemic uncertainty in the timing
improves agreement between InSAR and GPS
line-of-sight velocity. From Liu & Shen (2015).
of events and slip rates [48,49,50,51]. The geochronology
program also facilitates sharing of expertise among re-
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searchers and labs through interactions at the annual meeting and workshops, and provides opportunities
for students to use world-class analytical facilities at participating laboratories. All SCEC geochronology
infrastructure data is archived and openly available.
Figure 2.6. Differential LiDAR and elastic
model for part of El Mayor-Cucapah rupture.
(A) Elevation difference showing distributed
deformation as slip steps from the NW Borrego
Fault into the PIAZ. Arrows show dip direction.
(B) Profile of elevation difference along line XX′ in (A). (C) Elastic model, using rectangular
dislocations, showing vertical surface
deformation due to imposed slip along the
PIAZ fault array. Slip vectors point in the
direction of hanging wall motion. Modeled slip
vectors match field observations, except for
faults E1 to E3, where slip is 30% above the
observed values. Coulomb stress change for
oblique slip along the Laguna Salada Fault is
shown from the surface to 3-km depth. From
Oskin et al. (2012).

2. Stress-mediated fault interactions and earthquake clustering
Key to understanding earthquake cascades is understanding stress – both absolute stress levels, and the
magnitude of stress changes – that influences the southern California fault system. Stress is a tensor
quantity, and most measurements of it are only sensitive to some aspects of the total field. As a result,
even the magnitude of stress in the Earth is poorly understood; however, the importance of stress in driving earthquake behavior and the need for better constraints on how faults are loaded motivated a SCEC
collaboration to develop a community stress model (CSM). This effort is embedded in, and has proceeded collaboratively with, other SCEC initiatives such as SDOT and the CGM.
CSM products include a suite of models of
the 4D stress and stressing-rate tensor in the
California lithosphere. Community discussions
and a series of four dedicated workshops led to a
common CSM analysis framework and workflow.
The CSM web site [52] hosts all of the models
contributed by the community. These include four
stress and five stressing-rate models that are
available in a standardized, comprehensive format, and all models can be visualized and validated against available constraints in a consistent
way. The CSM web page also provides plotting
and validation scripts for user-driven reanalysis.
Among the insights that arose from initial comparison efforts were that the stress state inferred Figure 2.7. SCEC Community Stress Model
YHSM-2013, inferred from focal mechanisms
from focal mechanisms shows a remarkable (Yang & Hauksson, 2013). Bars show direction of the maximum horizontal
stress; their lengths are scaled with the von Mises stress in
agreement among models, whereas other pa- compressive
arbitrary units. Background colors are mean horizontal normal stress.
rameters, such as the absolute value of stress
vary significantly and remain a research problem. The community advanced several candidate CSM
models; a focal-mechanism based model (YHSM-2013) [52] was the first to be released (Fig. 2.7). Future
challenges for the CSM include the expansion of the range of data available, in particular expansion of
the borehole database (in collaboration with industry), and the examination of absolute crustal stress levels within the context of a rheologically realistic lithosphere and asthenosphere model.
Improved earthquake catalogs – new detections [53], precise locations [54], and improved source
parameters [55] – are foundational to many SCEC activities. New techniques allow detection of far more
earthquakes than in standard catalogs. This increased sensitivity reveals earthquake behaviors, such as
the combined effects of dynamic triggering and static stress shadowing [56], that might otherwise not be
apparent (Fig. 2.8). In this case, the triggered earthquakes were all small, but in the 2010-2012 Canterbury NZ sequence, a M 6.3 aftershock directly beneath Christchurch destroyed the city center, killing 185
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people. Subsequent aftershocks compounded the damage and undermined recovery efforts. SCEC partnered with the REAKT project and New Zealand’s GNS Science to conduct within CSEP a retrospective
evaluation of forecasting models. The Canterbury experiment showed for the first time, that the short-term
performance of the physics-based models, which update forecasts with Coulomb stress changes, significantly outperform models updated only with the conventional seismicity statistics [57]. Induced seismicity
is a form of triggered seismicity, and a growing concern. The stressing rate from geothermal energy development locally exceeds the tectonic stressing rate [58], and hence has the potential to play an important role in earthquake triggering. Earthquake rates in the Salton Sea Geothermal Field, when interpreted in the context of an ETAS model, are correlated with the net extraction of fluid from the field [59].

Days since mainshock

Figure 2.8. (a) Seismicity rate changes in the Salton Sea Geothermal Field (blue epicenters) following 2010 El Mayor-Cucapah
earthquake. (b) Detected events per day versus time relative to the mainshock. Blue line is cumulative number of detected events; red
dashed line is from the average pre-mainshock rate. (c) Same as (b) using only events in the relocated catalogue. The seismicity rate
initially increased due to dynamic triggering and then decreased due to static stress shadowing. Green areas flag data gaps. The
detected catalog shows more than an order of magnitude more events than the relocated catalog. From Meng & Peng (2014).

Development of long-term earthquake chronologies is an explicit SCEC4 goal. Outstanding examples
are the Mystic Lake and Hog Lake sites on the San Jacinto Fault. These two 2000+ year records of
earthquakes [43,44,60,61] lend support for the role of segmentation in earthquake rupture forecasting by
showing that most events did not cross the Hemet step-over. Comparison with work on the San Andreas
suggests that these faults could rupture in a single earthquake, raising complex scenarios where an
earthquake starts on one fault then propagates onto the other [62].
Despite progress in constraining slip rates and earthquake chronologies, important inconsistencies
remain, even for the San Andreas Fault. UCERF3 event rates on the southern SAF average about 25%
less than the most reliable paleoseismic estimates [28]. Such discrepancies, and also those between
geologic vs. geodetic slip rates on individual faults, point to possible inconsistencies in assumptions that
we should strive to understand and resolve. Among the most prominent is that between geologic and geodetic slip-rate estimates for the Garlock Fault. High-resolution LiDAR, coupled with advances in OSL
dating of feldspar, reveal strong temporal earthquake clustering on the Garlock Fault [63], which could
explain the discrepancy. Similar clustering is found for the faults of the eastern California shear zone
(ECSZ), although results from the Panamint Valley Fault [64] suggest more complex behavior than simply
alternation with the activity of the Garlock. Distributed off-fault deformation surrounding active faults is
another potential contributor to this discrepancy [65]. Modeling of the ECSZ [66] suggests that substantial
slip occurs as distributed deformation around fault tips within the Mojave block.
The Earthquake Simulator TAG focused on the comparison, validation, and verification of results from
earthquake simulators that characterize interaction among earthquakes in a complex fault system through
physics-based simulations. Because they have the potential to extend the ~100-year instrumental, several 100-year historical, and scant 1000-year paleoseismological records to 10,000-year and longer durations, simulators represent a promising pathway for physics-based earthquake forecasting. Results of this
activity are documented in seven papers published in a special issue of SRL [67]. These efforts indicate
that it is not uncommon for 200-year periods of seismic activity to vary by a factor of 3 in seismic moment,
which could help to explain differences in historical vs. geologically documented seismic activity.
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3. Evolution of fault resistance during seismic slip
Processes that determine frictional resistance and its evolution during co-seismic slip are critical to understanding earthquake behavior because they determine how, when, and where ruptures initiate, propagate, and stop. The lack of heat-flow anomalies, principal stress directions and their rotations due to
earthquake stress drops, the geometry of thrust-belt wedges, as well as recent measurements from rapid
response drilling [68] all point to effective friction during slip on mature, well-developed faults of less than
0.2, while quasi-static friction coefficients for most rock materials are 0.6-0.8. Understanding the origin of
this difference is critical to understanding earthquake cascades.
Dynamic weakening remains a focus. Platt et al. [69, 70] found that thermal pressurization and decomposition provide multiple rupture modes. Slip pulses dominated by thermal decomposition have a distinctive slip rate profile, with peak slip rates near the trailing edge of the rupture. Simulations of the influence of flash heating and thermal pressurization on earthquake nucleation and rupture for faults with low
background stress suggest that thermal pressurization is required to explain the observed relationship
between fracture energy and slip [71]. New experiments have characterized the processes responsible
for flash weakening in gouge [72] and thermal pressurization (Fig. 2.9) [73] – the latter being documented
in the lab for the first time. SCEC activities provided synergy between analysis of these data and the
physical models for dynamic weakening, new insights into the physical processes responsible for dynamic weakening, and a rationale for their inclusion into earthquake cycle and rupture models. Further constraints on stress levels on natural faults may be enabled by newly developed fault slip thermometers that
3+
evaluate thermally induced changes in organic compounds within gouge [74] and reduction of iron (Fe
2+
to Fe ) and associated conversion of hematite to magnetite on fault surfaces [75].
Figure 2.9. Reduction in strength and
increase in pore pressure for experiment
with a velocity step change, assuming
changes of shear stress are due to
changes in fluid pressure. Right panel
shows experimentally measured stress
decays as predicted, demonstrating
thermal pressurization in the lab for the
first time. Deviation from theory after ~28
mm is attributed to steel sample grip
conducting heat and preventing
temperature from rising as it would for a
half-space. From Tullis & Goldsby (2013).

A strong theme that emerged in SCEC4 is how heterogeneous fault stress and fault geometry influence rupture propagation. SCEC scientists have done pioneered research on fault roughness [76]. Studies of the effect of fault roughness on the frictional resistance of faults undergoing dynamic weakening,
found that rough, immature faults operate at higher stress levels, while mature, smoother faults operate at
lower stress levels [77], as expected. New calculations indicate that supershear ruptures are more likely
on rough faults [78], an effect contrary to expectations (Fig. 2.10). Fault roughness was also found to influence the distribution of seismicity in laboratory experiments where the power-law exponent that describes the decay of acoustic emission with distance from the slip surface depends on roughness as well
as normal stress [79]. New models also show the limitations of modeling multi-strand fault surfaces with a
single fault surface [80]. Introduction of complex fault geometry led to an increased appreciation for the
importance of inelastic, “off-fault” deformation, which was studied in idealized scenarios [81] and in the
field [82]. Off-fault plasticity was found to be important not only to rupture dynamics, but also to crustal
deformation modeling [30] and ground-motion prediction [83].
Understanding the base of the seismogenic zone is critical for evaluating the potential for large
events. These properties have been studied by incorporating thermally activated power-law creep rheologies into earthquake cycle models [84]. The history of such ruptures may be identified by lack of microseismicity at the base of the seismogenic zone [85,86]. Recent developments in source inversion and
imaging including advances in uncertainty quantification in finite source inversion, accounting for uncertainties in the crustal velocity model, and high-frequency back-projection rupture imaging allow us to rapidly extract robust information about large strike-slip earthquakes worldwide [87].
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Figure 2.10. Rupture velocities from
1000 rupture simulations of smoother
faults (upper) and rougher faults
(lower) are shown as probability
density functions. Supershear
rupture is favored on rougher faults.
From Bruhat et al. (2015). .

Computational Science. SCEC4 established a new disciplinary group in Computational Science to develop and apply state of the art computation to earthquake science problems. The Computational Science
Disciplinary Group promotes the use of advanced numerical modeling techniques and high performance
computing (HPC) to address the emerging needs of SCEC users and application community on HPC platforms.
Key advances in HPC during SCEC4 enabled new capabilities in modeling source
physics – particularly geometric fault complexity as the origin of rupture variability that
generates high-frequency radiation in earthquakes [88,89]. Dynamic rupture simulations,
involving thousands of realizations of the stochastic fault geometry, helped quantify the
range of stress levels at which earthquakes
occur, with contributions to resistance coming
from both friction and geometric complexity
[77]. Correlations between slip and rupture
velocity fluctuations were linked to the fault
geometry, offering new approaches to pseudo-dynamic rupture modeling [90]. The short
spatial and temporal scales over which fault
strength and slip rate vary near the rupture
front motivated introduction of a refined mesh
to track the rupture front and other sharp features like wavefronts. Both static and adaptive
mesh refinement (AMR) were first applied to
rupture dynamics problems during SCEC4
Figure 2.11. Snapshots of propagation of 10 Hz wavefield for a
[91,92,93], and show great promise for future
crustal model without (top) and with (bottom) small-scale
heterogeneity. Fault complexities were included in the simulation.
modeling studies.
Strike-parallel seismograms are superimposed as white traces at
Additional advances enabled by HPC inselected sites. The part of the crustal model located in front of the
clude
the ability to model high-frequency
fault is lowered for a better view. Note strongly scattered wavefield in
bottom snapshot due to small-scale heterogeneity. Simulation run by
ground motions and inelastic material reCui et al. (2014) on Cray XK7 GPUs on Titan at ORNL and Blue
sponse (Fig. 2.11). Both scattering and intrinWaters at NCSA . Visualization by A. Chourasia.
sic attenuation reduce seismic wave amplitudes. Fine-scale material heterogeneities, as spatially correlated random perturbations to existing velocity models, significantly alter simulated ground motions, particularly at high frequencies (>2 Hz) [94]. With
scattering directly modeled, it became necessary to alter intrinsic attenuation used in simulations by making the quality factor Q dependent on both frequency and depth [95,96]. User-driven validation studies
[97,98] are bringing predicted ground motions into closer agreement with observations. A major break-
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through in SCEC4 was the demonstration that inelastic material response, in both the near-fault and nearsurface regions, can substantially decrease ground motions. Predicted ground motions from the 2008
M 7.8 ShakeOut earthquake scenario were reduced by up to 70% compared to the linear case [83].
SCEC has integrated its CyberShake, Broadband, High-F, and F3DT computational platforms into a
software ecosystem for physics-based seismic hazard analysis [99,100,101,102]. It has developed highly
efficient codes that run efficiently on the largest GPU-enabled supercomputers [103,104,105,106,107,
108]. Combined with workflow efficiencies gained through our collaborations with the National Center for
Software Applications and the Oak Ridge Leadership Computing Facility, these HPC capabilities have
made it possible to run CyberShake at seismic frequencies up to 1 Hz. This milestone takes CyberShake
from the low-frequency simulations relevant to the design of tall buildings, dams, and bridges up to the
edge of the 1-10 Hz frequency band of primary interest for most smaller structures. CyberShake site and
path effects unexplained by the Next Generation Attenuation (NGA) models [109] account for 40%–50%
of total residual variance, suggesting that improvements to simulation-based hazard models could reduce
the unexplained variability in current GMPEs by up to 25% [95].
4. Structure and evolution of fault zones and systems
Plate-boundary fault systems are geometrically complex, even though they may be organized around a
master fault that takes up most of the plate motion. A major problem in earthquake physics is how rupture
is influenced by geometrical complexity. The ability of ruptures to navigate geometrically complex fault
systems is documented for some large earthquakes [110,111,112], and increasingly realistic numerical
simulations are illuminating the conditions under which this can occur [113,114,115,116,117]. Simulations
over multiple cycles result in stress buildup at geometrical heterogeneities, which will impact the rupture.
To develop a better understanding of the interplay of earthquake physics with fault complexity, the
SCEC4 collaboration established two Special Fault Study Areas (SFSAs), which are both scientifically
rich targets that are the focus of integrated multi-disciplinary research teams that carry out a coordinated
research agenda.

Figure 2.12. Boxes show dextral slip rates from
geologic studies (stars) along the San Andreas
through the San Gorgonio Pass (SGP) Special
Fault Study Area. White boxes are data obtained in
SCEC4. Green ellipses with year show extent of
known surface rupture during most recent, large
San Andreas Fault events. Extent of most recent
earthquake in SGP likely involved the entire
southern San Andreas. Blue/red lines show dextral
slip rates from crustal deformation BEM. Dashed
segments were used in dynamic simulations.
Triangles show GPS stations with CMM4 velocity
arrows in blue. Circles show seismicity M > 3 since
2000 with cooler colors indicating greater depth.

San Gorgonio Pass Special Fault Study Area. The largest discontinuity along the San Andreas Fault occurs in the San Gorgonio Pass (SGP) where active strands form a distributed zone of faulting [118], in
contrast to regions outside of the SGP, where deformation is restricted to a single active strand
(Fig. 2.12). Forecasting earthquake hazards in this complex region requires addressing three fundamental questions: 1) What is the subsurface geometry of active faulting through the SGP? 2) What is the
earthquake potential in the SGP region? 3) What is the probability of a through-going San Andreas rupture? The SGP SFSA took a multi-disciplinary approach to address these questions. The emerging view
is that the complex structure of SGP typically arrests ruptures, yet occasional events rupture all the way
through as very large earthquakes.
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Through an array of field studies [119,120,121,122,123], microseismicity [124], geodetic inversions
for slip rate [125] and crustal deformation models [126], we improved our understanding of slip partitioning through the SGP fault system. Field studies added key strike-slip rates, that filled gaps within previous
coverage (Fig. 2.12) [119,49,123]. Dynamic rupture models in realistic fault geometry [127] demonstrated
that the rupture through the SGP is sensitive to initial stress levels as well as fault geometry, and microseismicity shows a systematic change in stress drop north and south of the SGP thrust [128]. The question of through-going rupture potential has also been addressed through deep trenches that show that the
last event to rupture through the SGP may have been ~1400 AD [129]. This is consistent with strain accumulation [125], measured strike-slip rates [130] and modeled strike-slip rates [131] within the SGP.
Ventura Special Fault Study Area. The Ventura SFSA (Fig. 2.13) was established to promote interdisciplinary investigations of the prospects for large, multi-segment thrust fault ruptures in southern California,
and to address the hazards posed by these potentially devastating events. Several recent earthquakes
(1999 M7.6 Chi-Chi, Taiwan; 2005 M7.6 Kashmir, Pakistan; and 2008 M7.8 Wenchuan, China) demonstrate the potential for thrust fault ruptures to breach segment boundaries and involve multiple, stacked
fault splays. Prior to UCERF3, these large, multi-segment events were generally not considered in seismic hazard assessments. Larger events may pose great risks due to the intensity, duration, and potential
for offshore thrust faulting to trigger tsunamis. Results from the Ventura SFSA support the notion of infrequent, but extremely large earthquakes on this fault system.

Figure 2.13. Perspective view of the
Ventura-Pitas Point-Southern San
Cayetano Fault system, showing
ground motion and tsunami
simulations for M7.8 scenario.
Vertical component of velocity (red
to blue) at time step 27s is shown
onshore; vertically exaggerated
water elevation at time step 20 min
shown offshore. Qfault traces are
yellow. Lower image includes
perspective view of the top
basement horizon from the SCEC
USR, highlighting co-location of the
Ventura basin and the source fault.
Graphic by A. Plesch.

The Ventura Fault and overlying Ventura Avenue anticline [132] occupy a unique position at the juncture of several of the largest and fastest slipping faults in the Transverse Ranges (e.g., San Cayetano and
Red Mountain Faults). Holocene terraces on the anticline suggest that it deforms in discrete 5-10 m uplift
events, with the latest occurring ~900 years ago [133;134]. The magnitude of these uplifts implies rupture
of adjacent faults, yielding large (M 7.5 to 8), multi-segment earthquakes. The SFSA effort integrated geology, paleoseismology, exploration geophysics, seismology, geodesy, rupture dynamics, strong groundmotion simulations, and tsunami studies [135,136].
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Figure 2.14. Left panel shows Community Fault Model, Version 5.0 (Nicholson et al., 2014). Faults in red are new
representations; others are refined using Qfault traces and seismicity. Right panel shows detail of San Jacinto Fault,
which is more complex and segmented in the improved representation. Graphic by A. Plesch.

An initial focus of the SFSA was to understand the structures in this system using seismic reflection
data and well control [137]. The Ventura, Pitas Point, San
Cayetano, and Red Mountain Faults are likely connected
along strike at seismogenic depths, despite >10-km offsets of their surface traces [138,139,140,141,142,
143,144]. Excavations across the fold scarp above the
blind Ventura Fault, reveal at least two large (4.5 to 6 m
uplift), Holocene earthquakes [145,134]. These events
correlate with marine terrace uplift at the coast [133].
Studies of the offshore extent of the fault system document Holocene seafloor folding [146]. Geodetic observations and fault system modeling constrain the rapid
shortening (2.7 to 8 mm/year) and uplift (> 2 mm/yr) rates
across the structure [147,148,149]. Together, these observations all support the occurrence of very large multisegment thrust fault earthquakes on this fault system, as
illustrated in the M7.8 scenario of Fig. 2.13.

Figure 2.15. Phase IIa of the transient detection
exercise showing (a) Predicted horizontal deformation
during the simulated transient (vectors). Triangles and
ellipses indicate location and deforming region found
by the detectors. (b) Vertical displacement history at
station with maximum displacement, showing the
large signal (detectable by eye). (c) Vertical
displacement for a more subtle case that resulted in
no detections. From Lohman and Murray (2013).

Community Fault Model. The SCEC Community Fault
Model (CFM 5.0) includes several major improvements
(Fig. 2.14). Among these are refinement of fault geometries using the USGS Qfault traces and relocated seismicity [52, 54]. CFM 5.0 provides improved representations in the Santa Maria and Ventura Basins, Santa Barbara Channel, Inner Borderlands, E Transverse Ranges,
Peninsular Ranges, San Gorgonio Pass, and the Mojave
Desert. Fault representations are precise, and often more
segmented than in previous models, and there are now
simplified, meshed representations intended to aid modeling studies.
5. Causes and effects of transient deformations
st
The 21 century has seen the discovery of a new mode
of fault motion: episodic tremor and slow slip. Although
primarily observed in subduction zones, it has also been
reported in continental settings, including the San Andreas Fault. Triggered tremor driven by dynamic stresses in
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the long period wavetrain of large earthquakes has been observed widely in California [150]. A continuing
goal of SCEC has been to document the occurrence of tectonic tremor in Southern California, and to
search systematically for possibly related aseismic deformation transients.
Between 2001 and 2011, only the Mw 7.8 Denali earthquake triggered tremor on the San Jacinto
Fault, even though closer earthquakes, such as the 2009 Gulf of California event, resulted in larger dynamic stresses [151]. No tremor has been discerned on the San Andreas south of Cholame. The continuing effort to find tremor has driven development of new, computationally efficient approaches to detect
isolated low frequency earthquakes [152] that should see wider application to improving catalogs. Another
new approach to detect precursors applied to 10,000 southern California earthquakes yielded only a
handful of newly recognized foreshocks [153]. A search for transients by combining ETAS and rate-state
models of seismicity, on the other hand, detected a large transient in the Salton Trough – also seen with
geodetic data – and an anomaly associated with the 2009 Bombay Beach swarm, suggesting it may have
been accompanied by aseismic deformation [154]. Systematic analysis of foreshock sequences suggest
a role for aseismic forcing [155], and perhaps fluid diffusion [156]. The Aseismic Transient Detection TAG
developed systematic searches for aseismic transients. The effort began with a community blind-test exercise to detect transient signals in synthetic data (Fig. 2.15) [157]. A subset of the detection algorithms
are now systematically mining GPS data in Southern California for deformation transients.
6. Seismic wave generation and scattering
SCEC continues to champion the use of numerical simulations in seismic hazard analysis. Simulations
incorporate the best available geoscientific understanding of faulting and wave propagation – including
the effects of directivity, basin response, small-scale structure, topography, and nonlinearity. There has
been a strong trend in SCEC4 to validate simulations against data. Much of this effort has been led by
engineering seismologists and engineers, who recognize the potential of SCEC’s efforts in physics-based
ground-motion prediction [158].
CVM-S4.26

CVM-S4
San
Joaquin

China Lake

Antelope
Valley

Offshore
Basins

Z2500

Figure 2.16. Maps of Southern California
showing improvements in basin structure
obtained by full-3D tomography (F3DT).
Colors represent z2500 (iso-velocity surface
at vS = 2.5 km/s), a common measure of
basin depth. Left panel is z2500 for the
SCEC Community Velocity Model, CVMS4, which was used as the starting model.
Right panel is z2500 for CVM-S4.26, the 26th
iteration of a dataset comprising over half a
million waveform measurements from
earthquake seismograms and ambient-field
correlagrams. Basin structures from the
CVM-S4.26 are consistent with seismic
reflection and refraction data. From Lee et
al. (2014).

z2500 (km)

Community Velocity Models and Unified Structural Representation. SCEC has pursued the systematic
integration of seismological and geological information into a unified structural representation [159]
(Fig. 1.6). A new USR was recently released for the San Joaquin Basin, which incorporates tens of thousands of well-log measurements, seismic reflection, and geologic constraints. This model will be embedded into future versions of the CVMs.
During SCEC4, the CVMs were improved using the techniques of full three-dimensional waveform
tomography (F3DT) [160]. This required improving computational capabilities and workflows [Small et al.,
2015; Cui et al., 2013a,b] and incorporating ambient-field data, which provide strong sensitivity to the
shallow Earth structure that governs strong ground motion [161] The basin structures in Fig. 2.16 come
from CVM-S4.26, which assimilated more than a half-million misfit measurements from 38,000 earthquake seismograms and 12,000 ambient-noise correlagrams [162]. This high-resolution tomography provides insight into the crustal structure and has improved earthquake ground motion simulations, including
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the latest CyberShake model (Fig. 3.20). SCEC is working to quantify the predictive value of the new
CVMs.
Additional innovations include incorporating anisotropy, attenuation, and small-scale heterogeneity
[163], which are needed to push simulations to higher frequencies.
High-Frequency Simulations. SCEC is pushing ground motion predictions to higher frequencies (f > 1 Hz).
Accurate simulations require new levels of knowledge about fault complexity and crustal structure, and
the computational demands are substantial. Characterizing the source at high resolution and modeling
wave propagation at short wavelengths is a dual challenge. High-frequency ground motion simulations
are currently done using kinematic source models with stochastic variability (Fig. 2.11), crustal velocity
models with short-wavelength components constrained by limited observations (Fig. 2.16), and scattering
operators to represent unmodeled structure.
The kinematic/stochastic source can be tuned
to agree with empirical ground motion metrics but
this leads to high-variance predictions (because we
lack a physical basis to constrain parameters and
correlations) and provides an inadequate basis for
scaling to large earthquakes. Scattering formulations depend on assumptions about the scattering
process, e.g., whether coda is due to trapping within layers or scattering from heterogeneities; whether Q is frequency dependent; whether scattering is
anisotropic and/or concentrated near the surface,
and where single- vs. multiple-scattering dominates. Small-scale heterogeneity from analysis of
sonic logs and Vs30 measurements in the Los Angeles Basin indicate a von Kármán heterogeneity
spectrum. When these heterogeneities added to
the SCEC CVM-S ground motion intensities for 02.5 Hz waves are amplified/de-amplified by up to a
factor of two. The results also suggest a trade-off
Figure 2.17. Snapshot of 0-2.5 Hz waves in a realistically
between Q and the strength of heterogeneity.
heterogeneous structure. Wave surfaces of constant
particle velocity (magenta) are guided through lower-velocity
SCEC4 implemented new research initiatives at the
material (blue) and circumvent higher velocity material (red).
engineering interface, which broadened the impact
Similar behavior on a much larger scale channels waves
of SCEC’s work and provided an important feedfrom scenario San Andreas earthquakes into the Los
back loop for focused refinement of scientific modAngeles Basin through a series of low-velocity sedimentary
basins . From Olsen (2014).
els. Three examples of these activities are: i) the
development and validation of the Broadband Platform for ground motion simulation, ii) the Ground Motion Simulation Validation Technical Activity Group,
and iii) the Committee for Utilization of Ground Motion Simulations.
Broadband Platform and Collaboration with PEER. SCEC4 developed the Broadband Platform (BBP) to
simulate ground motion from finite faults for frequencies up to 100 Hz using different methods. An issue of
Seismological Research Letters [164] includes nine papers describing the motivation for the BBP, validation, computational aspects and basic science underlying the different methods [167]. A critical element of
the BBP is that different methods are validated against ground motion prediction equations [165, 166]
(Fig. 2.18) and against data for particular earthquakes [167]. The BBP has been used to examine ground
motions for the Nuclear Regulatory Commission requirement that all nuclear plants in the US be evaluated for seismic safety. For the central and eastern US, where there are no data from large earthquakes,
simulation provides guidance on scaling ground motions to large magnitudes. SCEC keeps pace with the
ongoing evolution of the methods as they are subjected to validation against new data and new metrics
through formal releases of the BBP on a regular basis.
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Figure 2.18. Predicted PGV in Los Angeles using ambient-field ground motions to synthesize “virtual earthquakes.” Left panel is for a M 7.1
San Andreas rupture towards downtown Los Angeles (SE NW); right panel is for the same event with the opposite directivity (NW SE).
These observation-based seismograms will be used in SCEC5 to validate 3D ground-motion simulations. From Denolle et al. (2015).

Collaboration between SCEC and the Pacific Earthquake Engineering Research Center (PEER) grew
substantially during SCEC4. We undertook collaborations than included: 1) development of additional
BBP computational capabilities, 2) validation for Central and Eastern North America (CENA) ground motions, and 3) forward simulation for CENA ground motions. The compilation of a final version of the BBP
including the latest features and the simulation data were needed by NGA-East due to the lack of recorded ground motions for magnitudes larger than 6. A strong collaboration between teams from SCEC and
PEER made this project successful.

Figure 2.19. Broadband Platform validation results.
Predictions of UCSB method for mean acceleration response
spectrum derived from four GMPE’s for NGA West. The mean
is based on the ground motion at 30 stations and 50 scenario
MW 6.6 earthquakes on a reverse fault. All stations were
within 50 km of the fault. From Dreger et al. (2015)

Ambient-Field Studies. SCEC scientists pioneered a new approach for predicting the
strength of shaking using the ambient seismic
field [168]. This approach is possible because
the waves that comprise the ambient field and
those from large earthquakes propagate
through the same complex geologic structure.
While this “virtual earthquake” method does not
account for nonlinear, high-amplitude effects, it
provides a new way to predict complex wavepropagation effects that influence strong earthquake shaking. We have used it to validate
predictions of a strong waveguide-to-basin amplification (Fig. 2.18) predicted by simulations
of a large San Andreas earthquake for Los Angeles [226]. Scientists in France [169] and Japan [170] have applied this approach, and similar efforts are underway in Mexico, South Korea, New Zealand, Switzerland, and the Netherlands in settings ranging from subduction

zones to gas reservoirs.
Ground Motion Simulation and Validation. GMSV is a TAG within SCEC to develop and implement validation methods for simulations. The GMSV focused on how simulations, such as those produced by the
BBP, could be used in probabilistic seismic hazard analysis, structural nonlinear response history analysis, and site response analysis. Validating simulations is daunting, as they are of greatest interest for
conditions that are not well observed (e.g., close to large earthquakes). The TAG developed “validation
gauntlets” that simulated motions should pass to be deemed suitable for application. Gauntlets have been
developed for single- and multi-degree-of-freedom oscillators and for geotechnical systems, and they are
being extended to complex problems; e.g., the validation for applications that are frequency and duration
sensitive, such as nonlinear structural response analysis of slope displacements and liquefaction.
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3-s spectral acceleration (in g units) for exceedance probability of 2% in 50 yrs

Figure 2.20. CyberShake seismic hazard maps
for the Los Angeles region, showing the 3-s
spectral acceleration response (in units of surface
gravity, g) at an exceedance probability of 2% in
50 years. Left panel calculated using an average
1D seismic velocity model; right panel using
SCEC’s latest 3D community velocity model,
CVM-S4.26. Both models include all fault ruptures
in UCERF2; spectral response probabilities are
computed from ~240 million seismograms.
Amplitude differences are annotated on the right
panel: (1) lower near-fault intensities due to 3D
scattering; (2) much higher intensities in near-fault
basins due to directivity-basin coupling; (3) higher
intensities in the Los Angeles basins; and
(4) lower intensities in hard-rock areas. From
Jordan et al. (2015).

Committee for Utilization of Ground Motion Simulations. This committee, chaired by C. B. Crouse, is
working within the framework of the Building Seismic Safety Council’s Project 17 to develop long-period,
simulation-based response spectral acceleration maps for LA region for future inclusion in the NEHRP
and ASCE 7-10 Seismic Provisions and the Los Angeles City Building Code [171]. The goal is to use CyberShake simulations to quantify the effects of sedimentary basins and other 3D structures on the seismic
hazard. By averaging over thousands of simulated earthquakes, we have constructed prototype CyberShake hazard maps for Los Angeles (Fig. 2.20). Prototype risk-targeted maximum considered earthquake (MCER) response spectra have also been mapped using the CyberShake model.
B. Communication, Education & Outreach Accomplishments
1. Overview
SCEC’s Communication, Education, and Outreach (CEO) program facilitates learning, teaching, and application of earthquake research. In addition, SCEC/CEO has a global public safety role in line with the
third element of SCEC’s mission: “Communicate understanding of earthquake phenomena to end-users
and society at large as useful knowledge for reducing earthquake risk and improving community resilience.” The theme of the CEO program during SCEC4 has been Creating an Earthquake and Tsunami
Resilient California. Our geographic reach has expanded far beyond the Golden State via partnerships
across the country and worldwide. The goal is to prepare people for making decisions about how to respond appropriately to changing seismic hazards, including tsunami warnings and new technologies such
as operational earthquake forecasting and earthquake
early warning.
Box 2.2. Summary of 2015 CEO Evaluation
SCEC/CEO has been very successful in leverag1. SCEC CEO programs embody the advancement of
ing its base funding with additional support. For exdiscovery and understanding while promoting teaching,
training, and learning.
ample, since 2010, FEMA has provided SCEC nearly
2. The SCEC Internship Programs are a key way in which
$1.5 million to coordinate the Earthquake Country AlSCEC CEO has successfully broadened participation of
liance in California (at the request of the California
under-represented groups.
Office of Emergency Services, CalOES) and for na3. SCEC CEO program activities are integrated in that
[ShakeOut] drill efforts coordinate with K-14 education
tional ShakeOut coordination. ShakeOut regions in
programs.
the U.S. and internationally have also provided fund4. SCEC programs are uniformly high quality, scienceing, and the California Earthquake Authority (CEA)
based, and effective.
has spent several million dollars on advertising that
5. SCEC has been successful in teaching safety skills and
motivating earthquake preparedness.
features ShakeOut promotions each year. SCEC’s
6. As a trusted “honest broker”, SCEC continues to provide
intern programs have been supported with more than
essential leadership by bringing together and supporting
$1.3 million in additional funding from several NSF
key audiences to improve earthquake safety.
programs and a private donor, and NASA supports
7. Since its inception, SCEC CEO has grown and
expanded its programs in strategic ways.
SCEC’s “Vital Signs of the Planet” teacher develop8. SCEC has been successful in leveraging funds and
ment program (via JPL) as part of the NASA InSight
partnerships to maximize program impact.
mission. NOAA (via CalOES) now provides funding to
SCEC for developing the TsunamiZone.org website.
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Evaluation of the CEO program is conducted each year by SCEC’s external Advisory Council, via
annual reporting of milestones and metrics to funding agencies, as part of individual activities (postShakeOut surveys, teacher workshop evaluations, post-internship discussions, etc.), and as part of proposal reviews. In Spring 2015 a new “CEO Planning Committee” comprising members of the SCEC Advisory Council as well as SCEC community stakeholders was established to help guide and support
SCEC/CEO activities and partnerships, which have significantly expanded during SCEC4. In addition, an
experienced program evaluator has reviewed the CEO program overall including its evaluation structures
[172]. Analyses for each CEO area were provided along with recommendations for how to expand and
improve evaluation, including a new comprehensive logic model to tie all CEO activities to a set of long
term intended outcomes. The results indicate that the SCEC/CEO program plays an important role in
earthquake education and preparedness (Box 2.2), and the evaluation’s recommendations have influenced the CEO program plan for SCEC5 (see §III.D).
2. Major Activities and Results
a. Global network of Great ShakeOut Earthquake Drills, and related campaigns
Great ShakeOut Earthquake Drills began in southern California in 2008, based on the USGS-led
“ShakeOut Scenario” for a large (M7.8) San Andreas earthquake. ShakeOut communicates scientific and
preparedness information with the mission to motivate everyone, everywhere to practice earthquake safety (“Drop, Cover, and Hold On”), and to promote resiliency through preparedness and mitigation.
Working with a small committee of Earthquake Country Alliance (ECA) leaders, SCEC created an
online registration system and resource site (ShakeOut.org) where more than 5.4 million southern Californians were registered to participate in 2008, building to 10.4 million people statewide in 2014
(Box 2.3). While K-12 and college students and staff comprise the largest number of participants,
ShakeOut has also recruited businesses, non-profits, government agencies, neighborhoods groups, and
individuals.
In addition to leading the California ShakeOut, SCEC
Box 2.3. Growth of ShakeOut Drills
manages a network of ShakeOut Regions worldwide, and
2008: 5.4 million
hosts the website for each of their drills (except Japan). As of
Southern California
2015, 26 Official ShakeOut Regions span 51 states and U.S.
2009: 6.9 million
territories, three Canadian provinces, New Zealand, Southern
California, New Zealand West Coast
2010: 7.9 million
Italy (U.S. Naval bases), and Japan. People and organizaCalifornia, Nevada, Guam
tions in any other state or country can also register to be
2011: 12.5+ million
counted in the overall global total. More than 26.5 million
CA, NV, GU, OR, ID, BC, and Central US (AL,
AR, GA, IN, IL, KY, MI, MO, OK, SC, TN)
people were registered in 2014. SCEC’s Associate Director
2012: 19.4 million
for CEO, Mark Benthien, was recognized as a “White House
All above plus: AK, AZ, SouthEast (DC, GA,
Champion of Change” for leading these efforts, and FEMA
MD, NC, SC, VA), UT, WA, Puerto Rico,
has based its national “America’s PrepareAthon!” multiJapan (Tokyo), New Zealand, Southern Italy,
and a new “Global” site for all other areas.
hazard campaign on ShakeOut to assess preparedness activ2013: 24.9 million
ities for other hazards (and contracts with SCEC for consultaAll above plus: CO, DE, HI, MT, OH, WV, WY,
tion).
NorthEast region (CT, PA, MA, ME, NH, NJ,
NY, PA, RI), American Samoa, U.S. Virgin
ShakeOut has become a global infrastructure for providIslands, Commonwealth of Northern
ing earthquake information to the public and involving them in
Marianas Islands. Charlevoix region of
community resiliency. New countries are being actively reQuebec, and expansion across Japan.
2014: 26.5+ million
cruited to join the ShakeOut movement, which serves to coAll above plus FL, KS, NM, Yukon, Quebec,
ordinate earthquake messaging internationally. Participants
participation in 20+ other countries via Aga
receive monthly ShakeOut newsletters and more frequent
Khan Development Network.
content via social media. Millions more learn about ShakeOut
2015: 30+ million?
All above plus IA, LA, NE, TX, and
via broad news media coverage that encourages dialogue
partnerships with several new countries.
about earthquake preparedness. Surveys of ShakeOut participants show increased levels of mitigation and planning, and
encouragement of peers to participate and get better prepared [173]. In the near future, ShakeOut will be
utilized for educating Californians about Earthquake Early Warning, with yearly tests to be held on
ShakeOut day.
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As a result of its leadership of ShakeOut, SCEC now also receives NOAA funding provided through
the California Office of Emergency Services to create and manage TsunamiZone.org. This international
site adapts the ShakeOut registration system to assess participation in Tsunami activities, whether as part
of their ShakeOut activities or during local tsunami preparedness weeks or months. Primary participation
in 2015 included California, Oregon, Washington, Hawaii, and the Caribbean.
b. Extensive collection of public education and preparedness resources and activities
Partnerships. The Earthquake Country Alliance (ECA) was created in southern California by SCEC with
many partners in 2003 and is now a statewide coalition with similar groups in the Bay Area and North
Coast. ECA’s sector-based committees develop consistent messaging and resources distributed via activities
led by each regional alliance. SCEC’s Associate Director
for CEO Mark Benthien is ECA’s Executive Director. In
2012 ECA received FEMA’s “Awareness to Action”
award and also the “Overall National Award in Excellence” at the National Earthquake Conference, both for
its creation of ShakeOut and other activities. In 2014
ECA was given an award from the American Red Cross
for “Excellence in Disaster Preparedness”.
SCEC also coordinates the Earthquake and Tsunami Education and Public Information Center (EPIcenter)
Network of more than 60 museums, science centers,
and libraries, some of which host SCEC-developed exhibits and programming. SCEC has also established
“EPIcenters” in other states (Oregon, Alaska, Maine, and
others), and is working with the Central United States
Figure 2.21. EarthquakeCountry.org, one of
Earthquake Consortium (CUSEC) to create a Central
several websites managed by SCEC/CEO for the
U.S. EPIcenter network. CUSEC also manages the CenEarthquake Country Alliance.
tral U.S. and Southeast multi-state ShakeOut regions.
Resources. In addition to the SCEC.org website, SCEC develops
EarthquakeCountry.org, DropCoverHoldOn.org, and Terremotos.org (Fig. 2.21)—and the global websites ShakeOut.org and
TsunamiZone.org. These sites allow SCEC to promote consensus-based messaging. In 2014 a “Northridge Earthquake 20th
Anniversary Virtual Exhibit” was added to the ECA site, including
“Northridge Near You” animations created by SCEC UseIT interns. Similar animations plus related graphics were made for the
Loma Prieta 25th anniversary, again by UseIT interns. In addition,
SCEC’s social media presence has greatly expanded since 2013
with active Twitter, Facebook, YouTube, and other accounts for
SCEC, ECA, ShakeOut, and TsunamiZone distributing SCEC and
ECA messaging globally.
SCEC’s Putting Down Roots in Earthquake Country handbook (Fig. 2.22) has provided earthquake science and preparedness information to southern Californians since 1995. The 2004
update introduced the Seven Steps to Earthquake Safety, the
main organizing structure for SCEC, ECA, and CEA preparedness messaging. Related versions are now available in multiple
languages, for businesses, and for the San Francisco Bay Area,
California’s North Coast, Nevada, Oregon, Utah, the Central U.S.,
and Idaho. In 2014 the California Earthquake Authority, California
Office of Emergency Services, and ECA created a simpler book-
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and maintains all ECA websites—

Figure 2.22. Public education booklets
distributed by the Earthquake Country
Alliance and SCEC.

let, Staying Safe Where the Earth Shakes, with customized versions for 10 regions of the state and multiple language editions (Spanish and Chinese to start).
Additional resources developed by SCEC and ECA Associates during SCEC4 include earthquake
safety materials and ShakeOut guidelines for seniors and people with disabilities, higher education, government agencies, businesses, and healthcare facilities. A poster with “Drop, Cover, and Hold On” translated into many native American languages, as well as a video telling a native American earthquake legend, were developed in partnership with Sherman Indian high School in Riverside, California.
Activities. SCEC and its partners coordinate a broad range of public education and collaboration activities. Each ECA Regional Alliance holds several workshops each year featuring guest speakers and outreach planning. The ECA Speakers Bureau holds monthly trainings at SCEC, and members speak to
community groups, businesses, and other organizations, and staff tables at preparedness fairs. ECA sector-based committees presented a series of ECA webinars in 2015 to nationwide audiences. EPIcenter
locations hold public lectures and host day-of ShakeOut events. SCEC staff also participate in local government, non-profit, and business meetings throughout the year, and host foreign groups interested in our
best practices.
News media coordination. In 2014 SCEC developed new procedures for post-earthquake media coordination, because the breadth of SCEC’s research, including its information technology programs and the
development of time-dependent earthquake forecasting, is increasing the need for expanded media relations. New strategies and technologies are being developed to meet these demands, such as the use of a
media relations service for identifying and connecting with reporters nationwide and then tracking resulting news coverage (used for both SCEC and ShakeOut media coordination). SCEC also partners with
USGS, Caltech, and other partners to offer programs that educate the media on how to report earthquake
science. Examples include a media training workshop at Caltech and a press conference at USC as part
of the 20th Anniversary of the Northridge Earthquake in January 2014. In 2015 SCEC coordinated with
USGS, CalOES, FEMA and other partners to address issues with the movie San Andreas, including numerous interviews and resources organized by SCEC at www.earthquakecountry.org/sanandreas, including “fact or fiction” analysis. The response also included extensive social media engagement, for which
SCEC created the “Seven Steps to Earthquake MOVIE Safety”, a parody of our standard Seven Steps
messaging (www.earthquakecountry.org/moviesafety).
c. Broad range of K-14 educator partnerships, programs, and resources
Workshop Partnerships. SCEC is an active
participant in the science education community including local and national organizations such as the California Science
Teachers Association (CSTA). In 2011 and
2013 SCEC participated in the planning
committee for CSTA’s Annual Conference
and sponsored a 2013 keynote talk by
SCEC intern alumnus Emmett McQuinn.
Since 2009, SCEC has hosted earthquakeoriented field trips and workshops for more
than 150 teachers. In addition, SCEC and
the California Geological Survey co-host a
booth at CSTA meetings that draw ~2000
Figure 2.23. InSIght participants Kim Kocaya (Van Avery Prep,
attendees each year.
SCEC also collaborates in this area Temecula) and Yolanda Seebert (Vernon Middle School, Montclair)
occupy a GPS site in Perris, CA, enjoying UNAVCO playing cards..
with other Earth science organizations such
as its active role in EarthScope’s workshops for park and museum interpreters since 2008. SCEC has
participated in all four of the Cascadia EarthScope Earthquake and Tsunami Education Program
(CEETEP) workshops in the Pacific Northwest, which have served over 100 educators, emergency managers and park interpreters. SCEC is co-hosting the final workshop in Arcata, California, in fall 2015.
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SCEC’s EarthScope partners have found that the ShakeOut is an important event that helps promote
their program (and vice versa).
InSight Vital Signs of the Planet (VSP) Professional Development Program. SCEC has a lead role in the
education program for InSight (Interior Exploration using Seismic Investigations, Geodesy, and Heat
Transport), a NASA mission that will place a geophysical lander on Mars in 2016. SCEC developed the
VSP program, a research experience and curriculum development program for K-12 teachers that expands on a collaboration between SCEC and the Cal State San Bernardino/EarthScope RET program led
by Dr. Sally McGill. Since 2013 VSP has provided 30 educator fellows (and select students) experiences
in scientific inquiry including a 5-day field experience using GPS to monitor tectonic deformation in
Southern California (with instruments provided by UNAVCO). Participants then develop and test lesson
plans and convene a workshop held during the SCEC Annual Meeting.
Quake Catcher Network (QCN). SCEC has expanded QCN with installations of low cost seismometers at
over 26 EPIcenter museum locations in California and Oregon, and at more than 100 schools in each
west coast state including Alaska. The goal is to establish several K-12 sensor stations around a local
museum hub as a means to build long-term educational partnerships around the ShakeOut, citizen science, and enrich K-12 STEM curriculum. In 2015 a new partnership was established between SCEC,
IRIS, Caltech, and USGS to continue the expansion and development of QCN worldwide, beginning with
installations in summer 2015 by SCEC in 14 schools and museums in the Central U.S.
Plate Tectonics Kit. This teaching tool created and distributed by SCEC was developed to make plate
tectonics activities more accessible for science educators and their students. SCEC developed a userfriendly version of the This Dynamic Planet puzzle map, which is used to teach about plate tectonics. Educators often suggested that lines showing the location of plate boundary on the back of the maps would
make it easier for them to correctly cut the map, so SCEC designed a new, two-sided map.
d. Well-established undergraduate research experiences
The SCEC Experiential Learning and Career Advancement (ELCA) program enhances the competency and
diversity of the STEM workforce by engaging students in
research experiences at each stage of their academic
careers and by providing leadership opportunities to students and early career scientists that engage them in the
SCEC Community. ELCA manages two undergraduate
internship programs that involve over 30 students each
summer:
•

•

The Summer Undergraduate Research Experience
(SURE) program places undergraduate students with
SCEC scientists around the country. More than 270
interns have participated since 1994. Projects have
spanned all areas of earthquake science, engineering, and education.

Figure 2.24. Demographics of SCEC intern classes
(percentage by year), illustrating the involvement of
women, under-represented minorities, and firstgeneration college attendees in SCEC research.

The Undergraduate Studies in Earthquake Information Technology (USEIT) program brings together students from across the country to an NSF Research Experience for Undergraduates Site at USC. The eight-week program develops computer science skills while teaching the critical importance of collaboration for successful learning, scientific research and product development. Since 2002, 264 students have participated. USEIT interns tackle a
scientific “Grand Challenge” each year that entails developing software and resources for use by
earthquake scientists or outreach professionals. The 2014 Grand Challenge was to develop SCECVDO and GIS tools for exploring and evaluating the aftershock hazards implied by the new Uniform
California Earthquake Rupture Forecast (UCERF3).

Since 2002, over 1600 eligible applications have been submitted to the SCEC internship programs (at
www.scec.org/internships). Since 2010, underrepresented minority interns averaged 36.4% of each
year’s class, with a high of 43% in 2014 (Fig. 2.24). Women represented an average of 48% of interns,
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with a high of 57% in 2014. First-generation college attendees have averaged 31% of each class. Much
of the success in increasing diversity has come from increased efforts to recruit students from other states
and also from community colleges, making the internship programs an educational resource that is available to a broader range of students.
Past interns report that their internship made lasting impacts on their course of study and career
plans, often influencing students to pursue or continue to pursue earthquake science degrees and careers. By observing and participating in the daily activities of earth science research, interns reported having an increased knowledge about working in research and education, which coupled with networking at
the SCEC annual meeting, gave them the inspiration and confidence to pursue earth science and career
options within the field.
e. SCEC Earthquake Engineering Implementation Interface
SCEC produces a large body of knowledge about the seismic hazard in California that enhances seismic hazard maps, datasets, and
models used in building codes and engineering risk assessments.
The Earthquake Engineering Implementation Interface led by Jack
Baker and Jacobo Bielak provides the organizational structure for
creating and maintaining collaborations with research engineers to
ensure SCEC’s research activities are aligned with their needs.
These activities include rupture-to-rafters simulations of building
response as well as the end-to-end analysis of large-scale, distributed risk (e.g., ShakeOut-type scenarios). Analysis of the performance of very tall buildings in Los Angeles using end-to-end simulation remains a continuing task that requires collaboration with both
research and practicing engineers through PEER and other organizations. An important Technical Activity Group in SCEC4 is the
Ground Motion Simulation Validation (GMSV) group, led by Nico
Luco, which is developing procedures for the validation of numerical
earthquake simulations that are consistent with earthquake engineering practice.
Figure 2.25. 2014 Buildings at Risk
The Implementation Interface also develops mechanisms for
Summit co-sponsored by SCEC.
interacting with technical audiences that make decisions based on
an understanding of earthquake hazards and risk, including practicing engineers, geotechnical consultants, building officials, emergency managers, financial institutions, and insurers. An example is the annual SEAOSC Buildings at Risk Summits, which SCEC has co-organized since 2011 in both Los Angeles
and San Francisco (with SEAONC). The 2014 conference was titled “Strengthening our Cities”
(Fig. 2.25). In 2014 SCEC/ECA also helped create the “Earthquake 2014 Business Preparedness Summit” with FLASH, Safe-T-Proof, Simpson Strongtie, and several other partners, which launched a new
QuakeSmart recognition program for businesses that demonstrate mitigation they have implemented.
These summits have since been offered in several locations nationwide.
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III. SCEC5 Project Plan
The SCEC5 Project Plan is divided into a Science Plan (§III.B), a CEO Plan (§III.C), a Diversity Plan
(§III.D), and an Information Technology Plan (§III.E). The latter is coupled to the SCEC5 Data Management Plan, contained in a separate proposal document.
A. SCEC Vision Statement
Three main problems of earthquake science are coupled through the nonlinear processes of brittle and
ductile deformation: (1) dynamics of fault systems—how forces evolve within fault networks on time
scales of hours to millennia to generate sequences of earthquakes; (2) dynamics of fault ruptures—how
forces produce fracture and slip on time scales of milliseconds to minutes when faults break chaotically
during earthquakes; (3) dynamics of ground motions—how seismic waves propagate from rupture volumes to shake the surface of the strongly heterogeneous, inelastic crust. SCEC’s long-range science vision is to develop dynamical models of earthquake processes, applicable to the San Andreas fault system, that are comprehensive, integrative, verified, predictive, and validated against observations.
The validation of model-based predictions against data is a key SCEC activity, because empirical
testing is the most powerful guide for assessing model uncertainties and moving models towards better
representations of reality [174]. The process begins with the question, “Valid for what purpose?” [175]. In
the case of earthquakes, the general answer is to provide society with the best available science to reduce earthquake risks (potential losses) and to maximize community resilience (recovery capability) [176].
Effective management of risk and resiliency requires a deep understanding of local seismic hazards. In
California, the primary earthquake hazards are ground shaking and failure. Validating models that forecast ground motions as well as fault ruptures tightly couples basic earthquake research to the practical
issues of probabilistic seismic hazard analysis, operational earthquake forecasting, earthquake early
warning, and rapid earthquake response (Fig. 2.1).
The goal of risk reduction poses a fourth problem: (4) earthquake dynamics of the built environment—
how seismic phenomena cause damage to structures, lifelines, critical facilities, and other engineered
systems. This problem couples earthquake science to engineering, and it has inspired SCEC partnerships with the Pacific Earthquake Engineering Research Center [177], the DesignSafe-CI Center of NSF’s
new Natural Hazards Engineering Research Infrastructure Program [178], the Building Seismic Safety
Council’s Project 17 [179], and other earthquake engineering activities. The SCEC vision is to collaborate
with earthquake engineers to develop end-to-end, physics-based modeling capabilities that span system
processes from “ruptures-to-rafters.”
The fifth problem couples earthquake science to the social sciences: (5) social dynamics of communicating earthquake knowledge—how to convey scientific information to society in ways that result in
lowered risk and enhanced resilience. Our approach is to engage end-users and the public at large in ongoing, community-centric conversations about how to manage particular risks by taking specific actions
[180]. The SCEC vision for Communication, Education, and Outreach (CEO) is to promote this dialog on
many levels, through many different channels, and inform the conversations with authoritative earthquake
information. Towards this goal, SCEC/CEO program will continue to build and lead extensive networks of
organizational partners that act in concert to prepare millions of people of all ages and socioeconomic
levels for inevitable earthquake disasters.
B. SCEC5 Science Plan
The status of knowledge and prospects for research advances in earthquake science have been summarized in a number of strategic planning documents by the National Research Council [1,176,181], the
USGS National Hazards, Risk, and Resilience Assessment Program [9], the NSF Advisory Council for
Geosciences [11,182], the Incorporated Research Institutions for Seismology [183], and UNAVCO [184].
The findings and recommendations in these reports underscore the overarching rationale for SCEC5:
Basic earthquake research conducted through interdisciplinary collaborations has become more essential
to meeting the practical challenges of risk mitigation and disaster preparedness for an exponentially expanding, urbanized society. This tight connection between basic and applied science places the SCEC5
program squarely in “Pasteur’s quadrant” [185].
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1. Basic Questions of Earthquake Science
The SCEC5 Science Plan has been developed by the non-USGS members of the SCEC Planning Committee and Board of Directors with extensive input from issue-oriented “tiger teams” and the community at
large. The tiger teams organized research ideas and plans from the SCEC community into white papers
on most compelling topics. An ad hoc committee, appointed by the Board and chaired by P. Segall, abstracted from this and other input a strategic framework for prioritizing SCEC5 research objectives, which
they cast in terms of five basic questions of earthquake science (Box 1.2). Here we describe these questions as scientific problems and derive from them the SCEC5 research priorities.

Q1. How are faults loaded across temporal and spatial scales?
Problem Statement: Fault systems are externally loaded, primarily by the relatively steady forces of plate
tectonics, but also by mass transfers at the surface due to long-term interactions of the solid Earth with its
fluid envelopes (climate forcing) and by short-term gravitational interactions (tidal forcing). Much is yet to
be learned about the stress states acting on active faults and how these stress states evolve through external loading and the internal transfer of stress during continuous deformation and discontinuous faulting.
In SCEC4, we initiated research on a Community Stress Model to describe our current knowledge
about the stress state of the San Andreas fault system. The ensemble of stress and stress-rate models
comprised by the current CSM [186] is a quantitative representation of how well we have been able to
answer Q1. Empirical models have been developed for stress orientations in the upper crust based on
abundant focal mechanisms [187] and more limited in-situ data [188,189], as well as 3D dynamic models
of stress; e.g., from finite-element simulations of long-term tectonics, including nonlinear laboratory rheologies [190]. A new approach [191] builds 3D stress models as sums of analytic solutions that satisfy momentum conservation everywhere, while approximating the previous stress-direction and stress-amplitude
models in a least-squares sense (Fig. 3.1). Though we are encouraged by our recent progress, understanding stress is a long-term proposition. Continued work will be guided by five research priorities.

Figure 3.1. Representation of a 3D tensor model of the longterm average stress from the SCEC CSM (FlatMaxwell model
of Bird [2014]). Colors represent vertical integrals of greatest
shear stress through the lithosphere in N/m. Tensor symbols
represent vertically-integrated stress anomalies. This model
predicts highest deviatoric stresses where the heat flow is low.

Figure 3.2. Secular strain rates from one of the UCERF3
deformation models (NeoKinema NSHM-WUS2013001). Colors
show log(magnitude) of the largest principal strain rate. Tensor
symbols portray the strain rate as equivalent distributed faults.

Research Priorities:
P1.a. Refine the geologic slip rates on faults in Southern California, including offshore faults, and optimally combine the geologic data with geodetic measurements to constrain fault-based deformation
models, accounting for observational and modeling uncertainties.
P1.b. Determine the spatial scales at which tectonic block models (compared to continuum models) provide descriptions of fault-system deformation that are useful for earthquake forecasting.
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P1.c. Constrain how absolute stress and stressing rate vary laterally and with depth on faults, quantifying model sensitivity, e.g. to rheology, with inverse approaches [192].
P1.d. Quantify stress heterogeneity on faults at different spatial scales, correlate the stress concentrations with asperities and geometric complexities, and model their influence on rupture initiation,
propagation, and arrest.
P1.e. Evaluate how the stress transfer among fault segments depends on time, at which levels it can be
approximated by quasi-static and dynamic elastic mechanisms, and to what degree inelastic processes contribute to stress evolution.

Q2. What is the role of off-fault inelastic deformation on strain accumulation, dynamic rupture, and
radiated seismic energy?
Problem Statement: In the brittle upper crust, observations of low-velocity zones associated with active
seismogenic faults [193], together with time-dependent evolution of seismic velocities following stress
perturbations [194] suggest intrinsic relationships between damage, healing, and effective elastic moduli
of rocks in a fault zone. Such relationships are only poorly understood, but they can elucidate the development and evolution of fault zones in space and time [195], as well as the interplay between damage
accumulated over multiple earthquake cycles and rupture dynamics. Current dynamic rupture models
show that the assumption of elastic deformation of the host rocks is often violated; e.g., in regions of high
stress concentration near the propagating rupture front, particularly when stress is further concentrated by
geometrically complex fault surfaces [196]. This raises important questions about the effect of nonlinearity
and damage on the nucleation, propagation, and arrest of rupture. Neglecting inelastic response may systematically bias inversions of seismic and geodetic data for slip distribution and rupture geometry [197],
affect measurements of coseismic slip at the surface [198], and inferences of long-term slip rates from the
geologic record [199].
The SCEC community is at the forefront of research on inelastic material response associated with
earthquake faulting and its effects on dynamic rupture propagation and seismic ground motion. The
SCEC focus on extreme ground motion for the Yucca Mountain Project drew attention to the physical limits that realistic, inelastic material response places on strong shaking [200]. Recent simulations of earthquakes in the Los Angeles region have demonstrated how yielding near the fault and in sedimentary basins substantially reduces predicted ground motions relative to purely elastic simulations. Accounting for
inelasticity brings the model predictions more in line with empirical constraints on strong shaking [201].
Research Priorities:
P2.a. Determining how much off fault plasticity contributes to geodetic estimates of strain accumulation
and what fraction of seismic-moment accumulation is relaxed by aseismic processes.
P2.b. Explore approaches to represent the effects of non-linearity that would allow the continued use of
linear wave propagation as an effective approximation.
P2.c

Constrain the form of fault-zone and distributed non-linearity, as well as the factors, such as cohesion and pore fluid pressure, that are likely to influence it.

P2.d. Understand how inelastic strain associated with fault roughness and discontinuities influences rupture propagation, seismic radiation, and scaling of earthquake source parameters.
P2.e

Describe how fault complexity and inelastic deformation interact to determine the probability of
rupture propagation through structural complexities, and determine how model-based hypotheses
about these interactions can be tested by the observations of accumulated slip and paleoseismic
chronologies.

Q3. How do the evolving structure, composition and physical properties of fault zones and surrounding
rock affect shear resistance to seismic and aseismic slip?
Problem Statement: Fault systems show complexities that range from the macroscales of plate tectonics
to the microscales of highly damaged rocks that are fluid-filled and chemically reactive. Many questions
about the evolving dynamics of these complex systems remain unanswered. The inferred values of heat
outflow from mature faults, such as the San Andreas [202], Taiwan’s Chelungpu Fault [203], and the Ja-
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pan Trench megathrust [204], imply that shear stress acting during sliding is an order of magnitude lower
than estimates from Byerlee’s law [205] and typical static friction measurements—an inconsistency famously known as the “heat-flow paradox.” Low values for shear stress acting on major faults are also
supported by the steep angles between the principal stress direction and fault trace [206], slip-vector rake
rotations during faulting [207], and significant rotations of principal stresses after large earthquakes [208].
In addition, multi-fault earthquake simulations show that observed propagation onto unfavorably oriented
structures appears to be more likely to occur if the faults are subject to low tectonic stress [209].
These and other observations motivate the continued investigation of the structure, composition, and
physical properties of fault zones that host earthquake sources. One important question is which faults
are susceptible to coseismic weakening mechanisms, such as flash heating [210], thermal pressurization
of pore fluids [211], partial or full melting of the shearing zone, silica-gel formation [212], and thermal decomposition of sheared materials into friction-reducing byproducts [213]. Co-seismic weakening may lead
to large unexpected slip in creeping fault regions [214], including deeper fault extensions below the seismogenic layer [215], a phenomenon compatible with a range of observations [216]. Fluids play a key role
in several of the weakening processes, potentially dominating co-seismic resistance to slip. In fact, fluids
can lead to extreme localization of the shearing layer, promoting co-seismic weakening [217]. Fluids can
also provide a stabilizing factor, for example due to inelastic shear-induced dilatancy of the pore space,
and the resulting reduction of pore pressure and hence increase of the effective normal stress [218].
Research Priorities:
P3.a. Refine the geometry of active faults across the full range of seismogenic depths, including structures that link and transfer deformation between faults.
P3.b. Constrain the active geometry and rheology of the ductile roots of fault zones.
P3.c. Assess how shear resistance and energy dissipation depend on the maturity of the fault system,
and how these are expressed geologically.
P3.d. Determine how damage zones, crack healing and cementation, fault zone mineralogy, and off-fault
plasticity govern strain localization, the stability of slip (creeping vs. locked), interseismic strength
recovery, and rupture propagation.
P3.e

Constrain the extent of permanent, off-fault deformation, and its contribution to geologic and geodetic fault slip-rate estimates.

P3.f.

Study the mechanical and chemical effects of fluid flows, both natural and anthropogenic, on faulting and earthquake occurrence, and how they vary throughout the earthquake cycle.

P3.g. Assess the importance of the mechanical properties of the near-surface in the commensurability of
geodetic and seismological images of fault slip at depth with fault offset expressed at the surface.

Q4. How do strong ground motions depend on the complexities and nonlinearities of dynamic earthquake systems?
Problem Statement: Physics-based predictions of strong ground motions are “the proof of the pudding”;
comparing them with data is essential to testing our understanding of source and wave dynamics, and
they connect the basic science of earthquakes to the practical applications of seismic hazard analysis.
Ground-motion simulations have become useful in performance-based engineering and nonlinear building
response analysis [219], operational earthquake forecasting [220], and earthquake early warning [221].
The use of validated numerical simulations can yield predictions adapted to local geologic conditions such
as sedimentary basins [222], structural boundaries, and steep topography [223], and they provide meaningful ground-motion estimates for conditions poorly represented in the empirical database.
An appropriate baseline for measuring future progress in ground-motion modeling is the recent CyberShake 15.4 study [224], which produced hazard curves for the Los Angeles region from a stochastically complete set of UCERF2 ruptures using the CVM-S4.26 crustal structure. The resulting hazard model
has several notable limitations: (i) the sources were prescribed by a pseudo-dynamic (kinematic), rather
than fully dynamic, rupture model; (ii) the wavefield calculations were computed to an upper cutoff frequency of 1 Hz, compared to engineering needs that can exceed 10 Hz; and (iii) the principle of seismic
reciprocity [225] was used to compute the requisite ensemble of seismograms. To preserve reciprocity,
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which strictly applies only to perfectly elastic media, near-fault inelasticity would have to be built into the
rupture model a priori as a source effect, whereas near-surface inelasticity would have to be incorporated
a posteriori as a site effect.
We seek to replace the classical treatment of source, path, and site effects as decoupled processes
by a new paradigm in which the surface ground motions are modeled as the nonlinear response of a selfexcited dynamical system with a rheology that properly represents the most salient aspects of inelastic
behavior. As the CyberShake example indicates, this will be a major challenge for SCEC5. Our plan will
be guided by four priorities that recognize the practical potential of this paradigm shift.
Research Priorities:
P4.a. Determine the relative roles of fault geometry, heterogeneous frictional resistance, wavefield scattering, intrinsic attenuation, and near-surface nonlinearities in controlling ground motions.
P4.b. Construct methods for validating ground-motion predictions that account for the paucity of recordings in the near-field, where the motions are strong and inelastic effects may be large.
P4.c. Develop ground-motion simulations for anticipated large events that are suitable for probabilistic
seismic hazard and risk analysis.
P4.d. Communicate improvements in physics-based seismic hazard analysis to the earthquake engineers, emergency responders, and general public.

Q5. In what ways can system-specific studies enhance the general understanding of earthquake predictability?
Problem Statement: Earthquake prediction is one of the great unsolved problems of physical science. We
distinguish intrinsic predictability (the degree to which a future earthquake behavior is encoded in the precursory behavior of an active fault system) from a specific prediction (a testable hypothesis, usually stated
in probabilistic terms, of the location, time, and magnitude of an earthquake). A key objective of the
SCEC5 core program is to improve our understanding of earthquake predictability as the basis for advancing useful forecasting models. We propose to take a broad view of the earthquake predictability
problem. For example, many interesting problems of conditional predictability can be posed as physics questions in a system-specific context. What will be the shaking intensity in the Los Angeles basin from a magnitude 7.8 earthquake on the southern San Andreas Fault? By how much will the
strong shaking be amplified by the coupling of source directivity to basin effects? Will deep injection
of waste fluids cause felt earthquakes near a newly drilled well in the San Joaquin Valley? How intense will the shaking be during the next minute of an ongoing earthquake in Los Angeles?

Earthquake system science offers a “brick-by-brick” approach to improving our understanding
earthquake predictability. In SCEC5, we propose to build system-specific models of rupture recurrence, stress evolution, and triggering within a probabilistic framework that can assimilate a wide variety
of geologic, geodetic, and seismic observations. Five research priorities will guide this plan.
Research Priorities:
P5.a. Develop earthquake simulators that encode the current understanding of earthquake predictability.
P5.b. Place useful geologic bounds on the character and frequency of multi-segment and multi-fault ruptures of extreme magnitude.
P5.c. Assess the limitations of long-term earthquake rupture forecasts by combining patterns of earthquake occurrence and strain accumulation with neotectonic and paleoseismic observations of the
last millennium.
P5.d. Test the hypothesis that “seismic supercycles’’ seen in earthquake simulators (e.g., Fig. 1.4) actually exist in nature and explore the implications for earthquake predictability.
P5.e. Exploit anthropogenic (induced) seismicity as experiments in earthquake predictability.
2. SCEC5 Thematic Areas and Topical Elements
The basic science questions of Box 1.2 reflect the core issues currently driving earthquake research.
SCEC5 will address these questions through an interdisciplinary program comprising 14 topics in four
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main thematic areas. While these are by no means the only research activities to be undertaken in
SCEC5, they constitute a cogent plan for making progress on the core scientific issues.
a. Modeling the Fault System
The scientific goal of the SCEC5 core program is to obtain new capabilities for improving the predictability
of earthquake system models, new data for testing those models, and a better understanding of model
uncertainties. We seek to know more about the geometry of the San Andreas system as a fractal network
of faults, how stresses acting within this network drive the deformation that leads to fault rupture, and how
this system evolves on time scales ranging from milliseconds to millions of years.

Topic 1: Stress and Deformation Over Time
A primary focus for SCEC5 research will be Stress and Deformation Over Time (SDOT, which suggests
𝜎, the time-derivative of stress), with the primary objective of addressing Questions 1 and 5. Within the
CSM, we will build alternative models of the stress state for comparative testing and assessment of uncertainties. These models will be used to evaluate and refine estimates of stress and rheology from geodetic analyses of post-seismic deformation, as well as analyses of fault constitutive laws based on correlated changes in microseismicity and fault creep rate. The magnitude of the long-term shear stresses
along active faults will provide critical constraints on competing physical models of fault rheology, dynamic weakening during rupture, earthquake recurrence, and fault-system evolution. Knowledge of the timeaveraged stress orientation will reduce uncertainties in models of Coulomb stress transfer from earthquake ruptures onto adjacent faults, a process long studied by SCEC scientists [226], which is now being
used to improve the physics of fault-based earthquake forecasting (Topic 10).
Time-dependent stresses arise from the slow changes during secular deformation, as well as the rapid coseismic transfer during earthquakes. The comprehensive GPS and InSAR datasets now being
merged into the CGM will improve maps of interseismic strain rates at the surface [227]. The UCERF3
deformation-modeling effort [2] reached the surprising conclusion that as much as one-third of the longterm strain rate in California may go into permanent strain not described by purely elastic behavior
(Fig. 3.2). Some of this “off-fault plasticity” may be due to localized slip on a multitude of minor faults and
fractures. Can viscoelastic or viscoplastic rheologies account for this permanent strain? In comparing
simple continuum models against discrete-element descriptions, we will combine the geodetic and geologic data on strain rates with laboratory measurements and other types of field observations, such as
seismic anisotropy, post-seismic relaxation, and the deformation signatures seen in xenoliths. Our objective will be to understand bulk-rock and fault constitutive laws and their implications for strain localization,
fault-zone evolution, the brittle-ductile transition, and coupling of crustal deformation to mantle convection.
The need to venture “beyond elasticity” (Topic 5) motivates a SCEC5 initiative to develop a Community
Rheology Model (Topic 3). The CRM will support the mechanical modeling of a visco-elasto-plastic plateboundary deformation zone that is permeated by faults, edge-loaded by rigid plate interiors, and basalloaded by mantle convection, connecting CGM kinematics with CSM dynamics.
Earthquake geology will play a key role in illuminating stress evolution at the largest scales. SCEC4
studies have shown that the San Jacinto and southernmost San Andreas faults have had fairly constant
slip rates since mid-Quaternary [228]. In contrast, the Garlock fault and faults in the Los Angeles basin
and Eastern California Shear Zone exhibit large, long-term variations in moment release
[229,230,231,232]. We will explore the unloading history of major faults using well-constrained piercing
points and precise dating methods made possible by previous SCEC research, such as the pairing of U14
series with CRN dating [233] and luminescence with C dating [234]. Special efforts will be made to understand the stress complexities in selected areas of fault complexities that we call “earthquake gates.”

Topic 2: Special Fault Study Areas – Focus on Earthquake Gates
SCEC4 established Special Fault Study Areas (SFSAs) to focus interdisciplinary research on geographically targeted problems of fault-system behavior. We propose to evolve the SFSA concept in SCEC5 by
establishing an Earthquake Gates initiative, which will address multiple aspects of Questions 2, 3 & 5. An
“earthquake gate” describes a region of fault complexity that can halt earthquake ruptures conditional on
proximal fault geometry, rupture direction, and prior earthquake history [235,236,237,238]. These as well
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as other factors, such as near-fault rheology, may determine whether and how often an earthquake gate
is open or closed to a propagating rupture. For example, rupture termination at fault complexities can
store significant strain energy, suggesting that loading by prior ruptures can increase the probability of a
future event breaking through in a larger earthquake. However, this effect is sensitive to the dynamics of
the rupture process [236] and cumulative elastic deformation [239]. Therefore, these fault subsystems
must be modeled dynamically over multiple cycles to assess the relative importance of competing forces
and to calibrate them with geologic and geophysical observations. Our working hypothesis is that, within
the San Andreas fault system, the dynamics of earthquake gates control the time-dependent probability of
large, multi-segment (and multi-fault) ruptures.
Figure 3.3. Prior to SCEC4, rupture models for
slip partitioning among complex strands of the
southern San Andreas Fault (sSAF) through
the northern Coachella Valley designated the
Banning fault as the primary structure entering
San Gorgonio Pass, with little to no slip on the
Garnet Hill or Mission Creek strands at that
latitude. New observations from SCEC4
indicate that the Holocene displacement of the
Banning fault represents only 20-30% of the
sSAF total, suggesting significant rates of slip
on the Garnet Hill and Mission Creek
faults. Modified from Gold et al. (2015).

An interdisciplinary approach that combines field studies and structural modeling with dynamic rupture modeling has proven to be very successful in our two initial SFSAs. The choice of San Gorgonio
Pass as an SCEC4 SFSA was motivated by the importance of southern San Andreas ruptures to seismic
hazards in Southern California (Fig. 3.3) [240,241]. We focused both field-based and model-based research on the region, leading to a consensus that the region’s fault complexity impedes, but does not
prohibit, through-going ruptures [242,243,244,245,246,247]. Similar interdisciplinary studies within the
Ventura SFSA indicated that the thrust systems bounding the northern Ventura Basin tend to link together, generating very large (M > 7.5) ruptures [248], and they may produce tsunamis and subsidence
events in the heavily populated footwall [249,250]. The distinct outcomes of the two SCEC4 SFSAs highlight how interdisciplinary research that is geographically focused on fault complexities can significantly
revise our understanding of seismic hazards.
The SFSA program in SCEC5 will prioritize earthquake gates according to (a) prospects for reducing
seismic hazard uncertainties and (b) the opportunities for obtaining new hazard information from fieldbased and model-based studies. One guide will be the time-dependent hazards projected by UCERF3
relative to its predecessor, UCERF2. The for0
1
2
3
4
5 km
mer reduced the latter’s discrepancy in interDistance of seismicity from SJFZ
mediate-size earthquake rates (the M6.5-7.0
10 km
“bulge”) by including multi-fault ruptures that
were not modeled in UCERF2; the 30-year
probability of M ≥ 8 ruptures consequently increased from 4.7% to 7.0% [240]. By combining the UCERF differences with the epistemic
uncertainties from the UCERF3 logic tree, we
will identify fault complexities where better constraints on the probabilities of through-going
Figure 3.4. Example of an “earthquake gate.”
ruptures can most improve the hazard model.
Perspective view, looking north, towards the
of the San Jacinto Fault Zone (SJFZ)
The second consideration is the availability juncture
and the San Andreas Fault (SAF), showing
of data. The historic and paleoseismic records CFM fault sections and relocated seismicity
(1981-2015). Seismicity is colored by distance
for the San Andreas system are woefully inad- to SJFZ and is clipped at 5km from the faults.
equate for directly assessing how each of its
many fault complexities have acted as earthquake gates. We will therefore apply our SFSA approach to
areas of structural complexity where it is feasible to obtain enough data from multiple disciplines to improve significantly on previous studies. Along the San Jacinto Fault, for example, collaborations between
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geologists and modelers are refining our understanding of fault linkages [251] and imaging the nearsurface fault architecture with dense seismic arrays [252]. Other potential SFSAs include the highly vulnerable Cajon Pass, where rupture transmissivity between the San Andreas, San Jacinto, and Cucamunga faults is uncertain (Fig. 3.4), the enigmatic Brawley fault zone, and the fault junctures directly beneath downtown Los Angeles.

Topic 3: Community Models
Taken together, the SCEC Community Models provide a unique and robust cyberinfrastructure for the
collaborative encoding of our cumulative knowledge of the San Andreas system, including the observational and modeling uncertainties. The original “CXMs” were structural representations of seismic velocities (CVM) and active faults (CFM), which have been iteratively combined into a Unified Structural Representation (USR) [17]. In SCEC4, we have undertaken an ambitious (and unfinished) effort to develop
community geodetic and stress models that can represent the kinematic (CGM) and dynamic (CSM)
states of the fault system consistent with the USR (Fig. 3.5). SCEC5 research will further expand and
improve the CXMs, adding thermal and rheological models. A priority will be the proper representation of
model uncertainties for all CXMs. These representations will provide the knowledge base for addressing
all five basic science questions, and their refinement will lead to a better understanding of earthquake
processes (Theme B), more predictive models of seismic hazards (Theme C), and more effective partnerships with earthquake engineers and emergency managers aimed at reducing seismic risk (Theme D).
Figure 3.5. Schema of the
SCEC Community Models,
showing the main directions
of information flow among the
models. The colors indicate
the development status:
mature (green), youthful
(yellow), in utero (red).
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Unified Structural Representation. The USR project is a mature effort with the goal of refining mutually
consistent representations of the 2D fault geometry and 3D seismic velocity structure [17]. A USR comprises multiple model components constructed from different data sets, including (i) a thin “geotechnical
layer” (GTL), representing the near-surface (~300 m thick) low-velocity zone of unlithified sediments and
weathered crystalline rocks, geologically mapped and calibrated by local measurements, such as cone
penetrometer tests; (ii) fault and basin structures of the upper crust, defined by well control and extensive
grids of seismic reflection profiles, primarily from the energy industry (with whom we maintain productive
partnerships); and (iii) large-scale crustal and upper-mantle structure, derived primarily by regional tomography (Fig. 1.6). In addition to multiple releases of both the CFMs and CVMs, the SCEC4 phase of this
project has produced the Unified Community Velocity Model (UCVM) platform, which is a computational
framework for comparing and synthesizing Earth models, delivering model products, and quickly building
meshes for earthquake simulations [253].
In SCEC5, we will accelerate the USR lifecycle through the refinement of CVMs using the F3DT
techniques developed in SCEC4, as well as incorporating additional well-log and reflection data in undersampled regions. An objective will be the assimilation of data from earthquake seismograms and ambient-field correlagrams at frequencies higher than the current limit of 0.2 Hz, which should improve the
prediction of high-frequency strong ground motions (Question 4). A key problem, not yet solved, is how to
preserve the other types of constraints on the GTL and basin/fault structures during the F3DT inversions.
We propose to represent these constraints as data functionals with appropriate metadata that can be carried along in the inversions. Another issue is the extension of the CVMs to include frequency-dependent
attenuation and small-scale, near-surface heterogeneities that will be needed for high-frequency groundmotion predictions.
Community Geodetic Model. The CGM is built on the complementary strengths of temporally dense GPS
data and spatially dense InSAR data [254] (Fig. 3.6). The SCEC4 focus has been on secular motions. In
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SCEC5, we will work on representing variable motions as time series to gain insights into postseismic
processes, environmental (e.g., hydrological) contributions to deformation, and other transient phenomena. A key objective is increased vertical precision, which can distinguish among alternative models of
secular deformation, slip-partitioning, and post-seismic deformation. Others are finer temporal sampling
(daily when possible), spatial densification (especially near faults), and extended (decadal) time series.
With the latter, we seek to distinguish background tectonic loading from long-term postseismic effects,
which requires accurate preseismic velocity estimates. Such estimates are not available for some GPS
sites affected by Southern California earthquakes in recent decades, but future data collection will be targeted to ensure usable observations following future earthquakes.
To facilitate noise reduction and model cross-validation, the enhanced geodetic model will comprise
three components, CGM-GPS, CGM-InSAR, and CGM-combined. The two data-specific models will provide raw position time series (3 components for GPS; line-of-sight for InSAR) as well as derived quantities
such as quasi-3D displacements from multiple InSAR offsets, velocities, coseismic displacement models,
postseismic decay models, noise parameters, common-mode errors, and seasonal signals.
(a)

(c)

(b)

Figure 3.6. Portion of a spatially dense CGM derived from
InSAR and GPS data. InSAR provides dense spatial
sampling, while GPS controls the long wavelength features.
(a) Vertical velocity. (b) Fault-parallel velocity. Transpressional areas show localized creep in a narrow zone while
transtensional areas show distributed deformation across a broader zone. Solid line is San Andreas Fault trace along the
Salton Sea and Coachella Valley. Triangles are GPS monuments at Painted Canyon. (c) Comparison of fault-parallel
velocities along the Painted Canyon transect, derived from InSAR (grey) and GPS (black). From Lindsey et al. (2014).

Community Stress Model. The CSM was initiated in SCEC4 to support the modeling of tectonic loading,
rupture-mediated stress interactions, dynamic earthquake rupture propagation, and physics-based earthquake simulators. Models of the orientations of stress and stressing rate in the upper crust, which are
now relatively well constrained, have been released to the SCEC community. Estimates of stress and
stressing-rate orientations below the upper crust are more poorly known, as are the amplitudes of the deviatoric stress in the crust. In SCEC5, we propose to focus on physics-based models of stress and stressing rate in the Southern California lithosphere. Modeling will allow us to extend the CSM deeper and will
facilitate work on difficult, long-standing problems of deviatoric stress amplitude, the scale dependence of
stress heterogeneity, and the relationship of stress heterogeneity to fault structure and earthquake kinematics. The physics-based models will be grounded in data, including the CSM stress orientations, the
CGM surface kinematics, and the rheological constraints of the proposed Community Rheology Model.
Community Rheology Model. We propose an ambitious new project to develop a CRM that describes how
crustal materials deform when subjected to stress, providing the constitutive properties essential for understanding active tectonics and the cyclical deformation of tectonic stress accumulation and earthquake
stress release. The non-elastic rheologies needed to explain deformation are determined by material
properties (mineralogy, grain size, and fluid content) and conditions (temperature, stress, and fluid pressure) that vary in space and time. We propose to combine into the CRM the constraints from geology on
rock composition and structure, from seismic imaging on 3D elastic structure, from heat-flow measurements on temperature structure, from geodesy on surface deformation, and from seismicity and rupture
imaging on stress and fault constitutive properties. The CRM will thus build upon the other community
models, particularly the linear, anelastic rheology of the CVM, and it will connect the CSM (stress and
stress rate) to the CGM (strain and strain rate), as schematized in Fig. 3.5.
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Our phased plan to develop the CRM will focus efforts on two temporal scales: long-term tectonic
stress accumulation and short-term earthquake stress release; and two spatial scales: narrow zones of
damage around major faults and the extended volumes of rock between major faults. The first phase, already begun, is to create a Community Thermal Model, which will estimate the temperature structure of
the Southern California lithosphere. The CTM will be derived from heat-flow, radiogenic heat-production,
and thermal conductivity measurements, as well as thermobarymetric data on rock samples (e.g., xenoliths). The initial version, which should be available in the first year of SCEC5, will ignore horizontal heat
flow and reduce hydrothermal effects by simple culling of the heat-flow data. Future versions may include
shear heating, extension in the Salton Trough, fluid advection, and heterogeneous (possibly anisotropic)
thermal properties. Estimates of the stress state variables will come from the CSM, and strain rates
(needed for power-law flow) will come from the CGM.
The second phase, initiated in 2017, will annotate the CVM with lithologic composition that are consistent with geologic mapping, structural cross-sections, and the seismic velocities of the CVM. This effort
will leverage on recent F3DT inversions that provide much better estimates of the v# /v% ratio. Plots of
v# /v% versus v# will be corrected for temperature variations and compared with laboratory and well-log
measurements to constrain composition [255]. This research will directly benefit efforts to model ground
motions, e.g., by improving 3D density and attenuation estimates, and to understand fault-zone structure,
e.g., by improving knowledge of material contrasts across major faults. Also in the second phase, we will
compile rheological data from experimental rock mechanics and studies of exhumed rocks. Microstructural and petrologic analyses on naturally deformed samples indicate that experimental flow laws provide
good estimates of the effective viscosities of common minerals at geologic conditions [256]. These flow
laws will be combined into the CRM with the seismic, thermal, and compositional constraints, as well as
state-of-the-art information of the role of grain size evolution and rock fabric, to predict the loading response of narrow fault zones and extended rock volumes.
In the third phase, overlapping with the second, we will evaluate the CRM through mechanical modeling of tectonic and seismic processes. In particular, observations of the lithospheric response to changes
in stress from earthquakes and surface loads [257] will be used to validate the CRM. Such efforts are
hampered by limits in model resolution and tradeoffs between competing processes contributing to observed surface deformation transients from such loads. A successful rheology model should be able to
explain crustal deformation throughout the earthquake cycle, as well as from the response of the Earth to
hydrological or other surface-load changes, and milestones to chart this success will be developed prior
to the start of SCEC5.

Topic 4: Data-Intensive Computing
Dramatically improved sensor technology and inexpensive storage are leading to rapidly increasing data
volumes in the Earth sciences, a trend that will continue during SCEC5. LiDAR and InSAR observations
often form large datasets, but seismic observations provide the clearest example of how quickly data sets
are growing. It is increasingly common to deploy 1000s of sensors for months to record continuously at
high sample rates. Such observations open important new scientific opportunities that we plan to pursue
in SCEC5, but also demand new approaches. Ambient-field correlation techniques provide new constraints on Earth structure and its effect on ground-motion amplitude and variability, but the number of
inter-station correlations scales quadratically with the station count [258] and increases further for studying time-dependent processes [259]. Current data management and processing techniques will not scale
to data volumes of the near future. Signal detection and identification can be applied to continuous, manychannel time series to create micro-earthquake catalogs of unprecedented resolution and completeness
[260]. These techniques for detecting and imaging earthquakes must also be improved to keep pace with
larger data volumes. “Big Data” approaches refer to novel computing techniques developed to deal with
datasets so massive that they overwhelm traditional approaches [261]. Challenges include analysis, capture, data curation, search, sharing, storage, transfer, visualization, and information privacy.
Big Data computing differs from traditional high performance computing (HPC) in a numbers of ways.
For example, HPC processing requires a high-performance cluster, while Big Data processing techniques
can be implemented on almost any collection of compute nodes, including commercial cloud infrastructures. HPC and Big Data software stacks can be significantly different, with HPC codes often written in C,
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Fortran, or CUDA, while Big Data programming is often done in Java, Python, and R. An HPC software
stack often includes MPI, OpenMP, and OpenACC, while a data-intensive computing software stack
might include Hadoop, Hive, or Spark.
Several actions will help establish data-intensive computing capabilities within SCEC5. We will identify one or two promising research goals, such as creating micro-earthquake catalogs or large-scale ambient-wavefield analysis that are suited to Big Data processing techniques and could serve as prototypes
for broader implementation. For prototypes ready to be scaled-up, SCEC will identify NSF computing resources suitable for supporting data-intensive processing (e.g., at TACC and SDSC) and, if needed,
augment them with commercial cloud computing resources. Efforts in this direction would fall naturally
under SCEC’s computational science focus group. We elaborate further on this topic in the SCEC5 Data
Management Plan.
b. Understanding Earthquake Processes
Navier’s elastic wave equation, Reid’s elastic rebound theory, and Elsasser’s elastic stress-guide model
of the lithosphere have been enormously fruitful concepts in the study of earthquakes. Many of SCEC’s
most important achievements in understanding fault-system stresses, fault ruptures, and seismic waves
have been based on the elastic approximation. However, new problems motivate us to move beyond
elasticity in the investigation of these earthquake processes. Three key hypotheses have been framed by
SCEC4 research results: (i) up to 30% of the permanent strain in the plate-boundary deformation zone
occurs aseismically off major faults; (ii) substantial energy released during rupture is absorbed inelastically within the wall-rock volume, reducing the radiated energy; and (iii) the amplitude of strongest ground
motions are substantially attenuated by the inelastic behavior of near-surface materials. In SCEC5, we
will test these hypotheses against geologic, geodetic, and seismic data, refine them through dynamic
modeling across a wide range of spatiotemporal scales, and assess their implications for seismic hazard
analysis.

Topic 5: Beyond Elasticity
“Beyond elasticity” is a unifying theme of the SCEC5 Science Plan. SCEC4 research has improved the
quality and quantity of data relevant to earthquake processes, developed new insights into rheological
properties of rocks from field observations and laboratory experiments, and advanced computational capabilities to the point where it is now feasible to incorporate more complete descriptions of nonlinear rock
behavior into the modeling of tectonic stress deformation, earthquake faulting, and seismic wave propagation. These problems are tightly coupled. For example, we propose to use dynamic rupture models accounting for inelastic off-fault response (Question 2; Topic 6) to address how fault damage zones are created by, and influence, rupture propagation [262,263] (Question 3; Topic 6); how energy is radiated into
the far-field (Question 4; Topic 7); and how ruptures navigate fault complexities such as step-overs and
branching [264,265] (Question 5; Topic 2). The key to success in these endeavors will be constraints on
initial stress conditions (Question 1; Topic 1), which strongly influence how ruptures propagate. Those
initial stresses are determined by the past history of slip [266], motivating further paleoseismic studies of
fault slip histories and detailed geologic characterization of fault-zone structures and material properties.
Simulations that span multiple events with realistic loading conditions, spontaneous nucleation, and
inelastic material response will benefit from better observational constraints on time-dependent damage
and healing, including the role of fluids and diagenesis. Much can be learned about fault-zone structure at
seismogeneic depths from high-resolution earthquake catalogs [267]. Geologic observations that can be
brought to bear on the model predictions include high-resolution topographic and surface imaging and
differencing techniques (e.g., LiDAR, SfM, COSICORR, ICP) that can better define the along-strike variability in fault slip, the width of the deformation zone, and the relative contributions of distributed versus
localized deformation at the surface [268,269] and also at depth, as expressed in exhumed fault zones.
Development of state-of-the-art models of earthquake sequences will also require more realistic approaches to loading the system, including a better understanding of ductile deformation in the lower crust
and upper mantle [270]. A new generation of models will incorporate physical and geological constraints
on the mechanisms of strain localization in the ductile substrate, such as dynamic recrystallization [271],
foliation [272], thermo-mechanical coupling [273], and mineral alteration [274]. This may ultimately lead to
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an improved understanding of why certain faults have higher slip rates than others, as well as how fault
systems develop and evolve over thousands to millions of years.

Topic 6: Modeling Earthquake Source Processes
Dynamic rupture models aim to reproduce details of a spontaneous single rupture, fully resolving wavemediated stress transfer as the rupture advances along the fault, radiating seismic energy. Realistic simulations require the consideration of off-fault plasticity and damage, co-seismic fault weakening due to
shear heating and pore pressure evolution, fault roughness, and large-scale complexities. Such simulations are invaluable for understanding earthquake dynamics and providing input for large-ensemble wavepropagation simulations, such as CyberShake, that enable the probabilistic study of ground motions [275]
(Question 4; Topic 7).
Figure 3.7. The importance of prestress of prior slip on
subsequent rupture features of large earthquakes.
Spatial distributions of coseismic slip (left) and
prestress minus representative quasi-static strength
(right) are shown for three consecutive earthquakes
simulated in a rate-and-state fault model. The spatial
extent of smaller earthquakes that occur between the
larger events is indicated by black lines. The fault
properties are the same throughout the simulation. The
different slip patterns and nucleation locations for these
events are due to different prestress established by
prior history of fault slip. From Jiang and Lapusta
(2015).

On the other end of the spectrum, earthquake simulators, such as RSQSim [276], focus on long histories and realistic fault networks, incorporating static stress interactions, back-slip loading, and quasidynamic fault slip based on rate-and-state friction. Such simulations are ingeniously efficient in producing
long sequences of earthquakes and hence indispensable for examining how complex fault networks interact through static stress changes, a key aspect of earthquake predictability (Question 5). They can also
be used for understanding the effects of additional factors such as injected fluids (Topic 8).
In SCEC5, we will fuse these complementary approaches into simulation capabilities that can account
for slip history, inertial effects, complexity of fault zone resistance, realistic fault geometry, and realistic
loading. Existing dynamic rupture simulations are limited by using initial conditions that do not account for
prior fault slip history and by starting rupture through an artificial nucleation process; yet, initial conditions
informed by the history of prior slip play a significant role in determining earthquake features (Fig. 3.7).
The results of earthquake simulators can be affected by the simplified treatment of the rupture process,
especially by the absence of dynamic stress interactions through waves, which can change the nature of
earthquake sequences [277] (Fig. 3.8). Intermediate approaches [278] account for inertial effects in simulating sequences, which are useful for exploring interactions between slow slip, dynamic rupturing, and
source complexities such as heterogeneities in fault properties and co-seismic fault weakening due to
shear heating and pore-pressure evolution [279]. Yet such approaches are currently limited to planar
faults embedded in a homogeneous elastic solid and loaded by back-slip. Long-term simulations need to
include more realistic fault geometries and loading models that take into account inelastic block motions
and the inelastic response of lower crust and upper mantle [280].
Progress in simulating self-consistent earthquake sources will be pursued through several complimentary threads. First, dynamic rupture simulations will be coupled to quasi-static simulations of earthquake-mediated stress evolution, as pioneered in recent studies [281] but with even more realistic ingredients. Such simulations will enable investigation of largely unexplored phenomena such as off-fault
damage on rough faults, interseismic healing, and stress exchange between the shallower elastic and
deeper inelastic bulk response. SCEC’s long-standing and highly successful collaboration to verify dynamic rupture simulation methods [282] will be extended to such coupled approaches. The initial efforts
will be limited by numerical tractability. Hence, a second thread will be to develop better integration of the
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Figure 3.8. Importance of incorporating full wave-mediated
inertial effects during simulated earthquake sequences and
long-term slip. Fully dynamic (top) and quasi-dynamic (bottom)
simulations of earthquakes sequences produce qualitatively
different results in models with enhanced co-seismic
weakening. Red/blue lines indicate slip accumulation with
seismic/aseismic slip rates, respectively. The fully dynamic
simulation generates pulse-like ruptures, while the quasidynamic approximation is incapable of reproducing this result,
generating instead much larger crack-like events combined with
many smaller events. From Thomas et al. (2014).

existing simulation approaches to leverage their
salient capabilities. For example, long-term, quasi-static simulations can provide prestress conditions for dynamic rupture simulations that account for prior seismic and aseismic fault slip.
A third thrust will be to develop further earthquake source models that satisfy a broad range
of observational constraints from the field and
laboratory, thus improving our understanding of
the operative physical mechanisms during faulting. Simulations that incorporate various weakening mechanisms will explore their potential for
explaining the heat-flow paradox, their role in
establishing the absolute level of stress on faults,
their interaction with fault roughness and evolving off-fault damage, and their implications for
the frequency dependence of ground motion. A
new objective is to pursue these investigations
not only for single spontaneous ruptures but also
in a much more challenging setting of earthquake sequences within complex fault systems.
Improved simulation capabilities of SCEC5 will
also enable a comprehensive investigation of the
effects of fluids on the earthquake source processes, including evolving off-fault permeability
due to evolving damage and the competition between thermal pressurization and dilatancy in the
context of realistic fault roughness.

Topic 7: Ground Motion Simulation

SCEC5 initiatives will include new approaches to
the validation of simulations, improvement of
their accuracy by incorporating nonlinear rock
response into ground-motion simulations, and
the integration of complex dynamic rupture models and advanced models for scattering and anelastic attenuation into simulations covering the full frequency range of engineering interest. SCEC4 research has demonstrated the feasibility of computing the full wavefield from complex sources and Earth
structures in 3D to frequencies up to 8-10 Hz and out to distances large enough (> 100 km) to facilitate
extensive comparisons with seismic recordings [283]. Substantial further work will be needed to improve
the accuracy and efficiency of deterministic simulations beyond the 1-Hz barrier to make them useable for
seismic hazard analysis:
•

Source complexity. We will link the random nature of high-frequency ground motion to the small-scale
complexity of natural faults. Synthetic seismograms from dynamic ruptures on rough (self-affine)
faults are remarkably consistent with observed ground motions to frequencies in excess of 10 Hz
[284]. These results suggest that high-frequency ground motion may be affected in predictable ways
by fault-zone maturity, including surface roughness, the number and size of stepovers, splay faults,
and the presence of other structural complexities. Ensembles of rough fault simulations can help
quantify expected rupture styles (e.g., sub-Rayleigh vs. supershear, slip pulse vs. crack) and ground
motion (both median and variance). They open the door to new, more physically consistent pseudodynamic rupture characterizations [285] that will be useful in seismic hazard research and may reduce uncertainties in ground-motion predictions for EEW, rapid disaster response, and induced
earthquakes.
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•

Frequency-dependent attenuation. At low frequencies, attenuation structure can be represented in
terms of a spatially variable but frequency-independent quality factor Q for pure shear. At higher frequencies, anelastic attenuation must be modeled as a frequency-dependent power law. Such models
have been incorporated into several SCEC simulation codes via Day’s [286] coarse-grained formulation [287]. We propose to incorporate the frequency and spatial variations of Q into the CVMs and
bring new observations to bear on some poorly understood issues; e.g., the apparent decrease of QP
relative to QS at frequencies above 1 Hz [288].

•

Small-scale, near-surface heterogeneities. Scattering by small-scale heterogeneities contributes significantly to the apparent attenuation of high-frequency pulses and leads to incoherence in the wavefield important to ground-motion predictions [289]. Using data from well-logs, seismic reflection surveys, and dense seismic arrays, we will formulate stochastic representations of small-scale velocity
variations of the crust that appear to dominate wavefield scattering at high frequencies and assess
what wavefield metrics are predictable from the resulting statistical models.
(a)

Figure 3.9. Comparison of peak
ground velocity (PGV) for the M7.8
ShakeOut scenario earthquake, as
modeled by (a) viscoelastic rheology
and (b) elastoplastic (DruckerPrager) rheology. The strong waveguide amplification in the LA basin
seen in (a) is reduced in (b) by up to
50%. PGV reductions in the LA basin
appear robust, as shown in (c),
which compares horizontal-motion
seismograms at rus (arrow) from the
viscoelastic model (black) with those
from elastoplastic models for end
member (red and blue) and average
(green) cohesion models. (d) Plot of
3s spectral acceleration vs. distance
show that the elastoplastic results
agree better with the NGA GMPEs.
From Roten et al. (2014).

(b)

(d)

(c)

rus

•

Inelastic rheology. Recent simulations have shown that nonlinear rock deformation may significantly
modify ground motions from large earthquakes in ways that differ from the traditional engineering understanding of nonlinearity as the site response of a thin geotechnical layer [290] (Fig. 3.9). The incorporation of nonlinearity into simulation-based ground motion estimation has the potential to provide new insights into ground motion scaling at large magnitude and may impose natural limits on
amplification effects such as forward directivity. The research challenges are formidable, because
inelastic rheologies depend on the initial stress state and require knowledge of poorly constrained parameters, such as rock cohesion. We will thus coordinate the estimation of stress and rheology with
the CSM and CRM activities. Multi-cycle earthquake simulations are likely to provide a means for estimating stress variability at spatial scales smaller than those directly available from other CSM methods. Large simulation ensembles will be used to assess the stress state and rheological uncertainties.

Nonlinear materials do not obey superposition, and nonlinear response can transfer energy between
frequency bands. Therefore current approaches that use superposition to combine separately simulated
low-frequency and high-frequency ground motions will have to be reexamined. Likewise, methodologies
such as CyberShake that gain efficiency by exploiting the linear principle of seismic reciprocity may require modification. In SCEC5, we will accommodate nonlinearity without sacrificing the efficiencies of the
reciprocal approach by disaggregating reciprocity-based CyberShake calculations to identify a reduced
set of controlling sources [291] and then perform fully dynamic, nonlinear forward ground-motion simulations of those sources to adjust any bias in the CyberShake hazard estimates.
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Ground Motion Validation Studies. From a practical perspective, unvalidated simulations are essentially
useless, but the paucity of near-fault recordings of large events is a severe limitation. In SCEC4, we have
made significant progress in the validation of simulation methods through coordinated validation efforts
that combined tests based on data from individual earthquakes with tests based on statistical relationships from aggregated data, as encoded in GMPEs. In particular, SCEC’s Broadband platform (BBP) was
successfully validated during the Southwest U.S. Ground Motion Characterization (SWUS) project, sponsored by the western U.S. electric power companies in response to requirements of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission [292]. We have also set up new types of validation gauntlets that compare the nonlinear
spectral response of earthquake simulations with those from well-recorded earthquakes [293]. Validation
of the low-frequency CyberShake models is underway by SCEC’s Committee on the Utilization of Ground
Motion Simulations, which is evaluating the use of CyberShake in developing the seismic provisions of
building codes, as part of the Building Seismic Safety Council’s Project 17 [294]. However, more extensive and systematic validations will be necessary to qualify SCEC simulations for specific engineering
applications, especially at higher frequencies.
SCEC simulations have revealed potential ground-motion amplification effects that are not purely local in origin, but are path specific and involve complex interactions between path and source, such as the
waveguide effects seen in Fig. 3.9 [295]. Observational testing is especially challenging because such
effects depend upon the seismic velocity model over an extended region, as well as upon rupture location, extent, and propagation direction. SCEC researchers have therefore developed a novel methodology
that uses ambient noise recordings from fault-aligned seismic arrays to synthesize “virtual earthquakes”,
which can be used to test scenario-specific predictions from numerical simulations [296]. We plan to apply this technique extensively in Southern California and other regions, such as Japan, where dense networks are available.
The SCEC4 validation studies have focused exclusively on median predictions [297], which does not
address the consistency of simulations with measures of inter- and intra-event variability. The former are
critical to hazard estimates at low probabilities. Moreover, measures of ground-motion variability provide
important tests of the simulation physics. For example, anelastic attenuation and scattering may affect
median amplitude similarly, but have distinguishable effects on intra-event standard deviations. Other statistical criteria that may be useful in validation of simulation methods include spatial correlations of spectral accelerations [298], correlation coefficients between spectral ordinates at different periods [299], and
partitioning of variance into intra- and inter-site components [300].

Topic 8: Induced Seismicity
Human-triggered earthquakes are important and growing aspect of the U.S. seismic hazard [301]. Anthropogenic seismicity presents one of the more tractable aspects of the earthquake problem. From the
mitigation perspective, human-generated earthquakes should also be human-preventable. From the
physics perspective, fluid injections that produce proximate earthquakes, if properly understood, provide
rare controlled experiments on the Earth’s seismic response to a known forcing [302].
Interpreting induced seismicity episodes has proven far from trivial, however, because the tradeoffs
among the potential triggering processes are insufficiently understood. Pore pressure diffusion, poroelastic loading, and thermal stresses are all thought to play a role, but the circumstances under which any one
of the processes is dominant are unclear [303]. Apparently identical operations in different regions elicit
differing seismic responses [304]. The controls on magnitude are controversial with conflicting evidence
on whether human-induced earthquakes are necessarily confined to small magnitudes [305]. Timedependent nucleation may be a significant aspect [306]. Agreement even on a metric for attribution of
triggering remains elusive.
SCEC is uniquely positioned to make progress on these issues. We have a well-instrumented and
well-characterized natural laboratory that includes well-documented cases of anthropogenic seismicity
[307]. We have extensive expertise in fault and rock mechanics and also the computational infrastructure,
provided by CSEP, for the long-term evaluation of earthquake statistics and predictability [308].
The geothermal fields in Southern California provide a clear case study of anthropogenic forcing. During SCEC4, we showed that the net extraction from the Salton Sea geothermal field is well-correlated with
seismicity (Fig. 3.10). This connection between human and earthquake activity invites a combined effort
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of geodetic, geologic and mechanical studies. The goal is to develop a physical model that accurately
predicts the expected earthquake rate and magnitudes in restricted, well-characterized environments.
Similar approaches may be applicable to the Cerro Prieto geothermal area in northern Baja California,
where InSAR data show a very high subsidence rate (~10 cm/yr). A simple Coulomb model of the volume
change due to the extraction results in a stress rate of 15 kPa/yr, which exceeds the tectonic stressing
rate [309]. In addition, oil and gas extraction can lead to induced seismicity both directly, through changing the stress field, and indirectly, through disposal of produced wastewater. Hints of oil and gas-related
seismicity exist in our study area but are difficult to interpret, in part due to the complex exploitation history and high level of natural seismicity [310]. Isolating the human-related earthquake component has become particularly important regionally as the hydrocarbon extraction from the Monterey shale is being
vigorously debated in the legislature and press (Fig. 3.11). Finally, we note that temporal variations in
groundwater loading [311] and changing lake level of the Salton Sea [312] can cause large perturbations
to the normal stress on faults (200 to 400 kPa) due to plate flexure. While these processes occur on relatively long time scales, they may nevertheless modulate seismicity.

Figure 3.10. Background seismicity rate (µ) vs. year compared to injected
fluid volumes at the Salton Sea Geothermal Field. The seismicity rate curve is
identical for each panel (right axis, green curve); the operational rate (left
axis, blue curve) in each case is (A) production rate, (B) injection rate and
(C) net production rate. Seismicity rates are on 2-year overlapping intervals
centered on each month for which there is operational data. From…

Figure 3.11. Network seismometer locations and
hydraulic fracturing locations as recorded by the state
of California. Hydraulic fracturing locations are used
as a proxy for active oilfield enhancement.

Detection of potentially induced seismicity and discrimination from tectonic earthquakes is inhibited by
low seismometer density in the Central Valley, where fluid injection and extraction activity is currently
most vigorous (Fig. 3.11). Attribution assessment depends critically on permanent, publically managed
data with sufficient detection capability to establish background activity on the timescales relevant to hydraulic fracturing, wastewater disposal, and other industrial activities. Previous SCEC work also points to
the important role of small earthquakes in cascades that are the most observable manifestation of triggering. For both reasons, we will employ waveform-based detection techniques to lower earthquake detection thresholds and probability-based magnitude of completeness to assess detection improvements.
Pore fluid pressure is the most commonly cited cause of anthropogenic seismicity; therefore, prediction of fluid migration through an understanding of fault-zone hydrology is critical to any mitigation strategy. In order to address this problem, we plan to participate in the assembly of a hydrological framework to
accompany our induced seismicity studies in key areas, such as southern Kern County. Both conventional and exploratory hydrological methods can be used to constrain appropriate models [313]. SCEC will
work within organizational partnerships that include the expertise from regional water boards and reservoir engineers needed to build such hydrological models.
The mechanistic understanding of induced seismicity is intimately linked to the study of fluid transport
along fault zones. Fractured damage zones provide potential high-permeability conduits along fault
zones. Recent SCEC work has shown that the formation and evolution of these damage zones is linked
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to the earthquake cycle. Damage zones open during fault rupture and then heal interseismically [314].
That time-dependence may be particularly important in understanding injection effects on long-dormant
faults in bedrock, whose partially healed (and thus reduced-permeability) damage zones may be renewed
by the first seismic events, enabling pore pressurization and seismic activity to spread.
Key tasks for SCEC5 studies of induced seismicity include: (i) developing detection methods for low
magnitude earthquakes; (ii) participating in the building of an observationally founded hydrological model
for special study sites; and (iii) developing and testing mechanistic and empirical models of anthropogenic
earthquakes within Southern California, capitalizing on the geodetic, seismic, hydrologic and geological
datasets.
100
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c. Characterizing Seismic Hazards
Characterization of seismic hazards across a
wide spectrum of forecasting and response
times, including a proper assessment of model
uncertainties, is the foundation on which most
risk-reduction strategies are built (Fig. 2.1). In
this section we propose SCEC5 applied research
in probabilistic seismic hazard analysis, operational earthquake forecasting, earthquake early
warning, and rapid earthquake response. This
research will be coordinated with the USGS and
CGS, which have statutory responsibilities for
providing this information.
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Figure 3.12. Schematic hazard curves, showing the mean value under
the ergodic assumption (red solid line) and its reduction due to a
reduction in σT from a non-ergodic (e.g., path- and site-specific)
treatment (black solid line). Owing to uncertainties in the non-ergodic
parameters (e.g., in the 3D velocity structure used for simulations), the
epistemic uncertainty may be larger for the non-ergodic model (black
dashed lines) than for the ergodic model (red dashed lines). However,
this epistemic uncertainty can, in principle, be reduced by new
knowledge that leads to model improvements.

Topic 9: Probabilistic Seismic Hazard Analysis

Among the technologies used to reduce risk,
probabilistic seismic hazard analysis (PSHA) is
the most effective, because it guides the longterm construction of a seismically safe built environment. PSHA contains two main components,
an earthquake rupture forecast (ERF) and a
ground-motion prediction (GMP) model. SCEC5 will provide a strong focus on the basic earthquake science that is foundational to all aspects of PSHA. It also will contribute directly to the main PSHA components through the continuing development of fault-based ERF models, such as the Uniform California
Earthquake Rupture Forecast, and physics-based GMP models, such as CyberShake.
The goal of SCEC5 research on this topic will be to characterize and reduce the uncertainties in
PSHA predictions by incorporating more and better physics into ERF and GMP models. The empirical
ground-motion prediction equations (GMPEs) in common use, such as those developed by PEER’s Next
Generation Attenuation (NGA) project [315], predict the logarithmic intensity of ground shaking as a deterministic value conditioned on a set of explanatory variables plus a normally distributed random variable
with a standard deviation 𝜎& . The latter accounts for the unexplained variability in the ground-motion data
used to calibrate the GMPE and is typically 0.5-0.7 in natural log units for common intensity measures.
Reducing this residual or “aleatory” variability is a high priority for seismic hazard analysis, because the
probabilities of exceedance at high shaking intensities go up rapidly with 𝜎& , e.g., adding costs to the
seismic design of critical facilities to account for the prediction uncertainty (Fig. 3.12); however, attempts
to decrease 𝜎& by incorporating more explanatory variables into the GMPEs have been largely unsuccessful [316]. Substantial work in engineering seismology is now directed at “non-ergodic” models that
explicitly account for effects that are specific to the region, the path, and the site [317].
As an alternative to empirical models, SCEC is developing physics-based earthquake simulations that
properly account for source complexity and directivity, basin effects, directivity-basin coupling, and other
3D effects. The theoretical limits of this approach can be estimated through an analysis of simulations
that have been generated for the Los Angeles region by the CyberShake project (Fig. 2.19). The residual
variance obtained by applying the NGA-2008 [318] GMPEs to the CyberShake dataset matches the fre-
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Figure 3.13. Histograms of the residual
variance in spectral acceleration at
periods 2-10 s, computed for CyberShake
13.b relative to the mean of the NGA
(2008) GMPEs, using averaging-based
factorization (ABF). The total residual
variance (bar height) agrees with the NGA
σT2 (black points), indicating that the
CyberShake ground-motion variability is
similar to that of the global dataset used
to calibrate the GMPEs. Colors show the
independent contributions of the various
ABF factors; black line separates the
source variance (directivity, magnitude,
complexity) from the propagation variance
(site, path). From Jordan et al. (2015).
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quency-dependence of 𝜎&' obtained for the GMPE calibration dataset, indicating that the variability of the
simulated ground motions is comparable to the observed. Using the new tool of averaging-based factorization (ABF) [319], we can partition this variance into uncorrelated components representing source effects (directivity, magnitude, source complexity) and propagation effects (path, site).

source
complexity

At the long periods shown in Fig. 3.13 (2-10 s), about half of the variability not captured in the
GMPEs is due to 3D path and site effects that potentially can be modeled using physics-based simulations. Therefore, accurate ground-motion simulations (Topic 7) can potentially reduce 𝜎& by about onethird. At favorable sites, this decrease in uncertainty would lower the exceedance probabilities at high intensity levels by orders of magnitude, as sketched in Fig. 3.12, while at unfavorable sites the probabilities
would go up [320]. Realizing this forecasting gain would have a broad impact on risk-reduction strategies,
especially for critical facilities such as large dams, nuclear power plants, and energy transportation networks. In SCEC5, we will also attempt to reduce the magnitude variability associated with magnitudes
(stress-drop variations) and possibly even directivity through better source modeling (Topic 6).

Topic 10: Operational Earthquake Forecasting
Operational earthquake forecasting (OEF) is the dissemination of authoritative information about timedependent earthquake probabilities to help communities prepare for potentially destructive earthquakes
[321]. SCEC5 will support the USGS OEF program [322] through its core program and special projects:
(i) Fundamental research on earthquake predictability, including the modeling of earthquake source processes (Topic 6) and strong ground motions (Topic 7), as well as the organization of a rapid scientific
response to earthquake crises in Southern California (Topic 12).
(ii) Development of physics-based forecasting models in its Collaboratory for Interseismic Simulation and
Modeling (CISM). OEF is feasible with existing short-term statistical models, but there are many areas where improvements are possible, espeWestern Pacific
cially through the incorporation of physics16 models
based
nucleation and stress-transfer models
Oceanic Transform Faults
China
1 model
EU
(Fig.
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(iii) Coordination of the Working Group on
California Earthquake Probabilities
(WGCEP), which is developing UCERF3ETAS as a candidate model for OEF implementation. SCEC will continue to support
WGCEP through funding received from the
California Earthquake Authority and other
agencies and with its HPC resources.
(iv) Testing of short- and medium-term fore-
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casting models, including UCERF3 and other USGS models, within the Collaboratory for the Study of
Earthquake Predictability (CSEP).
CSEP is a critical infrastructure for the retrospective calibration and prospective testing of the OEF
systems; its global scope allows forecasting models to be evaluated in a variety of well-instrumented tectonic regions, reducing the time needed for forecast validation (Fig. 3.14). We request specific funding for
CSEP activities in the USGS part of the SCEC5 core budget. The CEO program will work with the USGS
in developing plans to educate the public and other end-users on OEF capabilities and uncertainties.

Topic 11: Earthquake Early Warning
An earthquake early warning (EEW) system is under development for the U.S. west coast that can provide the public with automated warnings up to tens of seconds before strong seismic shaking [324]. Several topics of SCEC5 research will address scientific issues of major importance to EEW:
(i) Determine how quickly the magnitudes, fault mechanism, and other source parameters of very large
(M > 7) earthquakes can be determined after the origin time [325]. Improve techniques for inferring
fault rupture parameters from time-limited seismic and geodetic data [326]. (Topic 6)
(ii) Provide more accurate ground-motion predictions that account for directivity, basin, and other 3D effects. Develop more realistic earthquake simulations for testing the seismic and geodetic components
of EEW system performance [327]. (Topic 7)
(iii) Obtain better long-term and short-term earthquake rupture forecasts for prior conditioning Bayesian
EEW algorithms, such as the Virtual Seismologist [328]. (Topics 9,10)
Priority will be given to EEW-related research that can potentially reduce the size of the region where no
warning is issued by providing more accurate information sooner [329]. SCEC will continue to foster international partnerships with Japanese, European, and other foreign research programs in EEW that will
include the data sharing, joint algorithm development and testing, and exchange of lessons learned from
public response to alerts. Education and outreach activities that can help the public understand and more
effectively utilize EEW will be incorporated into the SCEC5 CEO program (see §III.C).

Topic 12: Post-Earthquake Rapid Response
Rapid scientific response to strong earthquakes, especially in Southern California, is central to SCEC’s
mission. Mobilizing the core geoscience disciplines of seismology, geodesy, and geology to gather and
preserve ephemeral earthquake data must occur as quickly as possible, while aftershocks, transient motions, and surface rupture are strongest and best expressed. Thus, earthquake response demands experimental design in real time, with information shared freely and efficiently among disciplines and guided by
cutting-edge scientific hypotheses. SCEC serves three roles that guide a more effective rapid scientific
response to earthquakes: (i) intellectual leadership spanning the breadth of earthquake system science,
(ii) coordination of the response of the academic science community, and (iii) communication of
knowledge to the world at large. SCEC’s role in fostering scientific inquiry thus differs from, and complements, the statutory responsibilities of federal and state agencies, such as the USGS and CGS.
SCEC has developed an infrastructure to coordinate a rapid scientific response through its working
groups and a special website, http://response.scec.org, in concert with the California Earthquake Clearinghouse [330]. If a major earthquake occurs in Southern California during SCEC5, the Center will coordinate the scientific response with the USGS, CGS, and other relevant agencies in the following areas:
Aftershock monitoring. Because aftershocks illuminate many aspects of fault-zone structure and its postseismic evolution, it is critical to enhance aftershock monitoring with portable instrumentation as soon as
possible. Quick instrument deployment (<1 day) also increases the chances of capturing the nucleation
process of a large aftershock and feeds data into operational earthquake forecasting.
Geodetic monitoring. Rapid geodetic measurements, especially within the near field, are needed to separate post-seismic afterslip from coseismic displacement. Where permanent station coverage is sparse,
significant effort and equipment will be needed to survey campaign benchmarks around the rupture.
Surface rupture mapping. Rapid observations of any surface rupture are crucial. Mapping of coseismic
displacement, afterslip, and distributed deformation are needed to understand the event and interpret
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paleoseismic data. High-resolution fault-zone imaging with LiDAR, airborne InSAR, and structure-frommotion techniques should commence immediately, before fragile rupture features disappear.
Post-seismic deformation observations. Deformations near the end points of a rupture are particularly
useful in discriminating post-seismic deformation mechanisms. The sooner the endpoints are identified
from field observations, the sooner instruments can be deployed to measure subsequent deformation.
Operational earthquake forecasting. Post-event OEF requires rapid information about the mainshock rupture. Timely aftershock locations and focal mechanisms are also critical, ideally with magnitude completeness to M0 or lower, as are observations of time-dependent post-seismic phenomena.
Strong ground motion characterization. Early deployment of additional strong-motion instrumentation,
while aftershock productivity is high, provides the data needed to disentangle path and site effects on
strong motions, and better informs which ground-motion metrics are most correlated with damage.
Fault-zone drilling. Rapid-response drilling into a fault after a major earthquake provides insights into the
rupture conditions, the stresses on the fault during and after the earthquake, the process by which the
fault heals and rebuilds stress, and how the fault zone is affected by other earthquakes. Drilling across
the fault slip zone at >1 km depth should commence within ~1-2 years of a large surface rupture.
The SCEC management structure, as expressed in its working groups, is able to respond quickly in
coordinating field programs with the USGS and CGS to capture perishable data and conduct postearthquake studies. Through its cooperative agreements with the NSF and USGS and its contractual arrangements with core and participating institutions, SCEC will provide a well-organized conduit for the
funding of scientific investigations in the critical period immediately following a major event.
d. Reducing Seismic Risk
The ultimate goal of seismic hazard analysis, and a central aspect of SCEC’s mission, is to provide earthquake information useful in motivating civic actions to reduce risk and increase resilience. In working towards this goal, SCEC has developed an effective network of partnerships with engineering and emergency management organizations through both its core research program and its CEO program (see
§III.C). The SCEC5 core research program will continue to engage earthquake engineers through joint
projects with the PEER Center, the California Earthquake Authority, the NHERI DesignSafe-CI Center,
the Building Seismic Safety Council’s Project 17, and the Pacific Gas & Electric Company. These “ruptures-to-rafters” activities will be managed through SCEC’s Earthquake Engineering Implementation Interface (EEII). In SCEC5, the EEII will engage research and practicing engineers on two main topics.

Topic 13: Risk to Distributed Infrastructure
As emphasized in Mayor Garcetti’s plan Resilience by Design [331], seismic damage to vulnerable infrastructure is a major threat to the functioning of cities like Los Angeles. Urban infrastructures are spread
over wide regions; hence, improving the resilience of these systems requires predicting spatial variations
and correlations in ground motions. SCEC4’s achievements in ground-motion prediction include progress
in quantifying the effects of sedimentary basins on patterns of ground motion and in understanding the
impacts of rupture complexity and structural heterogeneity on the spatial coherence of ground motions. A
focused EEII activity on infrastructure risk will serve to validate simulated ground motions at regional
scales, providing insights about seismic risk to infrastructure owners, operators, and regulators.
Buried infrastructure is often damaged by large ground deformations and failures caused by surface
faulting, soil liquefaction, and landslides [332]. For example, most of LA’s drinking water and energy supply is carried in conduits that cross the San Andreas Fault, and its massive port facilities are subject to
liquefaction. These phenomena are amenable to study via ground-motion simulations but require further
refinements to rupture models (Topic 6) and ground-motion models (Topic 7). In particular, ground failures are associated with highly nonlinear material behavior during strong shaking—prime examples of
phenomena that are Beyond Elasticity (Topic 5). Validation of ground-failure models will be achieved in
part via comparisons with CGS’s liquefaction and landslide hazard maps, and new insights from groundfailure simulations will supplement and perhaps contribute to those maps.
We will work with engineers to develop measures of distributed infrastructure impacts; e.g., by combining pipeline fragility functions into network flow models to estimate the impact of various earthquake
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scenarios on water supply (see Los Angeles Department of Water & Power letter of commitment). We will
apply these measures in assessing to what degree specific physical effects, such as high frequency scattering and the impedance at basin boundaries, contribute to the damage. The main goal will be to compare the predictions of correlated damage from physics-based ground-motion simulations with empirical
GMPE-based correlation models [333].

Topic 14: Earthquake Physics of the Geotechnical Layer
The built environment is anchored in a near-surface complex of highly inelastic rock and soil. Understanding the earthquake physics of this “geotechnical layer” is important to information-based risk reduction
strategies. SCEC recently convened two workshops to explore how 3D ground-motion simulations could
be applied to the characterization of nonlinear site effects [334] and soil-structure interactions [335]; the
workshops concluded that engaging earthquake engineers on these topics would benefit both communities. The 3D constitutive soil models developed by geotechnical engineers can be used to predict plastic
ground deformation and secondary ground failure; research on the response of clays [336] and sands
[337] has enabled high-fidelity simulations on local (facility-specific) scales. However, the models require
many input parameters that are difficult to constrain on the scale of regional ground motion simulations.
Simplified (1D) nonlinear response models offer computationally efficient alternatives to complex 3D constitutive models, particularly when geotechnical input is limited [338, 339]. But full-3D models are needed
to account for nonlinear strains from topography, basin edge effects, and caustic phenomena.
As part of the proposed Community Rheology Model effort, we will develop simplified 3D soil plasticity
models that can predict inelastic ground deformation with a small number of input parameters, and we will
take a multi-scale approach to integrating 3D nonlinear site response into regional-scale ground motion
simulations. For example, simplified models using Iwan’s [340] elastoplastic springs can be extended to
3D [341]. The geotechnical layer model will be designed to have the computational efficiency and scalability required for implementation in regional-scale earthquake simulations, and it will be deployed on the
UCVM platform to facilitate user-specified HPC mesh generation. Recent work [342] suggests that
PGV/Vs30 (the ratio of peak ground velocity to near-surface shear velocity) is a reliable proxy for ground
surface strain. We will examine the use of this parameter, among others, to identify the conditions in regional 3D simulations where the ground strains are sufficiently large to warrant a nonlinear treatment.
Soil-structure interaction (SSI) describes the altering of seismic shaking by structural vibrations and
the subsequent effects of the altered shaking on the building response [343]. For a single building, SSI
effects can change significantly the characteristics of ground motion compared to free-field conditions
[344]. Site-city interaction (SCI) describes the SSI effects that come from the dynamic interaction of multiple structures [345]. SCI simulations have been run at various scales [346], and recent studies have begun to investigate SCI models that more fully couple SSI effects to 3D wavefields [347]. Still lacking are
realistic SCI simulations that allow for large deformations of the geotechnical layer, which often drive the
vulnerability of distributed and critical infrastructure systems [348]. SCEC/EEII will encourage collaborations with engineers to investigate SSI and SCI effects using SCEC5 earthquake simulations.
3. Special Projects
Since SCEC became a free-standing center in 2002, its core funding has remained essentially flat in asspent dollars and has decreased by about one-third in inflation-adjusted dollars, while participation in
SCEC-coordinated research has more than doubled (Fig. 1.5). Two main factors account for this growth:
the high value researchers place on participating in SCEC collaborative activities, even at very low funding levels, and the research support they obtain from SCEC special projects. The special projects are research partnerships in targeted earthquake research that heavily leverage the core program. Here we
briefly describe the major special projects that are likely to be active at the beginning of SCEC5 and
comment on the synergy we expect to realize through research interactions with the core program. Synergy is ensured by a central SCEC policy, instituted by the Board of Directors in 2005: the science objectives of all SCEC special projects must be aligned with those of the SCEC core program and explicitly
included as objectives in the SCEC Annual Science Plan. Under this policy, any SCEC participant can
propose core-program research pertinent to a special project, enabling them to participate in that project.
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High-F Platform: The High-F platform comprises the
AWP-OCD and Hercules codes that SCEC researchers are using to push earthquake simulations
to higher frequencies (> 1 Hz). Software under development will be capable of modeling the effects of
fault roughness, near-fault plasticity, frequencydependent attenuation, topography, small-scale
near-surface heterogeneities, and near-surface nonlinearities (e.g., Fig. 3.9). The High-F Platform will
support dynamic-rupture and ground-motion studies
as part of the SCEC5 plans to move simulations Beyond Elasticity.

Millions ofMillions
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Community Modeling Environment (CME). The CME is SCEC’s high-performance computing collaboratory for large-scale earthquake simulations. Major grants to support CME software engineering have come
from the NSF/CISE Directorate and the NSF/EAR Geoinformatics program, as well as from the utility industry. SCEC competes for supercomputer allocations through the NSF XSEDE and PRAC programs and
the DOE INCITE program. In 2015, SCEC was awarded allocations totaling 362 million service units, primarily on the NCSA’s Blue Waters, ANL’s Mira, and
ORNL’s Titan supercomputers (Fig. 3.15). These
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CyberShake Platform: The CyberShake Platform uses seismic reciprocity to generate large ensembles of
8
simulations (> 10 ) that Monte-Carlo sample earthquake rupture forecasts and multiple crustal-structure
models. Implementation of physics-based probabilistic seismic hazard modeling requires this capability.
The platform is being developed using the Los Angeles region as a test bed, and it has already produced
PSHA models as candidates for the USGS Urban Seismic Hazard Mapping Project (Fig. 2.18). In
SCEC5, CyberShake PSHA models will be developed for other regions; e.g., in Central California as part
of the Central California Seismic Project (see below). Because reciprocity derives from linear elasticity, a
SCEC5 challenge will be the reengineering of CyberShake to enable the efficient, large-ensemble simulation of nonlinear wave phenomena that lie Beyond Elasticity.
Broadband Platform: The open-source Broadband Platform (BBP) provides a verified, validated, and user-friendly computational environment for generating broadband (0-100Hz) ground motions. In its validation mode, the BBP computes goodness-of-fit measures that quantify how well the synthetics match the
observations (Fig. 2.19). In its scenario mode, it calculates suites of synthetic seismograms from userspecified rupture sets, structural models, and station sets. In SCEC5, the BBP will be extended from 1D
to 3D structural models, and it will support the development and validation of physics-based groundmotion models in projects and partnerships managed under the EEII.
F3DT Platform: This platform integrates the software needed for full-3D waveform tomography using the
adjoint-wavefield and scattering-integral formulations of the structural inverse problem [349]. F3DT can
invert both earthquake waveforms and ambient-field correlagrams for high-resolution crustal models, and
it can refine the centroid moment tensors of earthquakes by matching observed waveforms with 3D synthetics. These capabilities have been used to produce CVM-S4.26 (Fig. 2.17) and will be employed in the
SCEC5 CVM studies.
Unified Community Velocity Model Platform. The UCVM platform provides an easy-to-use software
framework for comparing and synthesizing 3D Earth models and delivering model products to users [350].
This community software is an important component of the CME cyberinfrastructure: a standardized,
high-speed query interface enables users to build very large simulation meshes very quickly, and its file
utilities can export meshes in both eTree and NetCDF formats.
Uniform California Earthquake Rupture Forecast. UCERF is a joint project of SCEC, USGS, and CGS to
build a California-wide, time-dependent, fault-based earthquake rupture forecast, funded in part by the
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California Earthquake Authority and managed through the Working Group on California Earthquake
Probabilities. The latest (third) version (Fig. 1.1) comprises a time-independent model used in the 2014
release of the National Seismic Hazard Mapping Project (UCERF3-TI), a time-dependent model based on
long-term Reid renewal statistics (UCERF3-TD), and a time-dependent model based on short-term ETAS
statistics (UCERF3-ETAS). The latter is being developed as a candidate model for use in operational
earthquake forecasting [351]. CSEP testing of UCERF3-ETAS will commence in 2016. A major SCEC5
initiative is to incorporate more physics into UCERF models through the use of physics-based earthquake
simulators developed by SCEC-sponsored researchers [352] participating in the Earthquake Simulators
Technical Activity Group [353] (Fig 1.4).
Collaboratory for the Study of Earthquake Predictability. CSEP provides an international cyberinfrastructure that sustains the prospective, blind testing of short- and medium-term earthquake forecasts on regional and global scales. CSEP testing centers (except Japan and China) run a common software stack
that is developed and released quarterly by
SCEC software engineer Maria Liukis. CSEP
operations at SCEC include the testing of California and global forecasting models in addition
to the development and maintenance of the
collaboratory software. SCEC is responsible for
the registration of new models and the coding
of new testing procedures; many of these innovations, such as the testing of geodetic anomaly detectors [354], have come from the SCEC
core
program.
Over
400
earthquakeforecasting models and their variations are currently under prospective CSEP testing
(Fig. 3.14). The registration and testing of external forecasting models (e.g., M8 and
QuakeFinder forecasts) is underway and may
eventually include USGS operational models
Figure 3.16. Preliminary results from the retrospective Canterbury
(Task 10). A SCEC partnership with GEM
experiment recently conducted in CSEP. The circles with error
bars show the average information gain (natural log of the
through GFZ/Potsdam has begun the testing of
probability gain) per earthquake relative to a time-independent
ground-motion models against observed intenreference model (dashed line). The 14 forecasts in this
experiment are listed on the left axis. 394 earthquakes with M >
sity data. CSEP and its new sister collaborato3.95 were observed during the 18-month forecasting interval. This
ry, CISM (see below), will be critical SCEC5
experiment is the first CSEP demonstration that physics-based
infrastructures for the development and evaluamodels (red dots) can outperform statistical models (open circles)
in short-term forecasting. From Werner et al. (2015).
tion of comprehensive earthquake forecasting
models (Tasks 6, 7 & 10). The proposed earthquake-simulator effort under Task 6 is supported by the recent results of the CSEP Canterbury Retrospective Experiment. This SCEC collaboration with GNS/New Zealand and the European REAKT project
has demonstrated that models incorporating the physics of rate-state nucleation and Coulomb stress
transfer can outperform purely statistical models such as ETAS (Fig. 3.16) [355].
CSEP was initiated in 2006 with support from the W. M. Keck Foundation and has been subsequently
funded under grants and contracts from the USGS and Department of Homeland Security. Owing to
CSEP’s importance to SCEC core research, this proposal requests USGS funding of $200K/year to support collaboratory operations in California and USGS-relevant software development. Allocation of CSEP
resources to specific projects would be guided as part of the core budgeting process by the Joint
SCEC/USGS Planning Committee. As part of the SCEC-USGS Cooperative Agreement, SCEC will continue to provide USGS/EHP personnel with full access to all CSEP resources and will do its best to leverage USGS support with other SCEC partners. More information supporting this request is in the Budget
Justification.
Collaboratory for Interseismic Simulation and Modeling. In July, 2015, SCEC received a three-year, $2M
grant from the W. M. Keck Foundation to construct a Collaboratory for Interseismic Simulation and Modeling. CISM will provide a unique environment for developing large-scale numerical models that can simu-
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late sequences of fault ruptures and the seismic shaking they produce. The goal of CISM is to equip
earthquake scientists with HPC-enabled infrastructure for creating a new generation of comprehensive,
physics-based earthquake forecasts using California as the primary test bed. CISM will provide a computational framework for combining earthquake simulations that account for the physics of earthquake nucleation and stress transfer with ground-motion simulations. It will be engineered as a workflow-oriented
cyberinfrastructure with common tools for integrating various types of scientific software modules provided by different research teams into well-structured forecasting models that can be calibrated against existing data and tested against observations within CSEP. As part of this project, W. M. Keck Foundation
Fellowships in Earthquake Forecasting Research will support participation in CISM by graduate students,
post-docs, and early-career researchers.
Central California Seismic Project. The Central California Seismic Project was initiated in 2015 as a partnership between SCEC and Pacific Gas & Electric Co. to use the central coast region of California as a
testbed for developing and validating new physics-based ground-motion forecasting models. The main
goal of the CCSP is to assess the effectiveness of seismic wavefield modeling in reducing the epistemic
uncertainties in path effects that control hazard estimates at low exceedance probabilities (Fig. 3.12). The
specific objectives of this long-term (~8-yr) effort include (i) assimilation of existing data into improved 3D
models of Central California crustal structure; (ii) collection of new data on local earthquake activity and
regional path effects, (iii) validation of improvements to synthetic seismograms derived from 3D models,
and (iv) demonstration that physics-based modeling can reduce path-effect uncertainties. Work on objective (i) has begun, and a 2016 start on the instrument deployments required to achieve (ii) looks feasible.
The CCSP will provide SCEC researchers with new data in both location and type. Its objectives are well
aligned with the SCEC5 Basic Questions of Earthquake Science, especially Q4 and Q5.
C. Communication, Education & Outreach Plan
SCEC’s Communication, Education, and Outreach (CEO) program addresses the final element of
SCEC’s mission: Communicate understanding to end-users and society at large as useful knowledge for
reducing earthquake risk and improving community resilience. In particular, the SCEC5 CEO program will
investigate the fifth problem identified in SCEC’s Vision Statement (§III.A): social dynamics of communicating earthquake knowledge. This understanding will be pursued through interconnected focus areas
with four long-term intended outcomes, which are listed in Table 3.1: (O1) improved application of earthquake science in policy and practice; (O2) reduced loss of life, property, and recovery time; (O3) increased science literacy; and (O4) increased diversity, retention, and career success in the scientific
workforce. Combined, these outcomes address not only what and how to communicate, but expand the
diversity of those involved in providing and receiving earthquake knowledge. They also fulfill each of
NSF’s Broader Impacts Review Criteria, as concluded in the 2015 CEO Program Evaluation [356].
The theme of the CEO program in SCEC5 is Partner Globally, Prepare Locally. The letters of collaboration from many of our partners (see Supplementary Documents) portray strong and effective regional,
national and global collaborations that anticipate many years of joint activity. These partnerships foster
new research opportunities and ensure the delivery of research and educational products that improve
the preparedness of the general public, government agencies, businesses, research and practicing engineers, educators, students, and the media—locally in California as well as in other states and countries.
Prepare Locally not only refers to improved resiliency to local hazards, but also to preparing students and
the public for the future with the enhanced science literacy to make informed decisions to reduce their
risk, and to preparing future scientists via research opportunities and support through career transitions.
The innovative CEO program has evolved and expanded considerably during SCEC4. For example,
CEO is now involved in tsunami awareness and preparedness (TsunamiZone.org, with support from
NOAA) and also in multi-hazard preparedness (America’s PrepareAthon, with support from FEMA). In
SCEC5, these and other CEO activities will align in an evidence-based program solidly founded in social
science research, with strong synergies across disciplines. This program will be regularly evaluated, and
its results and best practices will be published as models for other education and outreach efforts. In
SCEC5, additional funding from government, corporate, and foundation partnerships, international organizations, and other sources will provide support for program implementation as well as for evaluation.
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1. SCEC5 CEO Approach
The CEO program for SCEC5 has been designed based on the conclusions and recommendations resulting from the 2015 SCEC CEO evaluation [357]. The report highlights where SCEC has already incorporated strategies based on social science research evidence, and offers a set of recommendations for incorporating outcome-based evaluation as a key structure for implementing the program.
a. Evidence-Based Program Design
During SCEC4, the involvement of social scientists in SCEC CEO activities has resulted in increased application of social science theory in general [358], and on disaster preparedness theory in particular [359].
The 2015 CEO evaluation showed that SCEC programs also adhere to a variety of established best practices informed by social science research. In SCEC5, CEO will increase the rigor of its program development based on theory and best practice. Moreover, SCEC CEO will leverage its multi-disciplinary network
to facilitate knowledge implementation of SCEC research to meet the needs of multiple end-users.
In SCEC5, CEO programs will continue to incorporate program features associated with increased
program impact [360]. Strategies for motivating particular actions will be adapted from successful efforts
in community building, education, marketing, environmental change, organizational culture change, and
other disciplines. Programs will have high multiplicity
(number of different components) to increase potential impact above-and-beyond what each component
might produce alone [361], as well as provide opportunities for people to participate in a given activity
multiple times and in multiple ways for greater exposure and depth of experience. SCEC CEO will continue to extend program reach to maximize the proportion of intended populations that have an opportunity
to participate, and target multiple levels of influence [362]; i.e., individual, small group, and organizational/community. Public preparedness activities will be based on the theory of communicating actionable risk
[363], which has shown that campaigns are more effective when: (i) they emphasize actions people
should take to become better prepared (rather than on increasing perceived risk), (ii) their focus is shifted
from representatives of government and nongovernmental groups to members of the public who have
already taken steps to become prepared, and (iii) they distribute information that is dense (i.e., from multiple sources across multiple channels over time).
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b. Outcome-Based Program Evaluation
Recommendations for SCEC CEO were developed as part of a recent external evaluation [364] and include a variety of suggestions for streamlining program design and evaluation to maximize program efficiency and impact (Box 3.1). In SCEC5, program evaluation will be focused on outcomes and will link to
theory. A logic model, developed in the CEO evaluation process [365], will provide a visual roadmap of
the theoretical framework and rationale of program activities, as well as their impact on human behavior
and knowledge. This logic model will guide reviews of the CEO program by the CEO Planning Committee
and SCEC’s Advisory Council. It will also be the theoretical basis for identifying appropriate milestones
and metrics and will guide the development of post-ShakeOut surveys, teacher workshop evaluations,
post-internship discussions, and other assessments. A listing of CEO activities and available data will be
promoted to graduate students and early-career researchers in sociology, public health, education, communications, marketing, and other fields for potential class or thesis projects or as the basis of research
grants. The goal is to expand the level of ongoing assessment of the CEO program as well as provide
evaluation research opportunities.
CEO’s range of activities are designed to achieve four long-term outcomes identified in the SCEC5
CEO Logic Model, each the result of activities within interconnected CEO Focus Areas, described below.
These outcomes inspire a set of basic questions of earthquake education and outreach, as shown in Table 3.1, which we intend to answer via implementation and evaluation of CEO activities in SCEC5.
2. SCEC5 CEO Focus Areas
In SCEC5, the CEO program will manage and expand activities within four CEO focus areas. Knowledge
Implementation will connect SCEC scientists and research results with practicing engineers, government
officials, business risk managers, and other professionals active in the application of earthquake science.
The Public Education and Preparedness focus area will educate people of all ages about earthquakes,
tsunamis, and other hazards, and motivate them to become prepared. The K-14 Earthquake Education
Initiative will improve Earth science education in multiple learning environments, overall science literacy,
and earthquake safety in schools and museums. The Experiential Learning and Career Advancement
program will provide research opportunities, networking, and other resources to encourage and sustain
careers in STEM fields. Each of these areas will build on improved earthquake science understanding. In
particular, we will prepare individuals and organizations for making decisions (split-second through longterm) about how to respond appropriately to changing seismic hazards, including new technologies such
as operational earthquake forecasting and earthquake early warning.
a. Knowledge Implementation
Long-term intended outcomes of this focus area are O1 (improved application of earthquake science in
policy and practice) and O2 (reduced loss of life, property, and recovery time). The implementation of
SCEC research for practical purposes depends on effective interactions with engineering researchers and
organizations (via SCEC’s Earthquake Engineering Implementation Interface, see §III.B.2.d) as well as
knowledge transfer between earthquake researchers and those that make decisions based on understanding of earthquake hazards and risk (practicing engineers, geotechnical consultants, building officials,
insurers, utilities, emergency managers, and other technical users)
These interactions are most effective as partnerships towards common objectives. In SCEC5 we will
partner with professional organizations including the Structural Engineers Association of California
(SEAOC) to develop training sessions and seminars for practicing engineers and building officials to introduce new technologies (including earthquake forecasts), discuss interpretation and application of simulation records, and provide a forum for SCEC scientists to learn what professionals need to improve their
practice. A critically needed product to be developed in SCEC5 are improved earthquake scenarios for
use in emergency planning, similar to the 2008 ShakeOut Scenario but likely much simpler with a common template that can be readily reproduced for likely earthquake sources nationwide. To understand
SCEC’s effectiveness in this area, we will document the use of SCEC research within practice and policy.
Knowledge Implementation efforts in SCEC5 will include expansion of the Earthquake Country Alliance (see next section) to include members focused on planning, mitigation, building codes, and other
technical issues, perhaps organized as Technical Advisory Groups for each of ECA’s Regional Alliances
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(So. Cal., Bay Area, Redwood Coast). These groups will provide a research implementation focus in parallel with ECA’s public education efforts.
b. Public Education and Preparedness
Long-term intended outcomes of this focus area are O2 (reduced loss of life, property, and recovery time)
and O3 (increased science literacy). This area spans a suite of partnerships, activities, and products for
educating the public about SCEC, earthquake science, and how to become prepared for earthquakes and
tsunamis. SCEC’s work in this area spans California, the nation, and the world.
Starting at home, CEO in SCEC5 will increase awareness of SCEC, its resources, and its researchers and specialists (across multiple institutions) among the news media and with the general public. The
SCEC.org website will be a primary source of current information about SCEC, its innovative research,
and its resources. Members of the SCEC Community will create summaries on SCEC.org about their research, supplemented with videos and other materials developed with the assistance of CEO staff. Press
briefings will be held to announce new results, and webinars will be offered for the media and other key
audiences. CEO will work with media relations personnel from SCEC institutions to coordinate media and
risk communication training at the SCEC Annual Meeting and via webinars, and to offer programs that
educate the media on how to report earthquake science. SCEC’s risk communication goal will be to provide essential risk information at (1) critical times (post-earthquake in CA and elsewhere), in (2) appropriate ways (developed via media trainings) and (3) to key recipients (news media, elected officials, business owners, and others who need essential risk information for making decisions).
Social media capabilities have been expanded in SCEC4 and will be further developed during
SCEC5. SCEC’s accounts (facebook.com/scec, twitter.com/scec, youtube.com/scecmovies) are regularly
updated with new content developed by SCEC and its partners, which are also increasing the availability
of multi-lingual resources (materials, news releases, experts, etc.) to more effectively engage all media.
Continuing statewide, SCEC CEO is the home of the Earthquake Country Alliance (ECA, §II.B.2.b),
which in SCEC5 will lead and develop earthquake and tsunami education and preparedness efforts in
partnership with three regional alliances and hundreds of organizations, supported by FEMA, CalOES,
CEA, and expanded private sector support. SCEC manages ECA’s online resources (earthquakecountry.org, terremotos.org, facebook.com/earthquakecountryalliance, twitter.com/eca, etc.), vital resources
that are continually updated to reach new audiences, and promote key ECA resources. These include the
Seven Steps to Earthquake Safety, Putting Down Roots in Earthquake Country, instructional videos, regional risk information, and audience-specific materials (developed by ECA’s Sector-Based Committees).
More of these resources will be translated into Spanish and other languages during SCEC5 as recommended in the 2015 SCEC CEO Evaluation.
ECA also has developed resources and activities used nationwide (and beyond). This includes the
Earthquake Education and Public Information center (EPIcenter) Network (§II.B.2.b), which will expand to
more states in SCEC5, connecting us with their communities as providers of reliable information (and distributing materials developed by SCEC, ECA, and our partner organizations such as IRIS). EPIcenter locations also in SCEC5 will be prepared to quickly implement programs based on elevated forecasts and
will educate visitors about how to respond to earthquake early warnings.
ECA also created the first Great ShakeOut Earthquake Drill in 2008. The mission of ShakeOut is now
to encourage everyone, everywhere to know how to protect themselves during earthquakes (at home,
work, and where they may travel). Beyond earthquake safety, SCEC engages ShakeOut participants in
understanding earthquake science, learning about their particular earthquake hazards, and taking actions
to reduce their risk. These aspects are integrated with other activities across all CEO focus areas, including the Quake Catcher and EPIcenter Networks, our internship programs, and interactions with practicing
engineers and government officials. In SCEC5, ShakeOut drills will include new scenarios developed for
use nationwide, and ShakeOut will play a key role in educating the public about operational earthquake
forecasting and earthquake early warning, including annual tests on ShakeOut day. CEO will continue its
leadership role in expanding participation worldwide (§II.B.2.a) with new Official ShakeOut Region websites managed by SCEC, complemented by simpler webpages for additional countries or organizations
(e.g., ShakeOut.org/akdn). ShakeOut will also be used as a global digital infrastructure for sharing earthquake preparedness and mitigation best practices developed by countries, multi-national organizations,
and local advocates.
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Finally, SCEC’s role in tsunami awareness and preparedness will be further expanded via its partnerships in ECA and its management of TsunamiZone.org as a global resource based on the ShakeOut
model. Similarly, ShakeOut is also the model for FEMA’s “America’s PrepareAthon!” national campaign,
designed to assess preparedness activities as directed by Presidential Policy Directive 8 [366]. ShakeOut
registration totals are included in this assessment, and we will provide contracted support to FEMA for the
expansion of ShakeOut, to advise FEMA on the development of PrepareAthon (including advice for activities related to other hazards), and to assist in recruitment.
c. K-14 Earthquake Education Initiative
Long-term intended outcomes of this focus area are O3 (increased science literacy) and O4 (increased
diversity, career success, and retention in the scientific workforce). Achieving these outcomes must begin
early, when attitudes towards science are formed and basic science and mathematics skills can be fostered. SCEC’s position is that knowledge of science content and its application may be best achieved
through an event-based (teachable-moment) approach, connected to standards-based curricula. While
most earthquake content is in California’s middle school curriculum, earthquake science and preparedness education can be encouraged in all grades when real-world events increase interest (tied to geography, math, history, and other curricula). Educational materials must also be supplemented to provide better information about local earthquake hazards, to increase relevance (place-based education). ShakeOut
drills provide teachers an additional opportunity for teaching earthquake science, useful for explaining
why certain preparedness actions are recommended.
SCEC’s leadership in the Quake Catcher Network (QCN) during SCEC4 has expanded (see §II.B.2.c)
via installation of sensors nationwide and inclusion of IRIS as a major partner. QCN bridges both eventbased and place-based modes, with local earthquakes recorded on sensors within classrooms and local
EPIcenter partners (museums, etc., see §II.B.2.b). In SCEC5 a partnership with IRIS will result in the integration of QCN and Seismographs in the Schools program enabling learners to engage local and global
events. This provides tremendous opportunities to engage students, educators, and the community in
citizen science and will improve understanding of earthquake early warnings.
SCEC will continue to offer summer high-school educator research experiences as a continuation of
the NASA-sponsored InSight Vital Signs of the Planet (VSP) Professional Development Program or similar programs with future funding. The concept exposes participants to real-world research and trains them
to develop Next Generation Science Standards aligned lesson plans. High school student participants
can be encouraged to apply for SCEC internships in college. High-school educators have become vital
members of the SCEC partnership by creating lessons distributed via SCEC, such as in educational kits
for the “Quake Heroes” documentary under development. Educator workshops will introduce these and
other resources (including SCEC’s Plate Tectonics Puzzlemap, SCEC-VDO animations, and earthquake
simulations) to educators at all levels. Workshops will include follow-up activities to help implement the
content and evaluate long-term outcomes. SCEC’s annual participation in educational conferences will
continue as a venue for sharing resources, encouraging participation in ShakeOut, and recruiting new
partners.
d. Experiential Learning and Career Advancement (ELCA)
Long-term intended outcomes of this focus area are O4 (increased diversity, career success, and retention in the scientific workforce) and O1 (improved application of earthquake science in policy and practice). The ECLA program engages scientists at the early stages of their academic careers, providing them
with research experiences, exposure to the SCEC community, and leadership opportunities, and it supports them across key career transitions (e.g., undergraduate to graduate school, post-PhD, etc.).
The ELCA program in SCEC5 will be built on the foundation of our long-established successful USEIT
and SURE internship programs (§II.B) that, since 1994, have challenged more than 540 undergraduates
with difficult, real-world problems that require collaborative, interdisciplinary solutions. Special education
and outreach internships will involve students from communications, marketing, policy, and other disciplines with the CEO program. In total, more then 40 students (including students at minority-serving colleges and universities and local community colleges) will participate each summer. The interns will experience how their skills can be applied to societal issues, and benefit from interactions with practicing pro-
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fessionals in earth science, engineering, computer science, and policy. Enhanced longitudinal tracking of
intern alumni will continue to support evaluation of the program.
These internship programs will be the centerpiece of a high school to graduate school career pathway
for recruiting the best students, providing them with high-quality research and education experiences, and
supporting career advancement. Challenges often experienced as young researchers advance through
educational levels will be mitigated through a new SCEC Transitions Program, a component of SCEC’s
Diversity Plan, described in the next section.
D. Diversity Plan
The SCEC leadership is committed to the growth of a diverse scientific workforce as articulated by
the NSF’s Diversity and Inclusion
Strategic Plan [367]. Although
SCEC has no direct say in the
hiring and promotion decisions of
its member institutions, it is a
high-visibility arena for aspiring
scientists and a forum for organizational leaders who seek workforce diversity (Fig. 3.17). We
Figure 3.17. Some of the women participants at the 2015 Annual Meeting, photographed
propose to pursue our diversity
following banquet honoring Dr. Lucy Jones (near center with hands clasped). Lucy
tweeted a picture of this group with the caption “Women @SCEC. In 25 years, so many
goals by combining the diversitymore women in earthquake science!”
promoting mechanisms developed in SCEC4 with a new Transitions Program, which will provide junior members of the SCEC community with resources and mentoring at major steps in their careers. The goal is to promote diversity within
the SCEC community that more closely reflects the population we serve.
1. Measuring Diversity
According to national surveys, the geosciences rank as the least ethnically diverse major STEM field; only
about 6% of bachelor’s degrees are awarded to underrepresented ethnic minority students [368]. A major
objective of the SCEC4 Diversity Plan has been to increase the diversity of undergraduates that choose
geoscience careers. The UseIT and SURE intern programs have been very effective in this regard
(§II.B.2.d). A second SCEC4 objective has been to promote diversity in its leadership ranks, again with
good results. A third has been longer term: to sharpen our knowledge of the composition of the SCEC
community and the career trajectories of its junior members, so that we can better formulate programs to
increase diversity. As part of this effort, we have been collecting demographic information during the Annual Meeting registration that allows us to track the diversity of career cohorts (Fig. 3.18).
Underrepresented minority participants

Female participants
Figure 3.18. Self-reported
ethnic and gender diversity of
SCEC Annual Meeting
participants in 2014 by cohort:
UG: undergraduate.
GS: graduate student.
PD: postdoc and instructors.
PR: professional researcher.
TT: tenure-track faculty.
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These data confirm that SCEC has been successful at attracting diverse undergraduate participants,
primarily through its internship programs: 42% from underrepresented minority ethnic backgrounds, 47%
female participants in the 2014 Annual Meeting. But the data also show how quickly this diversity drops in
the more senior ranks. Only about 15% of our tenure-track faculty are women, and less than 5% are un-
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derrepresented minorities. The largest drop in ethnic diversity is at the “post-UG” career transition, following the bachelor’s degree, while the largest drop in gender diversity is at the “post-GS” transition. These
critical transitions are marked by green-to-red in Fig. 3.18. The SCEC Transitions Program
2. The SCEC Transitions Program
To improve the diversity of senior participants in SCEC and earthquake science as a whole, we must retain the diversity of the professional cohort as it progresses through a series of career transitions. Moving
towards this goal will require a sustained program that carefully targets its human and financial resources
[369]. We propose to focus new resources on promoting diversity by helping students through their postUG and post-GS transitions. The SCEC5 Transitions Program will comprise five basic activities:
a. Post-UG mentoring and networking. SCEC will sponsor workshops at SCEC Annual Meetings and fall
webinars to guide students through the graduate applications process, provide them with information
about research careers in industry and government, as well as academia. The main goal will be to connect interested undergrads with graduate students and professional scientists at SCEC institutions.
b. Facilitating the transition to graduate school. SCEC will support first-year graduate students through
research assistantships at SCEC institutions for a three-month interval prior to graduate school; e.g.,
bridging the summer between college and graduate school. The SCEC institutions proposing to participate in this program will provide equivalent student financial support, faculty supervision, and an appropriate locus of study. These resources will act as an attractant for outstanding students of all ethnicities
and genders, an incentive for schools to admit them, and a means of fostering student success [370]. The
program will encourage and facilitate students to apply for NSF Graduate Research Fellowships.
c. Building community among graduate students. Alienation from the wider research community often
leads underrepresented students to abandon science [371]. SCEC will build a culture of inclusivity and
community by pairing first-time attendees at SCEC meetings with senior mentors, and by bringing cohorts
together face-to-face at the Annual Meeting and on social media throughout the year. The Center will also
support travel grants to SCEC workshops that can increase the participation of underrepresented groups.
d. Post-GS transition to academic jobs. SCEC will support early-career scientists through post-doctoral
research fellowships at SCEC institutions for up to one-half year of a 2-year postdoctoral appointment.
We will encourage social scientists as well as geoscientists to apply for these resources.
e. Post-GS transition to non-academic jobs. SCEC recognizes the need to help students and young professionals make career transitions not just within academia but also into tech-savvy careers in industry,
commerce, and government. SCEC will solicit industry and private-sector partnerships to sponsor SCEC
pre-professional interns who will be dually mentored by SCEC and industry experts.
The SCEC Transitions Program will be supervised by the Board Subcommittee on Diversity and managed
by Dr. Bob de Groot through the SCEC Experiential Learning and Career Advancement office that he
leads, and it will be coordinated with IRIS’s early-career investigator working group [372] (see letter of
collaboration). Longitudinal data on participants’ careers and retention, including surveys of student and
mentor satisfaction, will be collected for quantifying program success. Regular evaluations of the program
will be solicited from the SCEC Advisory Council.
E. Information Technology Plan
Advanced information technology (IT) will be designed and deployed to support the Center’s mission of
gathering, integrating, and communicating seismic hazard information. A goal will be to maintain SCEC’s
access to high-performance computing and the development of the HPC-enabled simulation codes required for earthquake system science. We will use advanced IT to enhance SCEC research productivity,
sustain its community models, and provide for education, training, and lifelong learning [373].
Types of Information Technology. SCEC5 IT capabilities will be separated into three broad categories—
Administration, Collaboration, and Research Computing—mirroring IT areas often treated separately within universities and research organizations. There is enough overlap among these IT categories to motivate integrated approaches, but we recognize that each area has unique technical requirements warranting special consideration.
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•

Administration IT will provide computing support for SCEC human resources, SCEC contracts with
funding sources, and sub-contracts with researchers, and will be integrated with University of Southern California (USC) accounting systems. As in SCEC4, SCEC5 will utilize University of Southern
California IT tools to support SCEC5 administrative IT.

•

Collaboration IT will provide support for the SCEC collaboratories, enabling local and remote participants to collaborate on research. SCEC5 collaboration IT will leverage existing USC collaboration
tools that provide networking and telecommunications capabilities, including video conference calls,
shared desktops, email lists, shared documents, and other routine collaborative tasks. Use of these
collaboration tools has become an essential part of many SCEC4 collaborative research projects, and
SCEC5 will widen access to these capabilities to the broader SCEC community. SCEC5 will also use
a modern (Drupal-based) content management system (CMS) as a key information exchange mechanism. The SCEC5-CMS will provide a consolidated source of information about SCEC research. The
SCEC5-CMS will be developed and maintained by a Community Information System Manager, supported half-time by the core program. The SCEC5-CMS will be used to manage the annual SCEC
scientific collaboration cycle that includes development of the Science Plan, submission of research
proposals, development and approval of the Collaboration Plan, award notifications, and project reporting. CMS application programs will also be developed to support workshop registration, participation, and reporting.

•

Research Computing IT capabilities will include scientific computing, HPC, data-intensive computing,
scientific software development, simulation data management, and software integration. Scientific
software development capabilities will be a strategic priority for SCEC5. These will enable SCEC5 to
produce important new results in physics-based modeling, high-performance computing, dataintensive computing, data assimilation, and forecast testing. Our SCEC5 efforts will build on successful SCEC scientific software projects, which include OpenSHA, CVM-H, SCEC-VDO, UCVM, Broadband Platform, AWP-ODC, Hercules, CyberShake, and CSEP.

IT Support for SCEC5 Core Research. Most SCEC software engineering is supported by special projects
rather than through the core program. Requests from SCEC researchers for software and data management support from the SCEC IT group have been growing, and they now often go unmet because all
SCEC software personnel are committed to existing special projects. Therefore, the proposed SCEC5
budget includes an additional full-time software developer to support the IT needs of SCEC core research
and collaboration. This developer will support scientific data management, with a particular focus on the
SCEC Community Models. Software resources within core SCEC5 will also enable SCEC to evaluate and
apply new computing models, such as distributed near-real-time HPC needed for OEF and EEW, or bigdata signal processing of continuous seismograms to produce high-resolution earthquake catalogs.
SCEC5 data management priority will be to systematize the management of the SCEC Community Models, open-source software distributions, and seismic hazard data products, as discussed in the Data
Management Plan. In SCEC5, we plan to continue the scientific software collaborations with the major
NSF and DOE supercomputing centers that have been so productive in SCEC4.
Computing Collaborations and Resources. SCEC obtains computing time through competitive openscience allocation processes operated by DOE and NSF. Our allocation requests emphasize that SCEC
is a multi-disciplinary research consortium currently using petascale scientific software to solve difficult
computational problems of societal importance. As SCEC5 computing continues to grow, we will work to
stay qualified on the largest available open-science supercomputers. This may require new, or re-written,
versions of our high-performance codes. In July 2014, President Obama issued an executive order establishing a multi-agency National Strategic Computing Initiative (NSCI) that aims to develop an exascale
computer for scientific use in the next 10 years. Achieving this national priority will require a co-design
approach, in which next generation hardware and software are developed together. We will pursue opportunities in SCEC5 to collaborate with the supercomputer facilities in extreme-scale co-design activities.
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IV. SCEC5 Management Plan
SCEC has developed an effective management structure for coordinating earthquake research and educational activities. The Center’s ability to facilitate collaborative, investigator-driven research has been
repeatedly proven by its diverse accomplishments. Participation in SCEC is rising despite flat funding
(Fig. 1.5), and its national and international partnerships are flourishing. In its annual reports, the SCEC
External Advisory Council has repeatedly documented the enthusiasm among SCEC participants and
endorsed their high levels of satisfaction with the Center’s leadership and administration. SCEC5 will continue to operate under its lean, well-tested management structure, which is described in detail below.
In preparing this proposal, the SCEC Board of Directors voted unanimously to operate SCEC5 under
a similar set of by-laws as SCEC4. The University of Southern California (USC) will continue as the managing institution, and Tom Jordan, the proposal PI, will continue as the Center Director. The by-laws now
designate the responsibilities of a Center Co-Director, Greg Beroza of Stanford University, who is Co-PI
on this proposal. Establishment of a co-directorship and several other augmentations to the SCEC leadership structure have been designed to facilitate the SCEC leadership transition, as described in §IV.C.
A. Organization of the Center
Institutional Membership and Board of Directors. The Center will retain its structure as an institutionally
based organization governed by a Board of Directors. It will recognize both core institutions, which make
a major, sustained commitment to SCEC objectives, and a larger number of participating institutions,
which are self-nominated and confirmed by the Board. The 17 core and 52 participating institutions that
were enrolled as of October 1, 2015, are listed in Table 1.1. One participating institution, Texas A&M University, has requested core status, and the Board has approved this request. The institutional membership is expected to evolve, because SCEC will remain an open consortium, available to any individuals
and institutions seeking to collaborate on earthquake science in Southern California.
Each core institution will appoint one member to the Board of Directors, which will be chaired by the
Center Director. The Board will elect two nominees from the participating institutions to serve two-year
terms as members-at-large. The Board will be the primary decision-making body of SCEC; it will meet
three times per year (typically in Feb, June & Sept) to approve the Annual Collaboration Plan and budget
and deal with major business items. The by-laws allow the Board to conduct business via email. Based
on current projections, the SCEC5 Board will comprise 17 voting members. The USGS members will
serve in non-voting liaison capacity. Ex officio members will include the Co-Director; the Associate Director for Administration (serving as Executive Secretary); the Associate Director for CEO; the IT Architect;
and the Executive Science Director for Special Projects.
An Executive Committee will handle daily decision-making responsibilities, mainly through email. It
will comprise five voting members, the Center Director, who will act as Chair, the Co-Director, the Board
Vice-Chair, and two Board members elected for 3-year terms, plus three non-voting members: the Executive Director for Special Projects, the AD for CEO, and the AD for Administration.
Administration. The Center Director will be the Chief Executive Officer and bear ultimate responsibility for
all of the Center’s programs and budget. The Director will serve as PI on the SCEC core grants; ensure
that funds are properly allocated for various Center activities; chair the Board of Directors, presiding at
Board meetings and, insofar as resources permit, overseeing that Board decisions are properly executed;
and appoint committees to carry out Center business. The Center Co-Director (G. Beroza, Stanford) will
serve as Co-PI of the SCEC core grants, chair of the Planning Committee, and chair of the Annual Meeting. The Co-Director will oversee the development of the Annual Science Plan, lead the review process,
and submit an Annual Collaboration Plan for approval by the Board. Either the Director or Co-Director will
be the PI on all proposals submitted by the Center.
The Vice-Chair of the Board of Directors, elected by the Board, will call and conduct Board meetings
in the absence of the Chair, and will perform duties and exercise powers as assigned by the Center Director and Board. The Vice-Chair of the Planning Committee (J. Chester, Texas A&M) will assist the CoDirector in the development of the Annual Collaboration Plan, the proposal review process, and the Annual Meeting planning. The Associate Director for Administration will assist the Center Director in the daily
operations of the Center and be responsible for managing the budget as approved by the Board, filing
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reports as required by the funding agencies, and keeping the Board, funding agencies, and Center participants current on all Center activities. J. McRaney of USC has agreed to continue to serve in this capacity
through the first two years of SCEC5.
Advisory Council. An Advisory Council (AC) will serve as an experienced advisory body to the Center.
The AC will comprise a diverse membership representing all aspects of SCEC, including earthquake science and related disciplines, formal and informal education, and public outreach. Members of the AC will
be drawn from academia, government, and the private sector; they will be elected by the Board for 3-year
terms and may be re-elected. The AC will meet annually to review Center programs and will prepare an
Annual AC Report, which will be made available to the NSF, USGS, and other funding agencies.
Management of Center Research Activities. The SCEC4 organization chart (Fig. 4.1) shows the current
set of standing disciplinary committees (green boxes); interdisciplinary focus groups (yellow boxes); the
Earthquake Engineering Implementation Interface (EEII, orange box), and special projects (pink boxes).
Each of these working groups has a leader and co-leader who share organization and management responsibilities, act as spokespersons for the group, and serve on the SCEC PC. The working-group structure and PC membership will be reorSCEC Director
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Management of Communication, Education, and Outreach (CEO) Activities. Public outreach, knowledge implementation, education, and experiential learning/career advancement will be managed by the Associate Director for CEO, who will supervise highly experienced staff and consultants, supported by USC student workers. The Associate Director
and CEO staff will act as liaison between SCEC and its partners in education, the business community,
and earthquake preparedness and risk management. The SCEC CEO program will continue to manage
the Great ShakeOut Earthquake Drills both nationally and internationally, the SCEC internship programs,
the proposed “Transitions” diversity program to facilitate career transitions (§III.D), and other related activities. M. Benthien, the current SCEC AD for CEO, has agreed to continue in his leadership role in SCEC5.
Regular advice will be provided by a CEO Planning Committee of stakeholders representing the main
CEO focus areas; this CEO-PC is currently chaired by Dr. Tim Sellnow (U. Central Florida).
Management of Special Projects and Cyberinfrastructure. A key to SCEC’s success has been the Center’s growing expertise in scientific software engineering and its capability in HPC-enabled cyberinfrastructure. The oversight of SCEC Information Technology, including the software standards for data structures and model interfaces, will be the responsibility of the Associate Director for Information Technology,
who will serve as the SCEC IT Architect. The IT Architect will report to the Center Director and will coordinate the Community Modeling Environment (CME), supervise the software engineering staff, and support
SCEC research. P. Maechling has agreed to continue to serve in this leadership position in SCEC5.
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SCEC recently recruited Christine Goulet, an engineering seismologist, into the new position of Executive Director of Special Projects (ED-SP); she will continue to serve full-time in SCEC5. The duties of the
EDSP are to manage science activities in the externally funded SCEC Special Projects and to coordinate
these activities with the SCEC IT Architect and Planning Committee. She will report to the Center Director, serve as a voting member of the PC, and serve ex officio on the SCEC Executive Committee.
SCEC Content Management System. SCEC is a virtual organization that coordinates interdisciplinary,
multi-institutional earthquake system science on a global as well as regional scale. To enhance this coordination, the Center is developing a flexible and secure web-based Content Management System (SCECCMS) that can be used to gather information, synthesize knowledge, and communicate our understanding within and beyond the extended SCEC community. The SCEC-CMS will simplify the way diverse
groups can contribute, update, and publish information online, allowing researchers to share scientific
results with colleagues more rapidly and to communicate directly with end-users and the public. The first
version of SCEC-CMS was released just prior to the 2015 SCEC Annual Meeting, and it will support development of the Science and Collaboration Plans, proposal submission, proposal review, and project
reporting. In SCEC5, the website will also serve as curated archive of Center knowledge and resources,
as well as a virtual meeting place for researchers and other users to discover experts, research results,
and useful knowledge for promoting community preparedness and resilience. The SCEC-CMS development will leverage the widespread adoption of distance learning and collaboration tools by academic institutions. This portal will also enable publishing to different social media channels.
Post-Event Scientific Response, Major Southern California earthquakes have been important events for
focusing SCEC research and stimulating collaboration. The Center’s management structure, as expressed in its working groups, has been able to respond quickly in coordinating field programs with the
USGS and other organizations to capture perishable data and conduct post-earthquake studies. The
SCEC leadership recognizes the need to be constantly prepared to fulfill its scientific responsibilities following a major earthquake in Southern California. To improve this capability, we have included PostEarthquake Rapid Response as a research focus (Topic 12) in the SCEC5 Science Plan (see §III.C).
B. Collaboration Planning Process
The annual budget cycle will begin with a SCEC Leadership Meeting in early June, where the Board, PC,
and agency representatives will discuss SCEC research priorities. Based on these discussions, the PC
will draft an Annual Science Plan, which will be presented to the SCEC community at the Annual Meeting
in early September. Based on feedback received at the meeting, the PC will finalize the Annual Science
Plan and present it to the Board for approval. This plan will form the basis for a project solicitation, released in October. SCEC participants will submit proposals in response to this solicitation in November.
All proposals will be independently reviewed by the Director, the Co-Director, Vice-Chair of the PC, and
the leaders of at least 3 relevant working groups. Review assignments will avoid conflicts of interest.
The PC will meet in January to review all proposals and construct an Annual Collaboration Plan. The
plan’s objective will be a coherent science program, consistent with SCEC's basic mission, institutional
composition, and budget that achieves the Center's short-term objectives and long-term goals, as expressed in its Annual Science Plan. The Co-Director will submit the recommended Annual Science Collaboration Plan to the Board of Directors for approval. The annual budget approved by the Board and the
Center Director will be submitted to the sponsoring agencies for final approval and funding.
Evaluation Criteria. In constructing the Annual Collaboration Plan, proposals submitted in response to the
annual solicitation will be evaluated based on: (a) scientific merit of the proposed research; (b) competence, diversity, career level, and performance of the investigators; (c) priority of the proposed project for
short-term SCEC objectives; (d) promise of the proposed project for contributing to long-term SCEC
goals; (e) commitment of the PI and institution to the SCEC mission; (f) value of the proposed research
relative to its cost; and (g) the need to achieve a balanced budget while maintaining a reasonable level of
scientific continuity given funding limitations. With respect to criterion (b), we note that improving the diversity of the SCEC community and supporting early-career scientists is a major goal of the Center.
Joint SCEC/USGS Planning Committee. SCEC will maintain close alignment with the USGS Earthquake
Hazards Program through three mechanisms: (a) reporting and accountability required by USGS funding
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of SCEC, (b) liaison memberships on the Board of Directors by the three USGS offices now enrolled as
SCEC core institutions, and (c) a Joint SCEC/USGS Planning Committee (JPC). The JPC will augment
the SCEC Planning Committee with a group of program leaders designated by the USGS, who will participate in the construction of the Annual Collaboration Plan. If requested, the PC chair will continue to sit on
the Southern California Proposal Review Panel for the USGS External Research Program.
C. SCEC Leadership Transition
Tom Jordan is willing to continue as Center Director as long as necessary into SCEC5, but he is planning
to step down as soon as a successor is ready to take on his responsibilities. John McRaney will continue
in his position of Associate Director for Administration into SCEC5, but he is planning to retire by the end
of 2018. To facilitate these two major leadership transitions, the Center has reconfigured its management
structure and accelerated its staff development.
Jordan has been prepared to step down since the end of SCEC3, but two previous searches for a
new SCEC Director, in 2009 and 2014, did not reach successful conclusions. In both searches, the directorship transition was timed to coincide with the start of a new five-year program; i.e., SCEC4 in 2012 and
SCEC5 in 2017. Both were predicated on a job description adopted at the beginning of SCEC2 (2002):
the Director is a tenured faculty member at USC who acts as PI on all SCEC grants and contracts, including all special projects. The expansion of SCEC special projects has raised the question of whether this
“super-PI-ship” model can be sustained.
After closure of the search in 2014, several changes in the SCEC management structure were recommended by the Director and approved by the Board to redistribute the leadership responsibilities and
workload. Greg Beroza was promoted to a newly formed Center Co-Directorship. He will serve as the CoPI on the SCEC5 core proposal and will retain his position as PC Chair. Two new science leadership positions have been created: a PC Vice-Chair (PC-VC), filled by Judi Chester (Texas A&M); and an Executive Director of Special Projects (ED-SP), filled by Christine Goulet (USC). USC has agreed to half-time
salary support for the ED-SP and also for another new leadership position, the CEO Assistant Director for
Strategic Partnership, filled by Sharon Sandow (USC).
Appropriate changes have been made to the SCEC administrative structure and by-laws to recognize
the expanded role of the Co-Director and the new roles of the PC-VC and ED-SP. In particular, the modified by-laws enable mechanisms for the Co-Director to act as the PI of SCEC special projects. For example, in July, 2015, a SCEC proposal with Beroza as PI was submitted through Stanford to the NSF/EAR
Geoinformatics Program; USC was included as one of several collaborating institutions with Jordan as a
Co-PI. This redistribution of leadership responsibilities and workload is expected to facilitate the search
for a new Director. The pressure on a new Director will be further reduced by effecting a “mid-term” transition; i.e., in the first few years of SCEC5.
USC has agreed to restart the senior faculty search after a brief strategic pause during the writing and
evaluation of this proposal; as the host institution for SCEC, it is fully committed to a successful search
process. If necessary, alternative models will also be considered, such as the appointment of a research
faculty member as SCEC Director, as well as a more distributed directorship. Both funding agencies will
be informed of key steps in the Director selection process and will approve any PI changes.
The AD for Administration McRaney—the first SCEC employee (1991)—will be difficult to replace,
owing to his exceptional abilities and experience in Center organizational issues and financial management. The Center Director, working with the USC administration, has already started an internal transition
process anticipating his departure prior to December, 2018. The existing Center staff includes three other
experienced administrators, Tran Huynh, Karen Young, and Deborah Gormley, who will form the core of
the new Center administrative structure. All three are recognized by USC as exceptional, and all three
have earned degrees in geoscience; their technical knowledge of SCEC research and its participating
disciplinary communities has been, and will continue to be, a boon to the Center. It is expected that one
or two new staff members will be hired to support Center operations.
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